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I. Introduction 

The Task Force Concerning Women in the Academic Workplace at Northwestern University was 
organized by President Arnold Weber and Provost David Cohen on August 1, 1992. 

The Task Force was created to examine the University's position relative to professional development 
of women, both staff and faculty, and to examine procedures which could place the University in a 
national leadership position in the hiring, promotion and retention of women in the work force (See 
Appendix I for the Specific Charge to the Task Force). 

This repon presents the data resulting from these effons, as well as global and specific 
·recommendations of the Task Force for changes in the University community which we believe are 
crucial to: 

1) expanding the roles of women in the work place at Northwestern; and 

2) ensuring optimal professional development of women employees on the staff and faculty, thus 

3) furthering the University's position as a major research and teaching university. 

Global recommendations are presented on pages 5 and 6. Specific recommendations are spread 
throughout the repon and are highlighted. They are also listed in Appendix m of this repon. 

Interspersed throughout this repon are comments from women and men on the staff and faculty 
regarding aspects of life at Nonhwestern. These comments are taken from exit interviews of staff and 
faculty, written comments from surveys and discussions at the various community meetings conducted 
by the Task Force (see Appendix vn for survey discussion). In most cases, they are comments that 
were repeated by many staff and faculty throughout our data collection process. They are illustrative 
of the issues raised by the data and the imponance of the recommendations made by the Task Force. 
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"When conditions are improved for women, 

they are improved for everyone." 

Bernice R Sandler, Ph.D. 

Senior Associate, Center for Women Policy Studies 
Washington, DC 

(Consultant to the Task Force) 
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II. Global Recommendations 1 

The Challenge 

The fundamental premise guiding the work of the Task Force Concerning Women is that the academic 
excellence of Northwestern University is significantly enhanced by greater representation of women in 
all ranks of the staff and faculty. Using this premise, the Task Force conducted extensive surveys of 
staff and faculty and many personal interviews among a broad spectrum of the University community. 
As a result of its investigations during the last eighteen months, the Task Force Concerning Women 
in the Academic Workpkzce has seen clear evidence of: 

a) a failure of the University to fully recognize the importance of developing staff to their full 
potential and thus enabling staff to perform their key role in the establishment and 
maintenance of Northwestern University as a high quality research and teaching university; 

b) a "glass ceiling" for both staff and faculty women in positions as well as influence; 

c) evidence of desultory recruitment offaculty women in most units; 

d) evidence of clustering of women at the lowest staff ranks; and 

e) a nonfriendly environment for both staff and faculty women in many areas of the University. 

Parenthetically, we note the paucity of women on the Board of Trustees. In the light of these fmdings, 
the Task Force makes the following global recommendations to the University community. The reader 
is referred to the body of this repon for other relevant specific action items. 

Recommendation 1: Issue a Directive from the President and Board of Trustees 

We recommend that our President and Board of Trustees declare their suppon of our recommendations 
and evidence their commitment to improving the University's academic excellence through increased 
representation of women on the staff and faculty by implementing the recommendations of this Task · 
Force. 

Recommendation 2: Improve the Environment for Women 

Many aspects of the environment at Northwestern are, at best, not friendly toward women and are, at 
worst, hostile to women. Insensitivity of supervisors, colleagues and department chairs and directors 
toward gender differences in such areas as social responsibilities, career problems, sexual harassment, 
security, and child care must be recognized, and training and employee benefit programs put into place 
immediately to address these issues. A vital Women's Center delivering a full complement of services 
to redress these problems is a critical component of the sttategy to create an appropriate environment 
for all women at NU. Therefore, we recommend that the Women's Center should be provided 
adequate additional fmancial and staffmg resources to meet this need on both campuses. In addition, 
in order to resolve specific problems arising from insensitivity toward gender differences, the 
University should create an office of Ombuds to serve all staff and faculty. 

Recommendation 3: Euhance Recruitment of Women 

While isolated positive effons have been made to recruit more women to the staff at higher levels and 
more women to faculty positions at all ranks, a major institutional commitment to such recruitment is 
critical at this juncture. Emphasis also needs to be placed on recruiting women into nontraditional 
roles. Every administtative and academic unit that has fewer women in its staff and faculty than 3/4 of 
its ''pool" (definition follows later) must develop a plan within one year indicating how it will increase 
the number of women within the unit. When recruiting to departments or units which at present have 

lather more specific reco=endaiions are highlighted throughout the repon and are summarized in 
Appendixlll. 
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no women or only one woman, it is necessary to recruit more than one women to ensure that the 
departmental environment is not antagonistic to the new recruit(s). Search committee members and 
supervisors should receive training in interview teChniques to assure legal and fair evaluations. The 
deans' and area vice presidents' offices should be responsible for the search processes to ensure fair 
treatment of all candidates throughout. Upon announcement of a search, the Commission on Women 
(see recommendation #5) may elect to monitor the conduct of the search, particularly in problem areas. 
Program Review of all units should assess the degree of success in implementing increased recruitment 
of women at all levels including exempt and nonexempt staff.2 Incentives should be provided for 
chairs, managers and units successful in their efforts to improve recruitment. Those unsuccessful in 
their efforts should be held accountable. 

Recommendation 4: Enhance Professional Advancement of Women 

All administrative and academic units must take positive steps toward the professional advancement of 
women within the unit. For staff, supervisors must promote professional growth and provide feedback 
to each employee. All opportunities for advancement and requirements for promotion must be 
circulated widely to the University community. For faculty, the Department Chair should pay 
particular attention to the progress of women toward tenure. The promotions process and requirements 
within each school should be clearly stated to each faculty member and Ad Hoc review committee, 
with attention paid to fair peer review. Furthermore, much of the undergraduate teaching in several 
programs is done by non-tenure-track faculty, in which women are represented in great numbers. 
Librarians also provide an important contribution to education at the University. Creative 
opportunities must be provided to these two groups for research development, teaching enhancement 
and promotion within the non-tenure ranks. 

Program Review of all units should assess progress toward professional advancement of women. 3 

Recommendation 5: 

Establish a Commission on the Status of Women in the Academic Workplace 

The President should establish a Commission on the Status of Women in the Academic Workplace at 
Northwestern University to monitor the implementation of the recommendations of this Task Force 
during the next five years. This group will receive data from the appropriate administrative bodies on 
searches, salaries, appointments, promotions and separations, will report to the President, and will 
issue an annual report to the staff, faculty and Board of Trustees on progress toward achievement of 
the goals as outlined in these recommendations. Interviews and surveys will be used by the 
Commission to monitor environment and attitudes. Continuing staff support will be necessary to 
facilitate the Cotnmission's work. 

Recommendation 6: 

Establish a Task Force on the Status of Minorities in the Academic Workplace 

In the course of its research, the Task Force has uncovered specific problems of minorities which, in 
some ways, resemble overall problems of women at the University. More minority staff members are 
clustered at the lower ranks, with more problems of environment and fewer promotional opportunities. 
There are few minority faculty members. Minority women suffer from both race and gender 
discrimination. We recommend that the University appoint a Task Force, similar to the one on the 
status of women, to examine the status of minorities in our workplace. This recommendation in no 
way obviates the obligation of the Commission on the Status of Women to address the needs of 
minority women. 

21bis was an early recommendation of the Task Force which has already been implemented. 
3lbid. 
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m. Administrative Influence of Women4 

•The top /ayers of administration should not be dominated by whits men. Administrators should 
have grounding in teaching 1111d scholarship, and should not los4l touch with either. • 

-Exit inteNiew of a woman faculty member. 

Administrative roles affect staff and faculty in critical ways. The philosophy, priorities and operating 
procedures, and thereby, the value system and climate of the institution, are established by those in 
administrative positions. 

There are very few women in key administrative roles throughout the University, and a total absence 
of women of color. No deans of undergraduate schools are women. While two vice presidents, the 
Graduate School dean, two associate provosts, the controller, and the head of the telecommunications 
system are women, these could be described as among the least powerful of the administrative 
positions. Two of these women were appointed in the last year. White women are generally found 
only in middle and lower level management roles (Table 1 and Table 2). Very few women of color 
are found in administrative positions. Women constitute only 6% of the charter members of the Board 
of Trustees and only 12% of all Trustees (Table 3). The growth of women in professional exempt and 
middle level decanal positions suggests that there should be increased representation of women in the 
highest level positions in the next decade, it these positions are considered stepping stones to 
deanships and other positions in the central administration of the University. 

Only one woman (Vice President for Administration and Planning) has chaired decanal and senior 
administrative search committees (Table 4) since 1985-86. Thirteen were chaired by men. The 
number of women serving on these committees has been small in an absolute sense but has represented 
a higher percentage, in most instances, than their actual presence in the faculty. Given the small 
number of women on the faculty (see below), this is not necessarily a positive feature, since the same 
women are often over used on these committees. Women have been adequately represented on 
decanal evaluation committees (Table 5). 

The position of department chair is an important training ground for upper level academic 
administrative posts. Women have lost ground in their representation among the chairs of academic 
departments (Table 6). Only 5 of 69 departments in the University are now chaired by women, 
compared to 9 departments five years ago. Male faculty are twice as likely as female faculty to be 
department chairs (7.8% of male faculty are currently chairs of departments compared to 3.6% of 
female faculty [5 of 138; see Table 17: 1992 for the denominator]). Only 8.9% of female full 
professors are department chairs, compared to 11.1% of male full professors (5 of 56; see Table 18: 
1992-3 for the denominator). 

The underrepresentation of women in leadership roles is a critical issue for the University. The 
absence of women administrators sends an important signal to women staff, faculty and students 
regarding the value placed on women and diversity at Northwestern University. 

Specific Recommendation 1. 

The Task Force recommends that search committees target women for key administrative posts 
in the administration of the University, including Deans, Provost, and President, and other 
positions in the central administration of the University. 

4-rables supporting this discussion are included in Appendix IV. 
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IV. Characteristics and Current Status of Women Staff at Northwestern University5 

The most common forms of discrimination against women in the labor marlret are: 1) employers 
paying women less than men who are working in comparable jobs and 2) employers discriminating in 
their hiring and promotion practices, so that women are kept in lower paying positions. To assess i 
whether such discrimination might exist at Northwestern, the committee collected and reviewed data 
on NU staff and focused on four main areas: 1) the distribution of staff by gender across pay grades, 
2) comparisons of the salary of women and men within grades, 3) comparisons of promotion rates and 
turnover of women and men, and 4) external labor market data. 

Distribution of Women and Men by Pay Grade 

I IN/ NU has a caste system. Professional staff walk all over support staff • •• We are not door mats. 
-comment from female staff member 

Tbere Is a caste system at NU where faculty tend to look down on staff and treet them as servants. 
-comment from female staff member 

I feel that the professional staff in our offica are the ones who •count• - the ones who are seen as 
"doing the worlc" and "nonexempt• are the •support• staff, In other words, "helping" the people who 
reelly do the worlc. For an offica function In our office, only the professional staff members were 
consulted about a convenient date, even though haff the nonprofessional staff could not attend. This 
speaks loudly and clearly about the value put on nonexempt employees - very little. 

· -comment from female nonexempt staff member 

Each NU staff person is classifled by a pay grade which is associated with a speciflc salary range. 
Within the categories of exempt and nonexempt staff, a higher pay grade indicates greater job 
responsibility and marketability, both of which are rewarded by higher salary rates. The categories of 
exempt and nonexempt are determined by federal guidelines: exempt means exempt from the wage 
and hours laws, so that, among other things, staff in the exempt category are not paid overtime for any 
extra hours they work. In general, nonexempt is secretarialfclericalltechnical and exempt is 
professional/managerial. 

Nonexempt pay grades run from 3 to 19, while exempt run from 1 to 16, but exempt also includes 
several highly paid ungraded categories including grade "31." The upper pay grades of the nonexempt 
overlap with the lower pay grades of the exempt. 

Nonexempt Staff. According to data for October 1992 (Table 7), which were supplied by the 
Department of Human Resources, there were 1895 staff people in pay grades 3-19. Roughly 75% of 
the nonexempt staff (grades 3-19) were women (1419 female nonexempt staff as compared to 
474 male nonexempt staff members). 

Several patterns emerged that should concern the University community. In general, the percent of 
staff who are women declines as pay grade increases. For example, among nonexempt staff (see 
Table 7), with the exception of pay grade 3 which represents only 3 staff members, women outnumber 
men until pay grade 15. Thus, pay grade 15 appears to be the glass ceiling for nonexempt women. 
The median pay grade for women is one pay grade less than the median pay grade for men. 
Furthermore, the third quartile for women is two pay grades lower than the third quartile pay grade for 
men, implying that the distribution of nonexempt women diminishes more rapidly at the higher pay 
grades than the distribution of their male counterparts. 

Included in the accompanying table (7) for nonexempt staff are: 1) unionized employees, who are 
included in pay grade 30; 2) housekeepers and house-service workers, 56% of whom are women of 
color, who are included in pay grades 43-46, B2, B6, and B8; and 3) public safety offlcers, who are in 
pay grades Al-AS. Women represent only 2% of the unionized staff. Their exclusion from these 
generally higher paying skilled crafts is quite noticeable, as is the absence of women in the higher pay 
grades of women public safety offlcers. In contrast women dominate the small, low paid, house
service worker categories. 

5Tables supporting this discussion are included in Appendix V. 
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The Task Force also reviewed the nonexempt data on race and gender by pay grade (Table 8). In the 
nonexempt pay grades (3-19), there were just over 400 African American females and approximately 
116 African American males. This contrasted sharply with unionized workers, where there were only 
3 African American females and 66 African American males, and public safety officers, where there 
were no African American females and 8 African American males. There were no Asian public safety 
officers. There were 5 unionized Asian employees and 21 unionized Hispanic employees, all of whom 
were men. 

Specific Recommendation 2. 
The Task Force recommends that the University target recruitment of women, and particularly 
minority women, into nontraditional staff roles and into the higher nonexempt grades. We 
further recommend that the University develop an effective mentoring and staff development 
program which facilitates promotion of nonexempt staff women and men to higher grades. 

Exempt Staff. There were a total of 981 Northwestern University exempt (managerial and 
professional) staff in grades 1-16 in 1992, slightly over half of whom were women. In addition, there 
are categories of "ungraded" exempt positions which include librarians, physicians in the student 
health service, research associates, athletic coaches, vice presidents and others. There were a total of 
272 exempt staff people in these ungraded classifications, and 38% of them were women (Table 9). 
Data regarding this group of 272 were not provided by Human Resources to the Task Force. 

As we would expect based on the nonexempt data, the distribution across exempt pay grades differs 
significantly for women and men. Graded exempt women tend to be clustered at the lower pay grades 
(Table 10}, and the median pay grade (grade 6-7) for exempt women is two grades lower than the 
median pay grade for exempt men (grade 8-9). This is a larger difference than we observed for 
nonexempt women and men. It is heartening to note that in the highest exempt pay grades (15 and 16), 
the number of women and men are quite close, although the numbers are quite small. 

The percentage of professional (and managerial) employees who are women has been fairly Stable. 
Data for the period 1990 to 1992, show increased percentages of women over time in exempt pay 
grades 5, 6, 8, 12, and 14 to 16, but declines in pay grades 1, 2, 7, 9, 10, 11, and 13 (Table 10). Pay .. 
grade 11 appears to be the glass ceiling for exempt women. 

Among full-time, graded exempt employees, very few of the women above pay grade 7 were 
minorities. Of the 42 African American exempt female employees, half were pay grade 5 or below; of 
the 21 Asian female exempt employees, the median pay grade is 7. There were only 10 Hispanic 
female exempt employees; the median pay grade for both Hispanic female and Hispanic male full-time 
exempt workers was pay grade 5 (Table 11). Thus, pay grade 7 appears to be the glass ceiling for 
exempt women of color. 

The Task Force also examined application and hiring data for Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) 
job categories, by race and gender (Table 12). At the executive, administrative and management level, 
generally the percentage of male applicants hired is much higher than for female applicants. For all 
races and both campuses combined 11.3% of male applicants are hired, compared to 8.3% of female 
applicants. At the professional level, the percentage of applicants who are hired is higher for whites 
than for most minority groups. The Chicago campus seems to be doing better at hiring women. For 
professional positions on the Evanston campus, 9.3% of female applicants are hired compared to 
13.4% of male applicants, while on the Chicago campus, over 19% of female and only 12% of male 
applicants are hired. These hiring patterns may portend well for the future growth of women among 
the professional staff, particularly on the Chicago campus. 

Examination of applications and hiring data according to EEO job categories by race and gender 
revealed that for nonexempt staff, including clericals and paraprofessionals (includes some exempt 
positions), a greater percentage of female applicants than male applicants are hired. Again, minority 
applicants are less successful in general. As one might expect from the data on unionized workers, the 
hiring data on skilled crafts show few women applicants and none hired. The inability to obtain any 
measures of the quality of the applicants prevents us from drawing any conclusions about whether 
gender discrimination exists in hiring. 
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Salary Comparisons for Men and Women Staff 

For most nonexempt categories, especially those having the most employees (grades 9, 10, and 11), 
women appear to earn more than men in the same pay grade (see Table 7). Only in the last two pay 
grades before women disappear entirely (grade 15 and grade 16) do men make more than women. The 
largest absolute dollar and percentage average salary differentials for women and men in the same pay 
grade appear to be in pay grades 10, 11 and 14. While this might lead to the conclusion that women 
are paid better than men, the issue of controlling for experience and qualifications is very pertinent. 
The Task Force attempted to do this, but was unable to obtain the data. If women are paid higher 
salaries because they are "stuck" in their pay grades longer than their male counterparts, then they may 
be receiving the rewards for longevity, but not the rewards for promotion. This suggests that 
additional analysis of nonexempt staff salaries by pay grade, qualifications and experience is 
necessary. 

Because women represent a significant majority of nonexempt employees, it would be useful to know 
whether this class of individuals is compensated at market levels. In contrast to faculty and high 
level exempt staff (see discussion below), data provided by Human Resources from its 
Compensation Review and Proposals for Fiscal Year 1994 indicate that nonexempt staff are paid 
significantly below market levels. This may create problems in attracting the most qualified staff to 
University jobs, especially on the Chicago campus, where there are many alternatives to NU 
employment. 

Furthermore, the data from the same report show wages were furthest from labor market wages at the 
lower levels. That is, it appears that the difference between the wage Northwestern University paid 
broad categories of nonexempt workers and the wage that was available in the labor market for this 
category is correlated with the number of women in those categories. The smaller the number of 
women, the closer to the market was the wage that Northwestern paid; the greater the number of 
women, the further below the market the NU wage was. This may be one cause of staff turnover, 
which is discussed below. 

While the data on exempt staff are more mixed (Table 9), women tend to earn more than men at the 
lower pay grades (up to grade 9, excluding the very small pay grades of 1 and 2 which include only 
7 staff). Men tend to earn more in the higher pay grades, with the significant exceptions of pay 
grades 11, 15 and 16. Pay grades above 13, with the exception of31, are too small to make any 
inferences. Women have fewer years in their current position than men in the same pay grade for pay 
grades 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15, but more years of experience in pay grades 7, 10, and 16 
(Table 13). Without data measuring more years of experience and other factors, not just years in 
current position, one cannot infer whether wages were equitable. Data were not provided on the 
272 ungraded positions, thus no analysis of this group was possible. 

Comparative data from the College and University Personnel Association (CUPA) were available for 
selected exempt positions. On Table 14, one can see Northwestern's relative salary position compared 
to CUPA peer private institutions. In general, among our peer CUPA schools men at the higher ranks 
have more experience and are paid more than the women, but the differentials are greater than one 
would expect to see based on experience alone. (For example, grade 11 CUP A males earn $50,530 
with 6.5 years of experience, while CUPA grade 11 females earn $43,190 with 5.5 years of 
experience.) In all categories the average salary and experience is higher for men than for women. 

It appears that Northwestern is near the median salary in this group of peer institutions, except at the 
higher levels. In the CUPA exempt positions, women earn 82.2 to 91.8% of what men earn, but at 
Northwestern, except for pay grade 11, women earn between 93.4% and 107.8% of what men in the 
same pay grade earn. 

These comparisons are limited in their usefulness because of the very small sample sizes. Except for 
pay grades 8 and 9, the number of women per pay grade comparable to CUP A is 5 or fewer. 
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Promotions for Northwestern University Staff 

•n was 11lmost two weeks before I had 11 ch11ncs to meet with my supervisor- 111m totally seif-taught 
In this job. Wouldn't recommend NU liS 11 place to work if 11nyone is seeking to be promoted from 
....,..hin.• "'" -Exit inteNiew comment of a staff member 

I think it would be eBsier for me to be fired lind rehired 11t 11 higher rank thlln to be promoted wfthin 

my job. -comment from female staff member 

The Task Force reviewed a data file extracted from the Human Resources payroll system in fall 1993 
to examine the number of women and men who changed jobs, were promoted, or left the University 
over a 5-year period (1987 to 1992). The data were "cleaned," including the elimination of 
150 duplicate records, records of individuals whose raises exceeded 140%, and records of those with a 
zero full-time equivalent (FTE) salary rate. Data are summarized in Table 15. 

For nonexempt staff', the percentage of women promoted varies by pay grade from 7% for pay 
grade 13 to 35% for the lowest pay grades. In general, the higher promotion rates are at the lower pay 
grades, although the percentage of women promoted was just over 38% for grades 14-19 combined. 
For men, promotion rates varied from 2.7% for pay grades 30-43 and 9.5% for pay grade 9 to 33.3% 
for pay grade 6. The pattern is less clear as one goes to higher ranks for men. Statistical tests indicate 
significant differences between the promotion rates of women and men at pay grades 9, 13 and 14-19. 
Women were promoted more often in pay grades 9 and 14 to 19. 

Promotion rates for exempt staff were much lower than promotion rates for nonexempt staff. They 
varied from 5.3% to just over 24% for women, and 7.7% to over 35% for men. In general, the rates 
did not differ significantly by gender. 

Median salary increase for promotions tended to be higher for women than for men, and these 
differences were statistically significant before 1990. During 1990 the median increase for promotions 
was significantly higher for men. It was also higher for men in 1991, but not significantly so. There . 
were no statistically significant differences in median years of service of women and men who were 
promoted. 

What was most startling to the Task Force were the data on the number and percentage of women and 
men leaving the University. With the exception of nonexempt pay grades 14-19, and pay grade 6 for 
men, turnover rates among nonexempt staff' varied from 31% to over 70% over 5 years. In most 
grades, more than half the staff present in 1987 were no longer present in 1992. The differential rates 
for women and men did not follow a discemable pattern, but the very high turnover rate was very 
troubling. The loss to the University of staff and faculty supervisory time searching for and 
training replacements is an enormous financial and morale burden. See the Climate section for a 
discussion of the effects of turnover on stress levels of staff and faculty. While the very highest 
turnover rates associated with pay grade 12 may reflect turnover of research technologists returning to 
school, the causes for all of the turnover of nonexempt staff merit further investigation. 

For exempt staff, the turnover rates over 5 years were also very high. For women they varied from 
just over 37% for the highest pay grades to 66.7% for pay grades 1-3 and 9. For men, the rates varied 
from just under 19% to over 77% for pay grades 1-3. As with the nonexempt staff, turnover exceeded 
50% in most categories. 

For all pay grades combined, the median years of service of individuals leaving the University was less 
for women than for men, and the differences were statistically significant in 1987 and 1989. The 
medians for women were between 1.5 and 1.8 years of experience, while the medians for men varied 
from 1. 6 to 2.3 years of experience. 

Turnover rates are two, three and sometimes seven times promotion rates. In the absence of 
comparative data, we cannot say how this compares to other colleges and universities or other 
employers in the labor market. Further investigation is merited. 
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V. Characteristics and Current Status of Women Faculty at Northwestern University6 
I - my dept. t»t:Dming all mala bec:ause of new Informal "policies • whatllby our tenured profs 
(men) Identify a candidate and then hire their friends and CDButhors (men). It's the old boys 
network at Its worst, only these are young boys playing the game. 

-Survey comment of female faculty msmbar 

. Why are you fools wasting my time? Now that the duns at my school and the University have 
axpliclt/y adopted a policy of discriminating In favor of women, what purpose does this task force 
serve? -Survey comment of male faculty member 

There is a pervasive myth that "women get all the jobs" that women vote as a b/oclc, etc. which is 
not supported by ststisticalevidenca, but is vary tiring to deal with. 

-Survey comment of female faculty member 

In fall1992, women comprised a total of 18.1% or 241 of the 1328 tenured and tenure track faculty 
(see Tablel6). This percentage has been growing steadily since 1987. If one includes nontenured 
ranks where women predominate, the percentage rises to 23.8% or 433 of 1,820. While there has been 
some increase in women faculty over the past two decades, progress has been slow. Increases have 
occurred in CAS, Music, Speech, McCormick and Medical. Table 17 shows the breakdown by school 

-·as a function of whether the women faculty are tenured or on tenure traCk. The Education, Dental and 
Medical schools have the highest percentages of tenured women faculty. Journalism, Music and 
Kellogg have the lowest percentages. In fall 1993, women were distributed across the ranks in the 
following manner: professor- 8.7%, associate professor- 24.5%, assistant professor- 27 .8%, 
associate- 44.7%, instructor- 56.5%, and lecturer- 42.6% (Table 18). These data indicate: 1) the 
University is recruiting too few women faculty; 2) there is an apparent "glass ceiling" for women 
faculty in promotion from associate to full professor. These are in large measure faculty based 
decisions. 

I'm still atriiUBd how many alder white males are oblivious to their own latent discriminatory 
attitudes toward women faculty/ -Survey comment of male faculty member 

I have noticed while urving on a School Promotions Committee that the language used by 
t:Dmmlttee members about men up for promotion Includes words like "energetic", •active", · 
"dynamic", "highly visible" while members speak about women candidates as •reasonably 
productive•, "servica oriented", •reserved", •exes/lent teacher". 

-Quote from a faculty member in a group discussion 

Specific Recommendation 3. 
Tbe Task Force recommends the search and promotion processes be carefully monitored, as 
described in the Global Recommendations, to assure the hiring and promotion of larger numbers 
of women in the Northwestern University tenure track and tenured faculty. Before beginning 
their work, each search and promotions committee should be sensitized regarding language 
differences often used in discussions of men and women which demean the productivity of 
women and highlight the achievements of men and other subtle forms of discrimination. 

Northwestern's Relative Position 
Precisely equivalent data upon which to make comparisons are difficult to flnd. Several recent reports 
contain sufficiently comparable information to enable some conclusions to be drawn. 

In November 1993, Stanford University published a repon on recruitment and retention of women 
faculty.7 The repon contained a table·showing the percent of full-time faculty in 1992-1993 who were 
women in the Ivy League, the Pac Ten and 3 other schools. If the percent of full-time women faculty 
at Northwestern (23.8%) is compared to that given for the 13 private universities on the list, 

6-rables supporting this discussion are included in Appendix VI. 
7Repon of the Provost's Conunittee on. the Recruitment and ReuntiDn. of Women. Faculty. Stanford 

University, November 1993. These numbers should be treated with caution. Some schools such as Columbia 
University have (sometimes large) education, nursing, social work, and library sctence departments, which 
traditionally have a higher percentage of women faculty while others such as MIT and CalTech have large 
schools of engineering and science which traditionally have a lower percentage of women faculty. 
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Northwestern would rank 3rd highest in that group (Columbia- 28.4%, Dartmouth - 25.8%, 
Yale- 23.7%, Brown- 22.2%%, USC- 21.4%, Harvard- 19.1 %, Penn- 18.6%, Princeton- 17.3%, 
Cornell- 17.3%, Chicago- 15.8%, Stanford- 14.2%, .MIT- 11.9%, and Cal Tech -7.7%). 

Comparisons by rank are also possible (see Table 18). As noted above, the percentage of full-time 
women who are assistant professors at Northwestern has been relatively constant over the past 
6 years, ranging from 26.3% to 27.8%. When this is compared with the results of the 1992-93 Annual 
Report on the Economic Status of the Profession (a survey of over 1500 two- and four-year institutions 
of higher education) that shows the percentage of women faculty at the assistant level increasing from 
36.6% in 1987-88 to 42.3% in 1992-93, Northwestern is found to be significantly behind.8 If the 
comparison is limited only to the private, independent doctoral degree granting universities, the 
institution is still behind, because the average percent of assistant professors in these universities in 
1991 (the last year for which there are data) was 33.3%. Other institutions of higher education have 
over 50% greater representation of women in the assistant professor ranks than does Northwestern. 
Even limiting the comparison to private independent doctoral institutions does not significantly 
improve the picture. These clearly comparable universities have 20% greater representation of females 
in the assistant professor rank. This suggests either an unwillingness or an inability to recruit female 
faculty at the junior level at Northwestern. 

Northwestern compares more favorably at the associate professor rank. The percentage of full-time 
women associate professors at Northwestern has increased from 19.4% to 24.5% over the past 6 years 
(Table 18). This compares more favorably with the situation found in the larger sample of other 
institutions of higher education where, in 1992-93, women comprised 28.9% of the associate 
professors. At the more comparable private, independent universities, 27.8% of the women were 
associate professors. 

While there has been a slight increase in women at the full professor rank, (6.0% - 8.7% ), comparison 
to the larger national sample indicates that in 1991, nearly twice as many of the full professors at those 
institutions were women (14.4%); while at private, independent universities, 11.1% of the full 
professors were female. These figures suggest that, relative to Northwestern, women are 30% more 
likely to be full professors at comparable private, independent universities and 66% more likely to be 
full professors at other institutions of higher education in general. Comparisons with the 13 private · · 
institutions included in the Stanford University report referenced above show Northwestern near the 
bonom within this group, tied for 11th place with Stanford (Columbia- 20.2%. Dartmouth- 12.3%, 
Penn- 11.1 %, Chicago- 10.8%, USC- 10.6%, Harvard- 10.6%, Brown- 10.2%, Yale- 10.2%, 
Princeton- 9.5%, Cornell- 9.9%, Stanford- 8.7%, .MIT- 6.6%, and Cal Tech- 4.7%). As noted in the 
discussion of Table 21 below, the average percent of women promoted to full professor in the last four 
years has been slightly higher than that for men. These data suggest that when put up for full 
professor, women anain the rank as often as men, yet our percentage of women faculty at 
Northwestern has not significantly improved. For Northwestern to have fallen so far behind the 
national average suggests that there was a severe problem at this level in the past which the institution 
should consider addressing with focused recruitment of senior women. This also reinforces the 
conclusion that the rank of full professor is a "glass ceiling" for women faculty at Northwestern. 

The extent of the discrepancy between Northwestern and its direct comparison universities is a 
problem at all ranks, but it is especially egregious at the assistant and full professor ranks. An inability 
to recruit qualified female candidates is often advanced as a reason for low percentages. This is not a 
particularly persuasive argument, given that other institutions appear able to recruit women, and the 
numbers of women anaining the doctorate is at an all-time high.9 It must be acknowledged that 
historically women have earned d~torates primarily in education and the social sciences. This 
contributes to problems of availability in some disciplines. For example, even in 1992, more men than 
women earned doctorates in every broad field except education (Women: engineering- 9%, physical 
sciences - 20%, professional/other fields- 34%, life sciences - 39%, humanities - 46%, social 
sciences- 47%, and education- 60%). Similar data for 1977, the general time frame when 
Northwestern's full professors would have been completing their degrees, show that women earned 

8"The Annual Report on the Economic Status of the Profession," Academe, March/April 1993, Volume 79, 
Number2. 
~ased on the Summary Report: 1992 Doctorate Recipients From United States Universities, National 

Research Council, 1993, 37% (n=14, 366) of all Ph.D.s granted in the U.S. are earned by women. 
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only 25% of all doctorateS, and most of these were in the humanities, education or the social sciences 
(engineering- 3%, physical sciences- 10%, life sciences- 21%, professional/other- 21%, social 
sciences- 28%, education- 35%, and humanities- 36%). Yet, despite 25% availability in the pool, 
using 1977 Ph.D.s as the base, only 8.7% of Northwestern's full professors are women. 

To determine whether the problem exists with the numbers of women in the applicant pool or whether 
it is due to some circumstance at Northwestern, a comparison was made of the availability of women 
in the applicant pool versus the percentage of tenured and tenure track women in each department.10 
As shown in Table 19, women are being hired at Northwestern at a rate that is considerably below the 
rate at which they are represented in the applicant population. In Table 19, the applicant population is 
approximated by the average percent having eamed their PhDs in the years 1980-85, a sufficient time 
lag to attempt to match the average age in a department. Departments with many older members 
would not be expected to have as high a percentage of women in them as departments with many 
younger members. The nl'mber ofPhDs in 1991 is given to indicate in what direction and how quickly 
the pool is moving. The number of faculty in each department is given in the far left column. This 
table should be read with caution, giving consideration to the size of any department and the number of 
hires it has had in recent years. Table 19 indicateS that the Journalism, Speech and Music schools 
have the widest disparities between the number of women in their faculties and the number of women 
in the available pool, with no departments meeting or exceeding their utilization pool characteristics in 
the tenured and tenure track ranks. The College of Arts and Sciences is also performing poorly with 
only the departments of English, Religion, Geological Sciences, and Linguistics having utilization 
statistics of women faculty that meet or exceed the available pool. Fifty percent of Kellogg's 
departments and 50% of the units in the Medical School have a percentage of women that exceeds the 
average pool characteristics. The Engineering school has 50% of its units exceeding utilization 
statistics; however, of the 4 departments that do not meet the utilization statistics, none have female 
faculty. Very few minority women are represented in any school's faculty. 

Qearly, departments seeking to improve the representation of women on the faculty can only do so in 
the years in which they are actually authorized to hire. Table 19 also summarizes the success in 
attracting women achieved by departments who were authorized to hire new faculty members between 
fall 1989 and fall 1993. As can be seen, many departments missed the opportunity to improve their 
ratios and this in large measure is a faculty-based decision not to do so. Since two-thirds of all tenured 
and tenure track hiring usually occurs at the junior faculty level, an analysis was done of new junior 
women hires during that period. Most of the women faculty hired were brought in at the junior level. 

Promotion of Women Faculty at Northwestern 

NU is mostly a very good pi~ to wor/c. Whst has affected me the most is the perception among 
msny members of the faculty thst msking a conscious effort to hire more women and minority 
faculty is equivalent to lowering standards. While the comments are generally accompanied by a 
statement such as "of course we don't mssn you .• • I still feel that the perception of standards 
lowering impacts the way people evaluate my performance. -Survey comment of female faculty member 

In my 3 year review, I was told that I'd get a 18newal but that my chances for tenure are "50-50". I 
have good teaching but need to be brilliant, I need to "be more established as an individual 
researcher" (I have a co-authored text in press}, and I need to "be a better citizen. • I was told that 
because I'm a mom, with a young family, "they" don't see how I could achieve what THEY need to 
tenure me!// -Survey comment offsmale faculty member 

Three key decision points occur for all tenured and tenure-track faculty -- 1) contract renewal, 
2) promotion to associate professor with the award of tenure and 3) promotion to full professor. 
Information on promotion actions is provided in Table 20. There is little difference in promotion and 
tenure decision outcomes at the untenured associate, associate with tenure, and tenured professor ranks 
for women and men faculty members. Of those considered for untenured associate, on average 89% of 
the women and 83% of the men are promoted. For those considered for the tenured associate rank, an 
average of 73% of the women and 74% of the men are approved. At the rank of full professor, an 
average of 90% of the women and 84% of the men who are considered are approved. While these 

10Availability is based on the average percentage of women earning Ph.D.s in the specific area from 1980-
1985. It is a conservative estimate of the number of women available in the applicant population. 
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statistics reveal no difference as a function of gender, they do not indicate the percentage of faculty by 
gender who may have chosen not to be considered for promotion or tenure. Earlier studies indicated 
that women hired as assistant professors were less likely than men to reach the tenure point and 
achieve tenure. To understand the full flow from hiring to tenure, we need the kind of monitoring 
reco=ended in global reco=endation #3. 

External Grant Support 
One measure of the quality of the faculty (particularly the senior faculty) is their ability to generate 
external research funding and selection to a named professorship. Table 21 provides a summary of the 
success of male and female faculty in generating external funding. Data on percentage of men who get 
grants as a function of total male faculty and the percentage of women who are awarded grants as a 
function of total female faculty indicate that there is little overall difference in ability to write fundable 
research proposals (Table 21). On average, 30% of men and 26% of women faculty members are 
successful in securing external research suppon. The largest difference is in CAS. In general, 
however, it must be concluded that there is very little difference among the track records of women 
and men faculty in their ability to generate external research funding. 

Chaired Professorships 
A second measure of merit is being named to a chaired professorship. While there are no comparable 
statistics across universities, in an intra-organizational comparison, Northwestern has demonstrated 
considerable improvement since 1985 in representation of women faculty among named professorships 
(Table 22). While only 2% of the professorial chairs went to women in 1985, in 1992, women (none 
of them women of color) held 7% of the chairs -- an absolute increase in the number of chaired women 
professors from 2 to 13. 

The disparity between the percentage of men and women full professors who hold chaired 
professorships has also narrowed. In 1985, a female full professor had only a 6% chance (2 of 31) of 
being awarded a named professorship as compared to the 18% chance of male full professors 
(94 of 525). In 1992, 23% (13 of 56) of female full professors were chaired as compared to 29% 
(173 of 587) of male full professors. 

Regression Analysis of Faculty Salariesll 
Regression analysis is the standard statistical technique for investigating the determinants of salary or 
wage differences between diverse groups. The regressions in this analysis estimate the effect of a 
range of potential explanatoty variables on salaries received by the 895 Northwestern full time faculty 
members. The explanatory variables used in the regressions discussed below can be grouped into 
3 types: 

Gender- an indicator variable for whether the individual is female. 
School affiliation (including separate controls for the three CAS divisions)- a series of 

indicator variables for School affiliation. 
Experience-related variables 

Years of Service (linear and squared) 
Age 
Rank 
Years in Rank (linear and squared) 
Endowed chair - indicator variable for whether the individual holds an endowed chair. 

Race was not included as a variable because of the small number of nonwhite women on the faculty. 

Descriptive Information: In aggregate, women faculty at Northwestern University earn 20.4% less 
than male faculty. There is little information in this overall figure, however. Not surprisingly, women 
faculty tend to be younger and their distribution across fields and disciplines is quite different. For 

11At the request of the Task Force Concerning Women, the Office of the Vice President for Administration 
and Planning put together statistical information on salary differentials by rank between male and female faculty 
ar Northwestern University. Penny W allhaus, Director of Analytical Studies, spearheaded this effon with her 
assoctares, Bill Hayward and Sharon Sheehan. The data base for this study is all tenured and tenure track 
faculty who were employed ar Northwestern University during the 1992-93 academic year. Tilis includes 
895 faculty members, of which 161 (18%) are female. The full repon of the regression analysis is included in 
Appendix VI. 
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instance, the average woman has been at Northwestern only 8.2 years, while the average man has been 
here 13.7 years; the average woman has been in her current rank (Assistant!AssociateJFull Professor) 
only 5.6 years, while the average man has been in his current rank for 10.3 years. 'Ibis difference in 
experience also means that women are more highly concentrated at lower ranks within the University. 

In addition, women faculty are more heavily represented in fields where average pay for both women 
and men is typically lower. 'Ibis is, of course, not unique to Northwestern, but generally reflects the 
national supply of women and men across academic fields. Under these circumstances, one would 
generally expect that women would have lower average pay than men. 

The question which the analysis by the Office of Administration and Planning addresses is: "How 
much of the existing femal.e/ma.le faculty pay differential can be explained by School affiliation and by 
measures of experience at Northwestern?" 

Results. The results of the regression analysis can be summarized in 4 points: 
1) When salary regressions are run using all 895 observations on female and male faculty at 

Northwestern and controlling for School affiliation and experience-related variables, the 
coefficient on the gender variable indicates whether there is any remaining difference in salaries 
between women and men. The results indicate that women receive a statistically insignificant 
2.2% lower salary than men. In general, this indicates that there is no overall statistically 
significant difference in female and male faculty salaries at Northwestern, once the control 
variables are taken into account The 20% overall raw differential in femaleJmale salaries is 
largely explained by differences in School affiliation and in experience and rank at Northwestern. 

l 
2) The overall effect indicates the aggregate femaleJmale salary difference across all ranks. Yet there l 

are differences by rank. Simple tabulations of the raw data, without controlling for any other I' 
variables, indicate that the average female Full Professor receives 11.5% less salary than the 
average male Full Professor; the average female Associate Professor receives 3% more than the (; 
average male Associate Professor; while the average female Assistant Professor receives 13.1% 
less than the average male Assistant Professor. As before, these raw differences hide substantial I 
differences in experience and age between the sexes. 

If the data are separated into faculty by rank, a separate regression for faculty at each rank can be I' 
estimated, controlling for the same set of variables as listed above. These regressions indicate that 
rank-specific gender salary differences continue to persist, even after controlling for the other 
variables. The results by rank are as follows: 

• Female Full Professors receive a statistically significant 6.7% less in salary than male Full 
Professors. 'Ibis is less than the 11.5% difference in the raw data, but accounting for School 
affiliation and various measures of experience does not make the maleJfemale Full Professor 
salary differential go away entirely. 

• In contrast, female Associate Professors receive a statistically insignificant 2.2% higher 
salary than male Associate Professors. Accounting for the control variables, there is no 
indication of further salary differentials between women and men at the Associate Professor 
level; in fact, the results indicate a slight salary advantage among women. It is possible that the 
female advantage at the Associate Professor level may be accounted for by the relatively small 
group of older and therefore largely male scholars whose lower disciplinary productivity has 
both kept them at the Associate Professor level and reduced their relative salaries. 

• Female Assistant Professors receive a statistically significant 3.3% lower salary than male 
Assistant Professors. 'Ibis is much less than the 13.1% difference in the raw data. 
Accounting for School affiliation and various measures of experience eliminates most but not 
all of the femaleJmale Assistant Professor salary differentiaL 

CAS and some other schools in the University have begun a process to rectify gender salary inequity. 
These beginnings need to be continued with special attention to the Full Professor and Assistant t 
Professor levels. At the same time, a regression analysis parallel to this one should be conducted every J 
. five years to monitor the University's progress toward this goal. ~ 
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summary. In summary, these results indicate that School affiliation and experience-related variables 
at Northwestern University explain a great deal of the difference in female-male faculty salaries. In 
aggregate, once these variables are controlled for, there is only an insignificant overall 2.2% 
female/male salary differential. This aggregate result obscures continuing differences in female/male 
salaries by rank, however. There is a significant female/male salary deficit among Full Professors of 
about 7%; an insignificant female/male advantage among Associate Professors of about 2%; and a 
significant female/male salary deficit among Assistant Professors of about 3%. These results do not 
appear to be substantially affected by the inclusion of controls for specific disciplinary affiliation, at 
least within CAS. All of these results should be read with the caveat that there are no direct 
productivity or performance measures in these regressions, and thus these regressions do not 
completely control for performance differences across individuals. 

Specific Recommendation 4: 

The Task Force recommends that Northwestern significantly increase its efforts to recruit 
women graduate students and faculty in nontraditional areas. The Task Force further 
recommends that the Commission on Women regularly review the results of the yearly faculty 
equity study. 

Pairs Analysis 

In addition to the regression analysis, the Task Force conducted a smaller, interpretive analysis of 
gender and salary at Northwestern. A subcommittee of the Data Working Group of the Task Force 
chose 27 pairs of male and female faculty members in the same departments, who began their careers 
at Northwestern at approximately the same time. The members of these pairs also received their 
degrees within a few years of each other and maintained the same rank at the university at the time of 
the analysis. The goal of this "pairs study" was to conduct an in-depth, texrured analysis of faculty 
performance at the university, and examine how performance is related to salary and salary increases. 
The pairs study revealed no salary inequities that could be explained by gender. A fuller description of 
this study is included in Appendix VL 

Lecturers 
Lecturers (ma/Bifemale) are !JIIfllltally discrimlfllfted against In tenns of status, SBcurity and salary. 
Lscturars are not Included when the University produces comparative salsry statistics with other 
schools. Why? BecauSBit is an embarrassment to hsve so many responsible for a large number 
of undergraduates paid st such a low rate. Compare a lecturer who teaches 3 Sllctions of 22-
25 students per quarter with a higher level faculty member who t.sches 1 course with maybe 4-5 
students. Entry level school teachers can make $35,000 per annum. 

-SuNey comment of male faculty member 

The University hss an obligation to ,...xploralre-defiflll the role of the lecturer!SBnior lecturer-if 
only because as a group we are predominantly female (I'm not) and, to a person, untenured, 
unable to vote at faculty mestfng, and not considered for some key edminlstretive or committee 
posts, aMi even some teaching awards/ 

Again, c!»ck tl» balance of malelfemal• lecturers and you'll see it's almost the Inverse of tenured 
or tenure-track faculty. We teach more hours, do more routine houSBworir and tasting, and yet 
suffer from lower worth. -SuNey comment of male lecturer 

In fall 1992-93, there was a total of <W3 full- and part-time lecrurers at the University.12 About 80% 
are either part-time or at the institution for one academic year or less. The Task Force elected to focus 
its assessment on the 101 lecturers who were full-time in fall 1992 and were expected to continue for 
some period of years. Of these, 49% were women and 51% were men. Seventeen were senior 
lecrurers and 84 were lecrurers. Men were twice as likely to be senior lecturers as were women. 
The average age of this group was 46, the same as that found for the total full-time faculty. The 
average age for women was 44 while for men it was 47. The average years of service for the group 
was 11. For women it was 10 and for men it was 11. 

12Source: Nonhwestem University Data Book. Prepared by the Office of Administration and Planning. 1992-
1993, Twenty-fifth Edition. 
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Continuing lecturers are not evenly distributed across the University. Thirty-eight percent are found in 
the humanities division in CAS teaching languages and writing. The majority of these are women 
(71%). Another 14% are in the School of Speech, primarily in the Department of Co=unication 
Sciences and Disorders doing clinical instruction. All but one of the lecturers in Speech in 1992-93 
was a woman. The only other large group of continuing lecturers is found in the Traffic Institute (20% 
of total); all were men. 

Little comparative data exist at the national level regarding the conditions of lecturers. The annual 
repon prepared by the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) can provide one 
touchstone for making general observations about the status of lecturers. Those data show only 3.0% 
of the full-time faculty at all doctoral degree granting institutions hold the rank of lecturer. At private 
independent doctoral degree-granting instimtions, the percentage is 3.5%. If lecturers in the Medical 
School and the research centers are excluded to permit greater comparability, the percent of lecmrers 
on the full-time faculty at Nonhwestem would be 6.1% (109). This is about twice that found 
elsewhere.13 · 

Salary is often cited as a concern with respect to lecturers. AAUP repons that the average 9-month 
salary for all lecturers in its sample was $31,010; for doctoral level institutions, it was $33,200; and for 
private independent doctoral level institutions, it was $35,180. At Nonhwestem, the average salary for 
the 80 continuing lecturers (excluding the Medical School and Traffic Institute for comparability) was 
$32,885. This is 6% higher than that for all lecturers in the AAUP sample, but I% lower than for all 
doctoral level institutions and 7% lower than for the private independent doctoral level institutions. 

An analysis was done of average and median salaries to detennine if the apparent gender differences in 
this area were real. The investigation was structured to take into account the significantly different 
market conditions that exist across schools and between divisions in the College of Ans and Sciences. 
The median salary for women was $30,800 and for men was $37,750. When rank, age and years of 
service were considered by school and division, no obvious salary differences were found as a function 
of gender. However, since men are 50% more likely to be senior lecturers, and the title of senior 
lecturer carries expanded benefits and salary, gender inequities may still exist. 

All full- and pan-time lecturers were included in the mail survey conducted by the Task Force.· A 
special section of the questionnaire was devoted to lecturer concerns. A total of 35 men and 
39 women, the majority of whom were full-time lecturers, returned completed questionnaires. The 
women respondents indicated that they had worked as a lecturer for an average of 7. 7 years and the 
men indicated that they had done so for an average of 13.3 years. [Note: This may not necessarily 
have been at Nonhwestem.] 

Respondents were asked to indicate the importance to them of various elements in their work 
environment. The rankings and percentages of respondents rating each element as very important or 
somewhat important are provided in the table below. 

Lecturer Perceptions of the Importance of Elements in the Work Environment 

Women % Man % Total % 

promotion opportunities 97 full faculty benefits 90 full faculty benefits 92 
research support 97 higher salary 89 promotion opportunities 92 
full faculty benefits 94 promotion opportunities 87 higher salary 91 
higher salary 92 recognition 85 recognition 88 
recognition 92 mutti-year contracts 71 research support 82 
voting rights 81 research support 69 mutti-year contracts 75 
mutti-year contracts 79 voting rights 68 voting rights 74 
paid leave 78 paid leave 66 paid leave 72 

13Some institutions classify the rank of instructor as a nontenure eligible rank. The AA UP study repons 
instructors as comprising 3.2% of all faculty at doctoral degree granting institutions and 2.0% of the faculties at 
private independent doctoral degree-granting institution. It may be that the equivalent of Northwestern's 
lecturers are classified as instructors at other institutions. This could account for much of the discrepancy, as 
there were only 8 full-time instructors outside of the Medical School at Northwestern in 1992-93. 
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As might be predicted, lecturers rated issues of compensation and career advancement as the most 
important elements of their work environment. The benefits concern has its origin in the fact that 
lecturers receive staff retirement benefits, while senior lecturers receive faculty retirement benefits. 
Women rated research suppon as being as important to them as compensation issues. Men did not. 
There could be several explanations for this difference. These data may indicate that women in the 
lecturer rank are reflecting the academic value system for research as a basis for teaching. Women 
may also anticipate transfers to other geographical areas at some point in the future and wish to 
develop professional profiles that would make them eligible for tenure track positions in the new 
settings. 

In the survey conducted by the Task Force, voting rights were cited as important by 4/5 of the female 
lecturers and 213 of the male lecturers. Voting privileges for lecturers at Nonhwestem vary among 
schools. 

During the 1992-93 academic year, the Office of the Provost initiated a review of lecturer 
appointments. The review grew out of a belief that the lecturer rank had become a catch-all to meet a 
range of appointment needs in the University, and that the original purpose for the lecturer rank had 
become blurred and its status diminished. A series of changes were proposed to restore clarity and 
meaning to this important faculty role. A structure was aniculated wherein short-term appointments 
were differentiated from continuing appointments. Schools were asked to begin making those 
distinctions in new appointments and reappointments as of 1993-94. In addition, discussions are 
continuing on a plan to formalize a career pathway for continuing lecturers that would take into 
account years of service and performance. This would provide a mechanism for recognition and 
rewards -factors rated as important by lecturers. 

Specific Rerommendation 5: 

The Task Force rerommends that the changes in definition or the lecturer role recommended in 
the Report from the Office or the Provost be implemented by September 1994. It also 
recommends that lecturers be given voting rights on matters that concern their teaching in the 
schools that have not already established such voting rights. 

LJ"brarians 

Professional librarians perform a special function at the University. Their work supports the 
educational and scholarly activities of all students and faculty and is an essential component of an 
institution like Nonhwestern. The status of librarians was reviewed by the Ta.;k Force. 

In 1992-93, there were 94 professional librarians at the University. Nearly three-founhs (68) were on 
the Evanston campus in the main University Library. The remaining 26 were based within the three 
professional schools on the Chicago campus: Law - 12, Medical- 12, and Dental- 2. In total, women 
accounted for three-fifths (61 %) of the librarians (Table 23). Men were three times more likely to be 
in the senior leadership positions than were women (6 vs. 2), while more white women than men 
occupied the mid-level positions as department heads (16 vs. 13). Women outnumbered men by more 
than 2 to 1 in the general librarian positions (39 vs. 18). 

Several special analyses were done 1¢ng the librarians on the Evanston campus as the sample. A 
review of new hires for the years between 1985 and early 1993 revealed that 59% (40 of 68) of all new 
hires were women. Information on internal promotions showed that, between 1989 and 1993, 
77% (10 of 13) of all internal promotions went to women. 

Special analyses of salary equity were also undenaken. As can be seen in Table 24, women earn 
slightly less than men at the senior level, more than men as experienced catalogers but less than men in 
the general librarian roles. It should be noted that this analysis took into account only position and 
years of service; no attempt was made to control for the actual productivity and performance-related 
variables on which salary decisions are based. Comparisons were also made of annual salary increases 
for women and men, concluding that there were effectively no differences between them. Men on 
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average received a slightly higher percent salary increase than did women in three of the past four 
years. The differences between the two in those years ranged from .20% to .41 %. In the fourth year, 
women received higher average percent increases than did men, with the difference being 1.68%. 
Women and men were relatively equal in their representation among those receiving both the highest 
and the lowest salary increases. 

Northwestern's salaries were compared to salaries paid to librarians in similar positions at other 
university libraries belonging to the Association of Research Libraries (ARL). It was found that 
Northwestern's average salaries in general were slightly lower than the average ARL salaries in all 
categories except at the senior level where Northwestern's salaries were higher or the same. In most 
instances, the difference between the ARL salaries and Northwestern salaries was small, with 
Northwestern's salaries being 90 to 96% of the ARL salaries. It was concluded that there were no 
apparent major salary inequities based on gender issues but that continued monitoring is important. 
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VI. The Climate For Women At Northwestern University 

"Finally, organizatio1lS themselves should have an interest in effective behavior. Blocked 
opportunity, powerlessness, and tokenism tend to generate employees who, among other things, 
have low aspiratio1lS, lack commitment to the organization, become hostile to leaders, behave 
ineffectively in leadership roles themselves, take few risks, or become socially isolated and 
personally stressed. Aside from the cost to such indivitb.lals - often women, but also men -
organizations are wasting a large measure of their human talent Systems that are more 
generally opportunity- and power-co1lStraining are not developing the resources of either their 
men or their women to the fullest. Such problems of limited opportunity, limited power, and 
unbalanced numbers arise especially in large hierarchical organizations. Where rewards and 
status become increasingly scarce closer to the top, where the gap between "professionals" or 
administrators and other workers is particularly large, and where rigid bureaucratic models of 
task organization prevail, there is also likely to be a large group of disadvantaged and 
underemployed workers. This group can be the source of behavioral blockages and recurrent 
organizational problems. •14 

In order to examine the climate for women at Nonhwestem University, the Task Force conducted two 
surveys and several targeted and open group meetings. Details on the survey, with response rates, 
appear in Appendix vn of this report. 

Isolation and Powerlessness 

Northwestern University as a whole enjoys a foundation of good will and positive experiences by its 
employees upon which it can build its drive toward institutional excellence. Seventy six percent of 
staff and 70% of faculty on the phone surveyl5 indicated that they were very satisfied or somewhat 
satisfied with appreciation for their work (75% of female compared to 81% of male staff and 63% of 
female compared to 77% of male faculty). Eighty-four percent surveyed reported that they are 
satisfied with the prestige ·of working for Northwestern University. Similarly encouraging responses 
were received to questions regarding the "family-friendly" workplace, benefits, relationship with 
supervisors, safety at work, 16 job security, and physical environment. 

The survey identified the areas of compensation, opportunity for advancement, and diversity issues in 
the workplace as ones in which the employees had less positive responses. It is particularly disturbing 
that employee reactions in several of these areas vary widely with the staff/faculty 
(nonexempt/exempt) classification, gender, and race of the respondent. 

For example, in the case of opportunity for advancement, only 40% of female staff and 51% of the 
male staff are satisfied. Among the faculty, only 54% of the female faculty are satisfied, as contrasted 
with 75% of the male faculty. Regarding the handling of diversity issues in the workplace, only 39% 
of the female staff and 52% of the male staff are satisfied, along with 48% of female faculty and 52% 
of male faculty. 

What is the nature of the dissatisfaction where it exists? In its open and invited co=unity group 
meetings the Task Force heard a profound sense of isolation and powerlessness from both staff and 
faculty. In the mail survey17, 38% of staff women and 48% of faculty women identified themselves as 
feeling isolated as a result of being female. Although only 24% of the staff women reported being of 

14"Coll1Iibutions to Practice: Organizational Change, Affirmative Action, and the Quality of Work life," 
Chapter 10, Men and Women of the Corporation, Rosabeth Moss Kanter. 

15Unless otherwise indicated, all percentages here derive from the phone survey. The level of dissatisfaction 
in the mail survey was higher on many questions (see Appendix VII). However, we will refer to the mail 
survey, noting that fact, when questions were not asked on the phone survey. 

16wrul.e perceptions of safety on weekdays were quite high, responses for evening and weekend sense of 
5eeurity dropped noticeably. Women staff and faculty responses fell dramatically. This lack of sense of 
Petsonal safety for women may inhibit them from putting in the extra hours of work, research, and service to the 
COmmunity which are instrumental to professional developmem and advancemenL See Appendix VII. 

17Data from the mail survey is used because the questions regarding sense of isolation were not asked on the 
Phone survey. 
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minority status, 19% of the staff women indicated that their status as a minority group member was a 
source of isolation (among the male staff 18% reported being of minority status, and 10% felt this 
status served to isolate them). Among the full-time and pan-time faculty in the mail survey, 10% of 
the women identified as nonwhite, and every member of this group felt isolated by her racial or ethnic 
status (male nonwhite faculty represented 7% of the surveyed population, and 5% felt isolated by their 
ethnic or racial status). 

The sense of isolation may be exacerbated for staff by the stress they feel at work18. Fifty-five percent 
of female staff and 29% of male staff responding to the phone survey strongly or somewhat strongly 
indicated that job stress is an issue.l9 Fifty-three percent of both women and men staff agreed that 
they had more work than could be accomplished in the hours allotted to them. This may be 
attributable in pan to the burden put on staff to "do more with the same or less resources" as 
Northwestern University makes progress toward rightsizing. The University's geographical and 
organizational decentralization may compound this sense of isolation. Many women work in one or 
two person offices separated by walls, halls, sidewalks, and campuses. Isolated by status, workload, 
and geography, opportunities for women to have input into University decision-making are sparse. 
Twenty-four percent of male staff repon having served on a university committee, but only eleven 
percent of women staff repon having so served. The low participation of women on committees is not 
due to lack of interest, for 58% indicated that they would like to serve on a committee. A class bias 
may exist; women are overrepresented in the ranks of lower grade nonexempt positions, and people 
ftlling these positions are rarely asked to participate in committees. This is not only a staff issue. 
Thirty seven percent of male faculty repon being asked to serve as a committee chair, but only 13% of 
the women faculty said they have been offered the same opponunity. The paucity of women faculty in 
academic administrative positions also plays into this lack of opportunity for female input. 

One female faculty member characterized her frustration: i 
I 

The most painful Issue for me at North-stem Is the intellectual Isolation and marginality of women ! 
on the faculty. My colleagues accept that they have to accept some women in their midst, but they 1 have no Interest in opening themsslves up to intellectual ccntsct with the Ideas of women ccllesgues. -

-Female faculty member I 
Given the lack of opponunities to participate in the broader University community, it is not surprising I 
that 24% of staff women compared to 10% of staff men reported they did not know where to go with 
an idea to improve something at Northwestern University20. Nineteen percent of women compared to 
four percent of men on staff reponed they did not believe anyone would care about their ideas even if 
they did come forward.21 Staff were slightly more aware of where to go with complaints regarding 
their specific work circumstances. Women, however, responded in greater percentages than men that 
they did not know where to go, no one would listen, no one would offer advice, and no one would help 
clarify the situation.22 Consider the following comment written on a mailed Task Force survey: 

There still remains, here at NU (as well as in the rest of tha world) an "old boys club" atmosphere. 
Women and minorities are generally token In the higher slots. Complaints, suggestions, and even 
advice from women are often regarded as "ranting female• remarks deserving only of patronizing 
condescension. -Female nonexempt staff member 

Twenty-five percent of women faculty compared to 4% of male faculty indicated they occasionally 
have been kept from informal discussions on depanmental matters because meetings were held in 
locations which excluded the respondent because of his or her gender. Asked how often they have 
been excluded because meetings were·held in an unwelcoming environment, 21% of the female faculty 

l!!nJe faculty surveyed were not asked about job stress. 
19_rt is reasonable to assume junior faculty share these feelings of stress and workload given the 

pressures to fully participate in the community while pursuing their professional goals. 
20paculty were not asked this question. 
21oata in the mail survey indicare that exempt and white staff were more likely than nonexempt and minority 

staff to know where to go with an idea and to think that anyone would care about their ideas. 
22oata in the mail survey indicare that nonexempt employees reported higher percentages of negative feelingS 

than other staff members. 
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and 10% of the male faculty said this had happened occasionally. 

What can be done in the face of this sense of isolation and powerlessness? How can Nonhwestem 
University begin to address these complex campus issues which, after alL in large part reflect broader 
circumstances? 

HSome presidents, like Donna Shalala at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, John Slaughter at 
Occidental College, or Roben C. Detweiler at California State University • Dominguez Hills, see 
sustained promotion of cultural diversity as one of their major roles. They talk about it, but more 
imponantly, they expect their administrators to create new structures and model programs that 
promote diversity .... The key is making achievement of cultural diversity everybody's business • not 
just a peripheral issue relegated to university affirmative-action officers . .. 23 

The Task Force offers the following specific recommendations: 

6. The culture of Northwestern University must be understood to value service to the 
University community rather than viewing it as a distraction. Women and other minority 
group members should be invited to serve on and rewarded for participation in University 
committees and invited to chair such committees. This change will require the active 
leadership of senior administration and faculty, including mentoring of women to assure 
their success in these positions. Release time should be considered for significant committee 
work. (Nontenured faculty women and men should not be involved in those committee 
activities but at the very least should be advised in the same way regarding the value or lack 
thereof or this involvement in their tenure review.) 

7. Northwestern University should take a deliberate and planned approach to celebrating the 
role of women in its workforce. Such an approach might include, but need not be limited to, 
an annual staff appreciation reception, articles in the Observer regarding the achievements 
of women at all levels of the University, art and performance presentations by and about 
women, and sensitivity in its publications to featuring women. 

8. Any person in a supervisory position should be required to take a one-time course (one to · 
two hours) including information on interviewing, hiring, and supporting women and other 
minority staff members. This training should include sensitivity to multicultural issues, and 
completion should be required prior to the posting of any job listing for that supervisor. 

9. Northwestern University administration should strengthen its relationship to women's 
organizations such as Association of Northwestern University Women, Organization of 
Women Faculty, and Northwestern University Black Women In Action. The University 
should encourage the formation of such support and networking groups (e.g., formalizing 
the Department Assistant support group currently operating in CAS and developing a group 
for nonexempt staff women). It should provide adequate funding and other resources to 
allow them to function to the benefit of the entire University community. All new employees, 
staff and faculty, should be provided with information on existing women's organizations at 
the time they are hired.24 Northwestern University Staff Advisory Council and the General 
Faculty Committee are the primary staff and faculty advisory groups. The University 
should consult with these other organizations and encourage their nomination of 
representatives to various University committees. 

10. The Program Review for every. academic and administrative unit should include interviews 
with nonexempt and exempt staff in the unit. 

Compensation, Career Development, and Promotion 

The issue of comparative salary equity has been addressed earlier in this report, but it is important here 

23·The Roadblocks Confronting Minority Administra!ors," Yolanda Moses, The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, January 13, 1993. 

24Eighty percent of staff women and 65% of faculty women said they were unaware of any organizations 
which they might join for mentcring, networking, and career support. 
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to address the issue of individual perceptions of levels of compensation. While the competitiveness of 
Northwestern University's salary structures is open to active debate, the employees' perception of the 
salary structure is clear. Forty-four percent of staff and 35% of faculn' surveyed indicated that they 
were dissatisfied with the compensation received for work performed. 25 

It Is my Impression that there Is historic and systemic discrimination against women at Northwestern. 
It appears to me that women In nonexempt positions are Intentionally, as a matter of policy, steered to 
and held in positions around $18,000 ••• This policy of underpaying clerics appears to date back to 
olden time, based on the notion that women are a/ready provided for and are just working for "pin 
money. • But, has the University looked at the demographics of women lately? The University should 
pose this questions to Itself: is It really in Its best interest to put a hardship on women who hsve to 
work? I would resl/y be Interested to know the reasoning behind why Northwestern Insists on paying 
a below-msrket wage. What is the basis of this policy? When was the last time It was "re-thunk"? 

-Female nonexempt staff member 

A fruitful discussion of the disparity between what the University is willing to pay and what the staff 
and many faculty feel is fair is difficult, given what the Task Force has learned about conditions in the 
University workplace. Twenty percent of staff surveyed report never having seen a job description. 
Thirty-three percent of those who have seen their job description report it does not match their work. 

f 

In the mail survey, 20% reported that they spend at least one quarter of their work week doing things 
not included in their job description. Twenty percent of female SUff and 13% of male SUff reponed 
spending between 1 and 10 hours per week on personal errands for their supervisors. Seventy-eight percent 
reported expanding duties. How can this be? Perhaps this has occurred because Northwestern 1,, 

University has been in a period of institutional expansion while at the same time making efforts to 
rightsize in terms of staffing. As positions are eliminated through attrition or other means, the pressure 

1

, .. 
is increased on those still working to make up the difference. This evolving institutional structure will 
also further muddy an already difficult-to-decipher promotions ladder for staff. Twenty-three percent 
of female and 33% of male staff surveyed believe there is no opportunity for promotion for them at 
Northwestern University. Sixty-seven percent of the staff surveyed rate such opportunities as an area 
of moderate or serious concern despite the fact that 51% of the staff report having received a 
promotion or reclassification since they joined the University community. Eighty-one percent of the 
staff report no one has ever spoken with them regarding the strategies and skills necessary for 
advancement Forty percent of the staff responding reported no one has spoken with them about skills 
or strategies necessary to improve their performance at work. 

There Is no commitment on Northwestern's part to promote clerics/ staff to a more professions/ 
position, even when s person Is qualified. Once s person is slotted in s position, there they remain. 
"Troublesome" employees ara given more preference In job reassignment than compliant, hard-
working employees. -Female nonexempt staff member 

It is not just "supervised" staff who are frustrated. Supervisors are also unhappy with the support 
available to them in helping their staff advance. Considerable dissatisfaction was expressed with the 
Human Resources support in the areas of skills courses offered for staff, career development support, 
supervisory/management skills training, advice and mentoring, promotion information, and handling 
of racial issues. 26 
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the University. While the precise total is difficult to measure, there is no doubt it is a staggering 
number. Forty-one percent of the staff repon being here for three years or less. Forty-seven percent 
say staff turnover has a regular negative impact on their job. Once again, this turnover occurs largely 
at the lower end of the nonexempt ranks which is populated heavily by women and other minorities. 

How can Nonhwestem University address the perception it is an employer which uses women and 
minority group members to fill positions of lower pay and prestige without regard to their needs for 
opponunities for professional development and career growth? It is simplistically broad to answer 
"hire more" and "promote more." Cenainly the need exists to increase the numbers of women in upper 
level exempt and nonexempt positions, technical or speciality fields (e.g., Public Safety and Physical 
Plant), and associate and full professorships. This need. however, must be addressed at a time when 
fiscal responsibility demands the rightsizing of the institution. There may be, therefore, fewer jobs to 
fill as positions are eliminated. Nonhwestem University is not alone in facing this challenge. 

"The nonmale subculture may also provide an increased apprecianon of life as a process instead of a 
pro®ct. Although our society has not yet found a way to reward people for the beauty of their lives 
or the rhythm of their activities, as we face shrinking resources and markets and new definitions of 
progress, which may not include endless streams of goods, we may have to consider such rewards for 
those who work with skill and beauty and develop their talents, thereby increasing the value and 
quality of their work rather than the quantity only. Some Japanese businesses have implemented a 
system in which seniority (indivitbtal rank) is separated from status (hierarchical position). The 
indivi®al is rewarded for increasing skills and improving work performance by being given 
increases in J?rfvileges •. ~ala!:1'7 and respect, rather than by being promoted out of a particular job to 
a more presngzous posmon. 

"Such job development might increase work satisfaction without pressuring the indivitbtal to assume 
more responsibility and to devote more and more time to the job throughout the career path. And the 
emphasis on the quality and process of creation would change the social definition of success. 
Success might ultimately become a quality measure rather than a quantity measure. •>28 

The Task Force offers the foUowing specific recommendations: 

11. The culture of Northwestern University should change to encourage women and men to 
apply for promotions and to move up through staff and faculty ranks. This change will 
require the active leadership of both the senior administration and the deans. 

12. Deans and administrators should be especially sensitive to dle need to make professional 
development support available to women, taking into account possible deficiencies in dlose 
opportunities for women and other minority group members. 

13. Each school should examine and revise its tenure process if necessary to ensure untenured 
women faculty are reviewed appropriately during the probationary period and that each 
tenure review committee has, if possible, at least one woman participant. 

14. All job openings, including those at the highest administrative levels, should be widely 
disseminated by Human Resources. 

15. Internal applicants for promotion who are not chosen must be offered dle opportunity to 
meet widl a Human Resources.representative to discuss what types of additional skills are 
necessary to advance. 

16. Northwestern University should create alternative career paths allowing for job sharing, 
permanent part-time employment, telecommuting and others. 

27Men IJ1Id Women of the Corporation, Rosabe!h Moss Kanter, (NY: Basic Books), 1977. pp. 272·3. 
28The Women of the System: Who Changes Whom?, Sally L Kitch. 
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17. Human Resources should examine the kinds of courses for career growth and professional 
development which they offer using data from supervisors and staff regarding needs and 
interests. 

18. Northwestern University should establish a system for evaluation of all supervisors by their 
staff, including a component on their success in management of diversity. 

19. Staff salary increases should include a large enough merit proportion to allow for 
meaningful financial reward for meritorious work. 

20. Salary levels of staff and nontenure track faculty (areas traditionally occupied by women) 
should be reviewed to assure they are comparable to those offered others in similar positions 
in high cost-of-living environments. Any discrepancies noted should be corrected. 

Child Care 
"If a truly universal and excellent network of child care can begin to develop, if women in sufficient 
numbers pervade the university at all levels- from community programs through college and 
professional schools to all ranks of teaching and administration - if the older, more established 
faculty women begin to get in touch with their (always, I am convinced) latent feminism, if even a few 
men come forward willing to think through and suppon feminist issues beyond their own immediate 
self-interest, there is a strong chance that in our own time we would begin to see some true 
"universality" of values emerging from the inadequate and distoned corpus of patriarchal 
knowledge. This will mean not a renaissance but a nascence, partoldng of some inheritances from 
the past but working imaginatively far beyond them. •-29 

The economics, management, and liability issues related to child care are quite complex. Further 
complicating the discussion at Northwestern University is the history of avoidance, resistance, and 
well intentioned but ill-conceived measures which have characterized administrative response to the 
issue. As a result, the issue has become a lightning rod- an icon of "all that is wrong" for women at 
the University. The single most common subject of comment on both the staff and faculty survey 
centered on the need for an effective child care program for Northwestern's employees. 
Overwhelming support exists among both staff and faculty for the concept of on-site child care with a 
sliding scale for payment based on the employee's salary.30 Disagreement comes when the practical 
problem of fmancing is brought into play. According to the mail survey, the mean weekly amount the 
faculty is willing to pay for child care is $175 while the staff is only willing to pay $150. Sixty-five 
percent of female staff and 50% of male staff indicated a willingness to trade some existing benefits 
for the creation of a child care benefit This is contrasted with 30% of female faculty and 25% of male 
faculty willing to make a similar substitution. 

The only conclusion on child care which can be clearly drawn from the Task Force's work is that 
Northwestern University needs to make a serious and meaningful attempt to address the legitimate 
child care needs of its employees in the immediate future. Given the tremendous amount of tension 
and distrust which has built up around this issue, it is imperative this attempt be an open and inclusive 
process. 

29"Toward A Woman-Centered University", Adrienne Rich, pg. 77, Design for Equity: Women and 
Leadership in Higher Education. 

30Among the faculty in the phone survey, 96% of the women answered "yes" to the question, "Do you believe 
that NU should experiment with providing childcare on site at the University even if the program cannot 
accommodate everyone's needs?" Seventy-nine percent of the male faculty on the phone survey agreed: along 
with 86% of the female staff and 78% of the male staff. (The percentages on the mail survey were slightlY 
lower: 87% of female faculty, 73% of male faculty, 79% of female staff, 68% of male staff.) Of six possible
sites/methods listed for child care, on site child care was the clear favorite of both faculty and staff. A cleaf. 
majority of all respondents favored a sliding scale for child care. Of all benefits offered by the University, we · 
current child care referral system scored as the least appreciated. 

-' 
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The Task Force offers the following specific recommendation: 

21. Northwestern University should within two years develop and implement a plan for 
increased daycare availability which meets the needs of staff and faculty on both campuses. 
The development of this plan should include opportunities for input from the various 
campus constituencies with a stake in the issue. This effort should be coordinated through 
the Office or the Senior Vice President for Business and Finance. 

Harassment, Discrimination, and Multicultural Issues 

The more subtle forms of harassment occur with greater frequency than the most egregious forms: for 
instance, 39% of female staff and 52% of female faculty members reported on the phone survey 
having been exposed to sexually offensive speech (men reported experiencing this type of behavior in 
comparable numbers- 42% of staff and 50% of faculty). Nevertheless, 10% of women faculty and the 
same percent of women staff have been exposed to unwanted seductive behavior, and 8% of women 
faculty and 7% of women staff have been exposed to unwanted attempts to touch, fondle, kiss or grab 
them. The majority of respondents indicated that harassment occurs more than once. Female faculty 
and staff reported being sexually harassed most often by someone of higher status, while haraSsing 
behavior for male faculty and staff tended to be perpetrated by someone of equal or lower status. 31 
Because control of workplace climate and hiring and firing decisions come from above, the data 
suggest a much more serious situation for women even though men reported experiencing harassment 
as well. 

While the majority of both staff and faculty responding to the mailed survey indicated that they were familiar 
with Northwestern University's sexual harassment policies and procedures, in neither case were the majorities 

31The mail questiollllllire showed similar results, but the larger number of total respondents allowed us to 
do a more thorough analysis of the data. Fifteen percent of the women faculty (35 women) reported that another 
employee or student at Northwestern had engaged in unwelcomed seductive behavior, with 50% of this group 
saying it had happened more than once, 69% saying the behavior came from someone of a higher starus, and 6% .. 
saying they reported the offense (the comparable figures for men are 8%, 66%, 18%, 4%). Six percent of the 
women faculty (13 women) reponed that someone at NU had made unwanted attempts to touch, fondle, kiss or 
grab them, with 58% of this group saying it had happened more than once, 85% saying the attempts came from 
someone of higher starus, and 15% saying they had reported the offense (comparable figures for men: 2%, 86%, 
20%, 0%). Three percent of the women faculty (6 women) reponed that someone at NU had attempted to 
establish a sexual relationship with them despite their discouragement, with 80% of this group saying it 
happened more than once, 60% saying the attempts came from someone of higher starus, and 17% saying they 
reported the offense (men: 5%, 45%, 6%, 5%; 82% of the male faculty said this had happened with someone of 
a lower stants). Only one woman faculty member, along with one man, reported that someone at NU had used 
force in an attempt to have sexual intercourse with them. (The woman did not fill out further questions in this 
section; the man reported that this occurred with someone of lower stants and that he did not repon it) Among 
the staff, 10% of the women (116 women) reported unwanted seductive behavior, with 81% of that group saying 
it happened more than once and 69% saying the behavior came from someone of higher stants (men: 9%, 77%, 
31% ). Nine percent of the women (96 women) reported unwanted attempts to touch, with 67% saying it had 
happened more than once, 58% saying the attempts came from someone of higher stants, and 17% saying they 
reported the offense (men: 7%, 79%, 44%, 3%). Four percent of the women (40 women) reported attempted 
sexual relations, with 62% of that group saying it happened more than once, 44% saying the attempt came from 
someone of higher status, and 25% saying they reported the offense (comparable figures for men: 6%, 75%, 
25%, 20%). Six women, along with one man, reponed that someone at NU had used force in an attempt to have 
sexual intercourse with them. Three of the women and the man said this had happened more than once, 75% of 
the women and the man said it had happened with someone of a higher starus, and one of the five women 
reported the offense. The man did not Among the faculty, 35% of the 20 women of color reporting some 
incident (the survey asked for other incidents than those listed here) also reported that the harassment was racial 
as well as sexual. Only 4% of the 27 men of color reponing an incident reponed that the harassment was racial 
as well as sexual. Of the staff who reponed an offense, 36% of the women and 41% of the men reponed that the 
complaint was looked into, and 38% of the women and 45% of the men reponed that they were very or 
somewhat satisfied with the NU response. Of the faculty reporting an offense, 37% of the women and 47% of 
the men reponed that the complaint was looked into, and 36% of the women and 50% of the men reported that 
they were very or somewhat satisfied with the NU response. 
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large (62% of staff, 54% of faculty). The multiple pon of entry system of reponing sexual harassment at the 
university seems to have been well received.32 Ironically, while a majority reponed being familiar with the 
policies and procedures and the possible points of reponing, those experiencing sexual harassment for the most 
part still do not repon the offense: among women faculty contacted by the phone survey, for example, oniy 8% 
of !hose who had been harassed reponed the incident to the University.33 

[1 fBCOmmend] fnlln/ng mentors, department heads and faculty about culturaVstyle dlfferances that are 
gender releted. A Jot of "soft" but devastating over the long haul discrimination by advisors, dept. 
heads, and ·mentors is the problem. Women and men hava differant ways of asking for and offering 
help that make confusion and problems arise. Both genders are baffled, but women are the ones most 
directly hurt. -Female faculty member 

Forty-three percent of women faculty and 26% of women staff reported on the phone survey feeling 
that they have been discriminated against by gender while at Nonhwestern University. Only 39% of 
women staff and 52% of men reponed being very or somewhat satisfied with the University's 
management of multicultural issues, along with 48% of women faculty and 53% of men. I 

I 
I 

Because incidents of gender harassment and discrimination are often subtle and indirect, an office of 
ombuds would be especially effective at resolving specific problems as they arise. This is even more 
true when gender harassment or discrimination is compounded by racial harassment An om buds (or 
ombudsperson) is an officer of an institution who hears complaints from anyone about any perceived 
problem and seeks informal resolution of the problem. Such informal resolution can be achieved by a 
variety of methods including informal mediation, education of complainants about appropriate 
methods of addressing their problems, clarification of policies, and general educational programs or 
training sessions aimed at entire depanments or units of the institution. The goal of an om buds usually 
is to get the offending behavior to stop without placing blame and without disrupting working 
relations. The complaints brought to an ombuds are handled in confidence unless both parties agree 
otherwise. The confidential and informal nature of the procedures makes it easier for problems to be 
resolved without disrupting working relationships. These features of an ombuds role also make it I 
easier to address problems that have their roots in different cultural backgrounds and different 
perceptions of appropriate behavior. Such an office is especially useful for individuals less familiar I 
with the wotXi.ng of a university and individuals perceived to be of low social status. Thus, such an 
office would be of special value to staff, especially nonexempt staff. However, experience at other 
institutions indicates that the office is more widely accepted if its services are available to all members I 
of the university community regardless of gender, race or status. Experience at other universities also 
indicates that an ombuds not only is able to resolve a wide range of problems without disrupting 
working relationships. but also saves the institution money by preventing litigation and by enhancing 
loyalty to the institution and productivity. 

The Nonhwestern Medical School's Women's Faculty Steering Committee conducted a survey of 

32In general, far more faculty and staff said on the phone survey than on the mail survey that they felt 
comfonable reponing sexual harassment to various others at NU (this may be because the question came at the i 
end of the survey, and not everyone finished filling out the full mail questionnaire). But the orderings are I 
fairly consistent as between phone and mail surveys. In the phone survey, large majorities of the women suff i 
said they felt comfonable reporting harassment to their supervisor (79%), a colleague (75%), the EEO officer · 
(74%), and the Women's Center (70%). Small majorities felt comfonable reponing to an "advocate" (58%) or l 
"mediator/ombudsman" (53%), and fewest (36%) felt comfonable reporting to lhe dean. Male staff felt most 1 
comfonable with the EEO officer (82%1, a colleague (80%) and a supervisor (74%), reasonably comfonable • 
with an "advocate" or "mediator/ombudsman" (62% each), and least comfonable with the dean and the II 
Women's Center (36% each). Among the faculty in the phone survey, women said they felt most comfonable . 
with a colleague or a supervisor (85% each), then with a mediator/ombudsman (77%), an advocate and the dean 1 
(75% each), and least with the EEO officer (65%). Male faculty were most likely to feel comfonable reporting i 
to a colleague (78%), a supervisor (73%), then a mediator/ombudsman (69%) and dean (63%), then the EEO 1 

officer (56%) and advocate (54%). The faculty phone survey did not ask about the Women's Center, but on the 
mail questionnaire, which lis!ed the Women's Center, more women said they would feel comfonable reponing j' 
there (41 %) than to any other venue except a colleague (56%). On the mail survey most male faculty felt 
comfonable reporting to the dean (37%) and least reponing to the Women's Center (5%). l' 

33 A general question about reponing was not asked of staff in the phone survey. 
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women faculty, residents, graduate and medical students. Seventy-six full-time women faculty were in 
favor of such a position. Sixty said they had had a personal need for such service. 

As one thoughtful faculty member stated: "Medical schools will be faced with many challenges in the 
years to come. This will necessarily be associated with much upheavaL Upheaval always increases 
institutional and interpersonal conflicts. If these conflicts can be solved fairly and equitably, all those 
associated with the medical school will benefit. This is more likely to occur if an ombudsperson is pan 
of the environment." . 

The belief is that an ombudsperson is more approachable than someone in a more formidable 
administrative position, may create a friendlier climate, and may forestall more formal action. After 
reviewing the results of this women's survey on the need and desire for an ombudsperson at 
Northwestern's Medical school, the Women's Faculty Steering Committee voted unanlinously to 
recommend the appointment of such a person. 

Perceptions of personal safety on both campuses were also assessed on the survey. Survey data (see 
Appendix Vll) reveal that women feel less safe on both campuses than men, and all feel less safe at 
night. 

The Task Force offers the following specific recommendations: 

22. Northwestern University should review and, if necessary, revise, its sexual harassment 
polices and procedures on a regular basis. This effort should be coordinated by the 
Provost's Office and the results communicated broadly to the University community. 

23. Northwestern University should develop procedure and due process practices for incidents 
of sexual assault involving staff and faculty. These should be reviewed and, if necessary, 
revised on a regular basis. This effort should be coordinated by the Provost's Office. 

24. Northwestern University should provide each employee upon hire, and each student upon 
matriculation, copies of its polices, procedures, and due process practices for incidents of 
sexual harassment and sexual assault. These should also be published and distributed on 
both campuses annually to remind community members of the importance of the issue as 
well as advising them of any changes. This should be the responsibility of the Deans and the 
Department of Human Resources . 

15. Northwestern University should institute a University-wide education program to clarify 
what constitutes sexual harassment and assault, how it can be prevented, and what protocol 
should be followed when it occurs. Deans and Vice-Presidents should be made responsible 
for developing, implementing, and monitoring this program. 

26. Management/outcome of harassment and assault cases should be reported annually to the 
Northwestern University community. This report should be prepared and published by the 
Office of the General Counsel. 

17. Northwestern University should establish an ongoing educational program regarding 
cultural diversity and integrate into a year long activity for staff, faculty, and students. This 
program should be the joint responsibility of the Vice President for Student Affairs, the 
Senior Vice President for Business and Finance, and the Provost's Office. 

L 18. Exit interviews should be conducted with all staff and faculty who are leaving the University. 

! 19. Northwestern University should create an office of University Ombuds to hear complaints 
f-:' and reach infonnal resolution of problems in the workplace. The service of the University 
~" Ombuds should be available to all staff and faculty. 

~ •. 30. Northwestern University should immediately and directly notify all staff, faculty and 
r; students when an attack on personal safety has occurred on either campus, and advise them r to avoid the dangerous area(s). Annual surveys of issues potentially affecting personal safety 
>.:· (e.g., overgrown or inappropriately placed shrubbery, inadequate lighting) should be 
~-- completed and the results published in a timely manner. 
~)' 
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Vll. Data Collection and Analysis to Support This And SimDar Task Reports 

The Data Working Group of the Task Force spent innumerable hours of their time as well as staff time 
in attempts to collect the data presented in the appendices of this report. These efforts were necessary 
because the existing data suppon systems in the University were insufficient to provide the necessary 
information. Some of the needed data were not available. The existing data systems were either 
incomplete, inaccurate or too small to manage and maintain the kinds of data needed to .accurately 
track and understand the changes in the status of women staff and faculty at Northwestern University. 
Therefore, a great deal of the data presented in this report were collected and tabulated by hand, an 
nnnecessary process in this day and age of database software. 

Specific Recommendation 31. 

The Task Force therefore recommends that the University carefully examine its existing 
databases for management of staff and faculty data and purchase and implement the types of 
databases needed to support regular data collection of the type included in this report. 

Snnimary Statement 

Northwestern University is a great University. It cannot, however, achieve its maximum potential 
without addressing the two major needs identified in this report: (1) Proactively recruiting, pro=ting, 
and retaining women on the staff and faculty; (2) Establishing a climate where each individual staff 
and faculty member can reach her or his full potential. 
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Charge to the Task Force Concerning Women in the Academic Workplace 

Both because of University efforts and socilzl developments, Northwestern is experiencing a 
change in the composition of its work force. As a part of this change, women have been 
hired in greater numbers in academic, professional and staff roles throughout the 
institution. In order to consider actions for enhancing the professional development of 
women employees and their contributions in the University, deal with any special issues 
associated with the change in composition, and ensure an equiJllble work environment, it is 
timely to undertake a specilzl review to understand more fully their expemnces in the work 
place. 

The Task Force will be asked to consider the following areas: 
• professional development and C4Teer opportunities 
• economic issues 
• organizl;uional and work environment 
• leadership roles 
• other such areas as are deemed relevant to the review 

1 
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Task Force Membership 

Name 

Deborah Campana 

Kathleen R. Daniels 

Lawrence B. Dumas 

William Irons 

Christine Jones 

Lewis Landsberg 

Donna Left' 

Jerilyn Logemann (Chair) 

Jane Mansbridge 

George McClellan 

Margaret Neale 

Sandra Richards 

Neena Schwartz 

Marshall Shapo 

Ingrid Stafford 

JohannesWeertman 

Additional 

Carolyn Brent 

Marsha Michaelson 

Roxie Smith 

Northwestern Department, School/Unit 

Administration, Music 

English, CAS 

Dean's Office, CAS 

Anthropology, CAS 

Registrar's Office, Law 

Medicine, Medical 

Editorial, Journalism 

Comm. Sciences & Disorders, Speech 

Polit SciJSociology, CAS 

Graduate Housing, Student Affairs 

Organizational Behavior, KGSM 

Afr-Am Studies, CAS and Theatre, Speech 

Neurobiology and Physiology, CAS 

Law Instruction, Law 

Office of Controller, Business Administration 

Material Science & Engineering, MEAS 

Participants 

Medicine, Anesthesiology 

Human Resources, Business Admin., Staff Liaison 

Provost's Office, Liaison from Provost's Office 

2 
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Task Force Working Groups 

Name 

Basil Clunie 
Kathy Daniels • (chair) 
Sally Fell 
Lynn Goodnight 
Penny Hirsch • 
Bill Irons • 
Carolyn Jenkins 
Elaine McDonough 
Janet Meyers 
David Nelson 
Christy Sheasley 
June Terpstra • 
Jeannie Thompson 
Sheila Watkins 
Hans Weertman • 

Joyce Brockwell 
susan Haii-Perdomo 
Susan Herbst 
Joanne Howard 
Njoki Kamau 
Jeri Logemann • (chair) 
Vannie Lyons 
Jane Mansbridge • 
Marsha Michaelson • 
Marshall Shapo • 
Roxie Smith • · · 
Adair Waldenberg 

Deborah Campana • 
Lawrence B. Dumas • 
Penny Hirsch 
Christine Jones • 
Lewis Landsberg • 
Donna Left* 
George McClellan • (chair) 
Marsha Michaelson • 
Margaret Neale • 

Dept., School 

Graduate Housing, Dorms & Commons 
English, CAS 
Art History, CAS 
Summer Sessions, University College 
Writing Program, CAS 
Anthropology, CAS 
Biochem, CAS 
Geological Sciences, CAS 
Registrar's Office, Evanston Campus 
Edttorial, Journalism 
Administration, Dental School 
Women's Center, Provost's OffiCe 
Admissions, KGSM 
Administration, Speech 
Mat Sci & Eng, MEAS 

Chemistry, CAS 
Ctr for Rep. Sciences, CAS 
Comm. Studies, Speech 
Administration, Law 
Women's Center, Provosrs OffiCe 
Comm. Sci. & Disorders, Speech 
Mgmt. Program, KGSM 
Political Science, CAS 
Human Resources, Business Admin. 
Law Instruction, Law 
Provosrs Office (Special Liaison) 
Administration, CAS 

Administration, Music 
Dean's Office, CAS 
Writing Program, CAS 
Registrar, Law School 
Medicine, Medical 
Edttorial, Journalism 
Graduate Housing, Student Affairs 
Human Resources, Business Admin. 
Organizational Behavior, KGSM 
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Sandra Richards • 
Neena Schwartz • 

Afr·Am. Studies, CAS and Theatre, Speech 
Neurobiology & Physiology, CAS 

Ingrid Stafford • 

Deborah Campana • 
Penny Hirsch 
Donna Left* 
Jeri Logemann (chair) • 
Jane Mansbridge • 
Barbara Schwom 

Office of Controller, Business Admin. 

Administration, Music 
Writing Program, CAS 
Edttorial, Journalism 
Comm. Sci. & Disorders, Speech 
Political Science, CAS 
Writing Program, CAS 

• Main Task Force Committee 

Support Staff: Karl Knutson, Lee Mendoza, Mary Rooney Communication Sciences and Disorders, Speech 
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Since its creation in August of 1992, the Task Force has conducted an extensive data collection 
operation in order to understand the current position of women in the work force at Northwestern 
University. Types of information collected include: 

1) Objective data from external sources and University records regarding numbers of 
women occupying various roles on the staff and faculty at Northwestern UniverSity 
and other sources; 

2) Subjective staff and faculty data on climate, promotion, mentoring, and general 
working conditions from focus groups of staff and faculty including men and 
women; 

3) Survey data (mail and phone) to define worlcing conditions at Northwestern University 
for both staff and faculty, and general attitudes and concerns of staff and faculty 
regarding life at the institution. Surveys were conducted by the Survey Research 
Laboratory. 

Data collection was facilitated by the Task Force's creation of three working groups and 
one subcommittee: 

The Data Working Group collected and organized the demographic data regarding staff 
and faculty. 

The Climate Working Group conducted interviews and focus groups to defme the . 
characteristics of the climate for women and men at Northwestern. . 

The Process Working Group examined the objective and subjective data regarding 
oppommities for hiring, promotion and retention of women on the staff and faculty at 
Northwestern. 

The Survey Subcommittee developed the questions for the mail and telephone surveys of 
staff and faculty with the assistance of Paul Lavrakas of the Survey Research Laboratory. 
The surveys were then conducted and analyzed by the Survey Research Laboratory. 

2 
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Specific Recommendations 

The Task Force recommends that search committees target women for key administrative 
posts in the administration of the University, including Deans, Provost, and President, and 
other positions in the central administration of the University. 

The Task Force recommends that the University target recruitment of women, and 
particularly minority women, into nontraditional staff roles and into the higher nonexempt 
grades. We further recommend that the University develop an effective mentoring and staff 
development program which facilitates promotion of nonexempt staff women and men to 
higher grades. 

The Task Force recommends the search and promotion processes be carefully monitored, as 
described in the Global Recommendations, to assure the hiring and promotion of larger 
numbers of women in the Northwestern University tenure track and tenured faculty. Before 
beginning their work, each search and promotions committee should be sensitized regarding 
language differences often used in discussions of men and women which demean the 
productivity of women and highlight the achievements of men and other subtle forms of 
discrimination. 

The Task Force recommends that Northwestern significantly increase its efforts to recruit 
women graduate students and faculty in nontraditional areas. The Task Force further 
recommends that the Commission on Women regularly review the results of the yearly 
faculty equity study. 

The Task Force recommends that the changes in definition of the lecturer role recommended 
in the Report from the Office of the Provost be implemented by September 1994. It also 
recommends that lecturers be given voting rights on matters that concern their teaching in 
the schools that have not already established such voting rights. 

The culture of Northwestern University must be understood to value service to the 
University community rather than viewing it as a distraction. Women and other minority 
group members should be invited to serve on and rewarded for participation in University 
committees and invited to chair such committees. This change will require the active 
leadership of senior administration and faculty, including mentoring of women to assure 
their success in these positions. Release time should be considered for significant committee 
work. (Nontenured faculty women and men should not be involved in those committee 
activities but at the very least should be advised in the same way regarding the value or lack 
thereof of this involvement in their tenure review.) 

7. Northwestern University should take a deliberate and planned approach to celebrating the 
role of women in its workforce. Such an approach might include, but need not be limited to, 
an annual staff appreciation reception, articles in the Observer regarding the achievements 
of women at all levels of the University, art and performance presentations by and about 
women, and sensitivity in its publications to featuring women. 

8. Any person in a supervisory position should be required to take a one-time course (one to 
two hours) including information on interviewing, hiring, and supporting women and other 
minority staff members. This training should include sensitivity to multicultural issues, and 
completion should be required prior to the posting of any job listing for that supervisor. 
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9. Northwestern University administration should strengthen its relationship to women's 
organizations such as Association of Northwestern University Women, Organization of 
Women Faculty, and Northwestern University Black Women In Action. The University 
should encourage the formation of such support and networking groups (e.g., formalizing 
the Department Assistant support group currently operating in CAS and developing a group 
for nonexempt staff women). It should provide adequate funding and other resources to 
allow them to function to the benefit of the entire University community. All new employees, 
staff and faculty, should be provided with information on existing women's organizations at 
the time they are hired.l Northwestern University Staff Advisory Council and the General 
Faculty Committee are the primary staff and faculty advisory groups. The University 
should consult with these other organizations and encourage their nomination of 
representatives to various University committees. 

10. The Program Review for every academic and administrative unit should include interviews 
with nonexempt and exempt staff in the unit. 

11. The culture of Northwestern University should change to encourage women and men to 
apply for promotions and to move up through staff and faculty ranks. This change will 
require the active leadership of both the senior administration and the deans. 

12. Deans and administrators should be especially sensitive to the need to make professional 
development support available to women, taking into account possible deficiencies in those 
opportunities for women and other minority group members. 

13. Each school should examine and revise its tenure process if necessary to ensure untenured 
women faculty are reviewed appropriately during the probationary period and that each 
tenure review committee has, if possible, at least one woman participant. 

14. All job openings, including those at the highest administrative levels, should be widely 
disseminated by Human Resources. 

15. Internal applicants for promotion who are not chosen must be offered the opportunity to 
meet with a Human Resources representative to discuss what types of additional skills are 
necessary to advance. 

16. Northwestern University should create alternative career paths allowing for job sharing, 
permanent part-time employment, telecommuting and others. 

17. Human Resources should examine the kinds of courses for career growth and professional 
development which they offer using data from supervisors and staff regarding needs and 
interests. 

18. Northwestern University should establish a system for evaluation of all supervisors by their 
staff, including a component on their success in management of diversity. 

19. Staff salary increases should include a large enough merit proportion to allow for 
meaningful financial reward for meritorious work. 

20. Salary levels of staff and nontenure track faculty (areas traditionally occupied by women) 
should be reviewed to assure they are comparable to those offered others in similar positions 
in high cost-of-living environments. Any discrepancies noted should be corrected. 

lEighty percent of staff women and 65% of faculty women said they were unaware of any organizations which 
they might join for mentoring, networking, and career support 
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21. Northwestern University should within two years develop and implement a plan for 
increased daycare availability which meets the needs of staff and faculty on both campuses. 
The development of this plan should include opportuDities for input from the various 
campus constituencies with a stake in the issue. This effort should be coordinated through 
the Office of the Senior Vice President for Business and Finance. 

22. Northwestern University should review and, if necessary, revise, its sexual harassment 
polices and procedures on a regular basis. This effort should be coordinated by the 
Provost's Office and the results communicated broadly to the University community. 

23. Northwestern University should develop procedure and due process practices for incidents 
of sexual assault involving staff and faculty. These should be reviewed and, if necessary, 
revised on a regular basis. This effort should be coordinated by the Provost's Office. 

24. Northwestern University should provide each employee upon hire, and each student upon 
matriculation, copies of its polices, procedures, and due process practices for incidents of 
sexual harassment and sexual assault. These should also be published and distributed on 
both campuses annually to remind community members of the importance of the issue as 
well as advising them of any changes. This should be the responsibility of the Deans and the 
Department of Human Resources • 

25. Northwestern University should institute a University-wide education program to clarify 
what constitutes sexual harassment and assault, how it can be prevented, and what protocol 
should be followed when it occurs. Deans and Vice-Presidents should be made responsible 
for developing, implementing, and monitoring this program. 

26. Management/outcome of harassment and assault cases should be reported annually to the 
Northwestern University community •. This report should be prepared and published by the 
Office of the General Counsel. 

27. Northwestern University should establish an ongoing educational program regarding 
cultural diversity and integrate into a year long activity for staff, faculty, and students. This 
program should be the joint responsibility of the Vice President for Student Affairs, the 
Senior Vice President for Business and Finance, and the Provost's Office. 

28. Exit interviews should be conducted with all staff and faculty who are leaving the University. 

29. Northwestern University should create an office of University Ombuds to hear complaints · 
and reach informal resolution of problems in the workplace. The service of the University 
Ombuds should be available to all staff and faculty. 

30. Northwestern University should immediately and directly notify all staff, faculty and 
students when an attack on personal safety has occurred on either campus, and advise them 
to avoid the dangerous area(s). Annual surveys of issues potentially affecting personal safety 
(e.g., overgrown or inappropriately placed shrubbery, inadequate lighting) should be 
completed and the results published in a timely manner. 

3L The Task Force therefore recommends that the University carefully examine its existing 
databases for management of staff and faculty data and purchase and implement the types 
of databases needed to support regular data collection of the type included in this report. 
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TADLEl 

R<prH<nlatlon of Wom<n In Lnd<rshlp Roi<S Within lh< Schools ond Collog.., 1993-94 
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Sdllllll 
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NcConnldr: 2 3 2 I 3 1 .... 4 14 .. ll 

Modloot 13 2 3 19 1 2 6 2 .... 1 I~ 5I 

MO<fiU' 1 5 2 2 10 71 .. 4 l91lo 14 
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TABLE3 

Number and Percent of Women Board of Trustee Members, 1993-94 

Women Men Total 

Charter 2 6% 34 94% 36 100% 

---------------------------------------------------------
National 3 13.0% 21 87.0% 24 

Alumni - Regular 2 SO% 2 50% 4 

Alumni - Special 1 25% 3 75% 4 

Life 3 12% 23 88% 26 

Total 11 12% 83 88% 94 

Nates: 1. Chmer- Regular voting members elected in accordance wilh provisions of Charter for 4-ycar 
tmewable t=ms 

2. National- Nan-voting members selected 10 bring diversity of views 10 !he Board; 
elected for 4-ycar terms 

3. Alumni - Regular • Non-voting members chosen from among at·large olunuli; 
elected for 4-year non-renewable terms 

4. Alumni • Special -Non-voting members chosen from among recent alumni; 
elected for 4-ycar non-renewable terms 

S. Life- Nan-voting members who have rendered distingWshed service 10 the Uruversity 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 



TABLE4 

Representation of Women on Decanal and Senior Administrative Search Committees 
1985-86 to Date 

Number Percent 

Imal of Women of Women WomanCbajr 

MEAS* 13 1 8% 

VPResearch 1 

CAS 11 3 27% 

Speech 8 3 38% 

Medill 9 2 22% 

Music 8 3 38% 

Librarian 8 2 25% 

Provost 12 5 42% 

VPResearch 12 5 42% 

MEAS* 9 2 22% 

SESP* 9 4 44% 

VP Info. Systems & Technology 8 2 25% 

VP S wdent Affairs* 9 4 44% 1 

Dental 9 3 33% 

President 21 6 29% 

Note: • = search staffed by woman 



Law 

CAS 

Speech 

Medill 

TABLES 

Representation of Women on Decanal Evaluation Committees 
1989toDate 

#Women Woman Cbajr 

8 2 

7 2 

5 2 yes 

5 2 

Note: CommitteeS were comprised of faculty, senior adminisuators, students, and alumnae. 



TABLE6 

Number and Percent of Academic Departments Chaired by Women, 1988-89 to 1993-94 

1993·94 1992-93 1991-92 1990-91 1989-90 1988-89. 

l'l 1'J!1al ~ .w. Il!W ~ l'l Il!W ~ .l'l Il!W ~ .w. Il!W ~ .w. Il!W ~ 

CAS 2 25 8% 1 25 4% 2 25 8% 2 25 8% 2 25 8% 3 25 12% 

Dental 0 3 0% 0 3 0% 0 3 0% 0 3 0% 0 2 0% 0 4 0% 

KGSM 0 6 0% 0 6 0% 0 6 0% o. 6 0% 0 6 0% 1 6 17% 

MEAS 0 8 0% 0 8 0% 1 8 13% l 8 13% 1 8 13% 1 8 13% 

Medical 1 20 5% 1 21 5% 1 21 5% 1 20 5% 1 22 5% 1 22 5% 

Music 0 2 0% 0 2 0% 0 2 0% 0 8 0% 0 9 0% 0 9 0% 

Speech 2 5 40% 3 5 60% 4 5 80% 4 5 80% 5 6 83% 3 6 50% 

TOTAL 5 69 7% 5 70 7% 8 70 11% 8 ·' 75 11% 9 78 12% 9 80 11% 

Nolfl: 
' . 

I. Data as offall quarter. 
2. Education and Social Policy, law, and Medill do not have departmenlalslruclures. 

3. Decrease In total number of departments due to reorganizations In Music and Dentistry 



RACE,SEX * 
B 

F 

GRACE Avar&ga A Count of 

03 0 

04 14,815 6 

05 14,189 7 

06 16,668 29 

07 17,413 47 

08 19,172 40 

09 20,431 155 

10 23,372 88 

11 25,505 25 

12 25,347 7 

13 32,925 1 

14 25,115 1 

15 0 

16 0 

17 0 

18 0 

19 0 

30 19,458 3 

43 15,418 24 

44 0 

45 0 

46 19,325 4 

A1 0 

A3 0 

A5 0 

A7 0 

AD 0 

B2 14,047 5 

86 0 

88 0 

Grand tole 20,202 442 

* B - African-American 

TABLE 8 

Compensation Comparison, Nonexempt Employees' Annualized Rates, October, 1992 

M 

Average A 

12,606 

12,641 

14,963 

16,952 

17,174 

17,373 

20,741 

23,624 

24,397 

26,089 

27,757 

32,534 

30,196 

36,644 

36,527 

22,998 

14,604 

18,498 

31,173 

35,137 

35,029 

40,853 

12,430 

21,609 

B Count 

Count of ANN BAS 

3 3 

1 7 

5 12 

5 34 

25 72 

2 42 

37 192 

12 100 

6 31 

4 11 

8 9 

1 2 

5 5 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

66 69 

17 41 

0 0 

3 3 

0 4 

0 0 

4 4 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

1 6 

0 0 

0 0 

211 653 

F • Female 

K- Male 

B Average I I Count I Average 

F M 

ANN_BAS Average A Count of Average A Count of ANN BAS ANN BAS 

12,606 0 0 0 

14,533 0 0 0 

14,512 0 0 0 

16,710 0 0 0 

17,330 21,493 1 0 1 21,493 

19,087 17,030 1 0 1 17,030 

20,491 21,395 2 0 2 21,395 

23,402 23,705 1 21,415 1 2 22,560 

25,290 0 0 0 

25,617 28,208 1 22,139 1 2 25,173 

28,332 0 0 0 

26,824 0 0 0 

30,196 0 0 0 

36,644 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

·o 0 0 

36,527 0 0 0 

22,844 0 0 0 

15,080 15,190 1 0 1 15,190 

0 0 0 

18,498 0 0 0 

19,325 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

31,173 0 0 0 

35,137 0 0 0 

35,029 0 0 0 

40,853 0 0 0 

13,778 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

20,657 21,203 7 21,777 2 9 21,330 

Page 1 
. ,~· .. 

0 

F M 

Average A Count of Average A 

0 

13,282 2 

17,353 2 17,735 

15,660 1 

18,182 12 16,564 

18,968 2 
19,661 33 18,322 

22,252 9 21,689 

25,595 9 24,244 

23,913 15 24,701 

27,166 13 26,133 

0 37,780 

33,796 2 

0 34,119 

0 31,986 

0 

0 

0 25,765 

0 15,973 

0 17,069 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

21,919 100 23,719 
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Compensation Comparison, Nonexempt Employees' Annualized Rates, October, 1992 

* 0 Count 0 Average s 
F 

Count of ANN BAS ANN BAS Average A 

0 0 

0 2 13,282 13,057 

1 3 17,480 14,681 

0 1 15,660 14,867 

5 17 17,706 16,165 

0 2 18,968 18,849 

5 38 19,485 19,539 

2 11 22,150 21,901 

4 13 25,179 24,772 

7 22 24,164 24,488 

6 19 26,839 23,588 

1 1 37,780 37,545 

0 2 33,796 

3 3 34,119 

1 1 31,986 

0 0 

0 0 

5 5 25,765 

1 1 15,973 13,546 

1 1 17,069 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 18,420 

0 0 

42 142 22,452 20,090 

* 0 • Asian/Pacific Islander 

S • Hispanic 

U • Unknown 

M 

Count of Average A Count of 

0 0 

1 0 

1 14,799 1 

2 0 

5 18,446 3 

9 17,833 2 

13 20,590 8 

11 20,926 5 

6 0 

3 28,051 1 

1 0 

1 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 26,388 21 

3 14,975 1 

0 0 

0 14,583 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 0 

0 0 

57 22,951 43 

W • White 

S Count S Average u U Count U Averag oW 

F F 

ANN BAS ANN BAS Average A Count of ANN_BAS ANN BAS Average A 

0 0 0 

1 13,057 0 0 15,682 

2 14,740 0 0 15,366 

2 14,867 0 0 16,899 

8 17,020 0 0 17,706 

11 18,664 0 0 19,092 

21 19,939 18,725 5 5 18,725 20,701 

16 21,596 0 0 23,291 

6 24,772 0 0 25,733 

4 25,379 23,196 1 1 23,196 25,001 

1 23,588 0 0 28,466 

1 37,645 0 0 33,246 

0 0 0 32,261 

0 0 0 34,589 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

21 26,388 0 0 24,390 

4 13,903 0 0 14,755 

0 0 0 

1 14,583 0 0 20,182 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 29,656 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

1 18,420 0 0 

0 0 0 24,782 

100 21,321 19,471 6 6 19,471 22,845 

Page 2 

M 

Counl of Average A 

0 

2 

2 13,854 

18 15,856 

26 16,968 

21 18,975 

301 19,926 

255 21,217 

84 23,475 

68 23,291 

45 28,409 

8 27,216 

17 33,749 

1 37,497 

0 38,204 

0 44,018 

0 37,114 

2 33,960 

4 14,711 

0 

1 

0 

0 23,715 

2 29,886 

0 34,812 

0 37,349 

0 40,325 

0 

0 

1 

858 27,322 



Appendix V 
Staff Tables 

(Tables 7-15) 



TABLE 7 

Compensation Comparison, Nonexempt Employees' Annualized Rate, October, 1992 " 

SEX 

F M Grand total 

GRADE Average Count Average Count Average Count 

03 0 12,605 3 12,505 3 

04 14,515 11 12.841 1 14,375 12 

05 14,954 12 14,797 1 1 14,879 23 

06 16,659 50 16,455 9 16,629 59 

07 17,575 91 17,106 55 17,398 146 

08 19,074 73 18,426 10 18,995 83 

09 20,505 509 20,147 124 20,435 633 

10 23,244 364 21,598 75 22,953 439 

1 1 25,630. 124 23,728 34 25,221 158 

12 24,853 95 23,740 55 24,445 150 

13 28,177 60 27,949 41 28,085 101 

14 32,863 10 30,392 5 32,039 15 

15 32,422 19 33,091 27 32,815 46 

16 34,589 1 36,764 15 36,528 16 

17 0 35,649 4 36,649 4 

18 0 44,018 3 44,018 3 

19 0 35,821 2 36,821 2 

30 21,431 5 30,236 248 30,052 253 

43 15,152 32 14,697 21 14,972 53 

44 0 17,069 1 17,069 1 

45 20,182 1 17,520 4 18,052 5 

45 19,325 4 0 19,325 4 

A1 0 23,715 2 23,715 2 

A3 29,656 2 30,208 16 30,147 18 

AS 0 34,866 6 34,866 6 

A7 0 35,686 7 35,686 7 

AS 0 40,501 3 40,501 3 

82 14,047 5 12,430 1 13,778 6 

86 18.420 1 0 18,420 1 

sa 24,782 1 0 24,782 1 

Grand total 21,859 1,470 25,335 783 23,067 2.253 



TABLE 8 

Compensation Comparison, Nonexempt Employees' Annualized Rates, October, 1992 

I 
* W Count W Averag Grand total 

Count of ANN BAS ANN BAS Average A Count of 

0 0 12,608 3 

0 2 16,582 14,376 12 
4 6 14,358 14,879 23 

4 22 18,709 16,629 59 

22 48 17,368 17,398 146 

6 27 19,086 18,998 83 

74 375 20,548 20,435 633 

55 310 22,923 22,963 439 

24 108 25,231 25,221 158 

42 110 :i4,348 24,445 150 

27 72 28,445 28,085 101 

3 11 31,601 32,039 15 

22 39 33,100 32,816 46 

11 12 37,254 36,828 16 

3 3 38,204 38,849 4 

3 3 44,018 44,018 3 

1 1 37,114 38,821 2 i 
158 158 33,839 30,082 253 

2 6 14,740 14,972 53 
0 0 17,069 1 

0 1 20,182 18,062 6 

0 0 19,326 4 

2 2 23,715 23,715 2 

12 14 29,853 30,147 18 

6 5 34,812 34,868 6 

5 6 37,349 36,686 7 

2 2 40,326 40,501 3 

0 0 13,778 6 

0 0 18,420 1 

0 1 24,782 24,782 1 

485 1,343 24,462 23,067 2,253 

" W • White 

Paoo 3 



TABLE 9 

Compensation Comparison, Exempt Staff, October, 1992 

sex 
F M Grand total 

GRADE Average Count Average Count Average Count 

01 10,800 1 9,600 3 9,900 4 

02 23,570 2 26,520 1 24,553 3 

03 24,722 14 23.423 10 24,181 24 

04 27,127 61 26,933 18 27,083 79 

05 29,337 100 28,692 47 29,130 147 

06 33,046 57 31,254 24 32,515 81 

07 35,530 74 34,370 74 34,950 148 

OS 40,532 50 39.477 52 39,994 102 

09 42,309 40 44,676 81 43,738 101 

10 46,532 36 47,761 29 47,080 65 

11 58,084 15 54,384 38 54,878 51 

12 61,633 8 83.843 18 63,163 26 

13 69,430 6 69,381 16 69,394 22 

14 71,818 3 79,184 6 76,729 9 

15 91,221 3 74,899 4 81,894 7 

16 96,158 4 93,406 5 94,629 9 

31 52,576 21 77,035 82 72,048 103 

Grand total 37,322 599 46,379 654 42,050 1,253 

* Grand total includes 272 ungraded staff; 104 female and 168 male 



Compensation Comparison, Full Time Exempt Employees, October, 1992 

RACE,SEX 

B 8 Count 8 Average I I Count I Average 0 0 Count 0 Average s 
F M F M F M F M 

GRAO£ Average Count Average Count Count Average Avetage Count Average Count Count Averts~• Avertge Count Average Count Count Average Average Count Average 

01 0 8,400 t 1 8,400. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
02 0 28,520 1 1 26,620 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OJ 25,140 3 25,200 t 4 25,155 0 0 0 27,500 1 0 1 27,500 21,850 1 

04 27,909 0 24,253 4 10 28,448 0 27,825 1 1 27,025 27,225 3 0 3 27,225 0 
05 29,088 12 27,315 10 22 20,270 0 0 0 26,227 3 27,344 4 7 28,865 30,877 4 36,841!1 

00 32,050 2 0 2 32,050 0 0 0 36,000 2 33,482 4 0 34,321 33,000 1 33,250 

01 37,338 0 34,007 3 • 36,226 0 0 0 38,047 4 36,081 10 14 31!1,057 0 

00 ~2.345 3 3G,438 3 0 39,391 0 41!1,200 1 1 4G,200 43,588 4 38,8«13 s • 40,854 0 
09 43,758 4 0 4 43,768 0 0 0 0 41.288 6 6 41,288 45.040 2 44,893 
10 62,486 1 47,312: 2 3 49,036 0 0 0 61,500 2 38,450 1 3 47,160 0 

11 0 60,007 1 1 60,007 0 0 0 56,162 t 150,126 1 2 68,138 0 

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

13 88,418 1 78,600 1 2 73,459 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 158,853 2 2 68,853 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

tO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J1 68,367 2 0 2 56,387 0 0 0 36,400 1 42,633 0 7 41,667 0 60,000 

t Or end tot 35,409 42 36,032 34 70 35,688 25,200 t 37,013 2 3 33,076 31,913 30 29105 99 136 29,854 32,981 10 38,458 

Grand total· includes 272 ungraded staff; 104 female arld 168 male 

* B -African-American F - Female 
I -American Indian M -·Male 

0 -.Asian/Paftfic Islander 

s -Hispanic 
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'IABLE 10 

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSil'Y EXEMPT EMPLOYEES 
PERCENT OF WOMEN EMPLOYEES BY PAY GRADE 1990-92 

%0FWOMEN 
20% 40% 60% 80% 
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~ffffff~ 
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92 
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08 
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log 
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JV 

22 
~ ~ffff.# 

1~4 
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1 
7
15 
- 5 g 

16 
1 

18 

~ 1990 ~ 1991 ~ 1992 

100% 
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* S Count S Average u 
F 

Count Count Averttgl Avereg! 

0 0 

0 0 

0 I 21,650 

0 0 

1 5 31,870 

1 2 33,125 

0 0 

0 0 43,000 

1 3 44,924 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 50,000 

6 16 34,793 43,000 

* S • Hispanic 

U • Unknown 

V • White 

M 

Count Average COlin I 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 140,000 1 

TABLE 11 · 

Compenutlon Comperleon, Full Time EKempt Employee•, Ootober, 1992 

U Count U Aver19• w Count Aver-oe Gr.nd totlll 

F M 
Count Averege Averege Count Avlfegl Count Count Averege Averege Count 

0 10,800 I 10,200 2 3 10,400 &,900 4 

0 23,570 2 0 2 23,570 24-,553 3 

0 24,816 9 23,225 9 18 23,920 24,181 24 

0 27,031 62 27,689 13 05 27,183 27,083 79 

0 29,416 81 29,067 32 113 29,317 29,130 147 

0 32,971 52 30,680 19 71 32,358 32,515 81 

0 35,329 84 34,111 81 125 34,735 34,950 148 

1 43,000 40,054 42 39,604 43 85 39,827 3M94 102 

0 41,977 34 44,984 66 89 43,835 43.738 101 

0 46,050 33 48,154 20 69 46,971 47.080 05 

0 68,057 14 64,343 34 48 64,843 64,878 61 

0 81,833 • 63,843 18 20 83,183 83,1GJ 28 

0 89,632 5 68,773 16 20 88,987 89,394 22 

0 71,818 3 79,184 0 9 78,729 78.129 9 

0 91,221 3 80,945 2 6 87,111 81,894 7 

0 98,158 4 93,406 6 9 94,629 94,829 8 

0 53,053 18 80,155 75 93 74,910 12,048 103 

2 91 600 37,981 609 60.330 513 1,022 44 170 42,050 1,253 



ExrERNAL JOBAPI'UCANTSANO HIRES BY RACEIQENOER SEf'JEIIIIER t, tlltlll .,...,, AOOUSJ" 3t, t!lllt I 

EEO- t EXECUniiE, AOIIIMSTIIA nilE OR IIANAOEIIENr 

(EXEMPT) 

• • · FDIALE• /.·'··· ·:··•·· IIAIE · .. ·· .. 
RACE cw API'S HillED API'S II/IlED 

EV NOs •••••• Noll . ... " 
.··· 

CH 48 3 825 30 • 1333 

. WI•JE. EV 203 20 '1.8~ 118 21 1183 

/ . ·· .. •·.· .. BOTH 251 23 .... 200 .. 12.M 

.· .·· .. ·· .. CH 20 1 3A5 11 1 ... 
·BLACK EV 32 2 825 23 0 000 
. . . BOTH 81 3 ... 40 1 2 .. 

A~N CH 1 0 000 0 0 N/A 

I'ACIRC EV 10 0 000 12 1 833 

ISlANDER BOTH 11 0 000 12 1 833 

~~nd; 
CH 0 0 N/A 0 0 . N/A 

EV 0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A 

INDIAN . BOTH 0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A 

CH 2 0 000 1 0 000 

lii!FJ.NIC EV 8 1 12l10 3 0 000 

·.·.·.· .. ········· BOTti 10 1 1000 • 0 000 

... ······ .. CH 2 0 000 3 0 000 

OECUN£D EV 3 ' 3333 • • ..... 
BOTH • 1 2000 12 • 3333 

AACE/ CH 810 0 000 

OENOER EV 1 ... 0 000 

UNlNOWN BOTH ,:::·2271 )••c' o \0.00 

EE0-3 1'/IOFESSIONAUI 

(EXEMPT & NON-EXEMPT) 

RACE 

CH 173 47 27.17 132 19 14.39 

:~~~ ·;;·,- ~:;:EV:...j_.! ... :::j-...::""=J--1:::0::;90=J-..,:230qi-_:38:!f-_::15::;lll=l 
BOTtf 78 1731 371 " M82 

I··: _As.MN .-_ CH 40 7 17ll0 .. , 8 1443 

:~ArfiR~~:.I-EV"'-+--,.'1---2+-..c..o .. "'JI--.2+--.+-1-1-.. ~f 

i~L4NDER BOTH 74 • 12.XI OJ 12 1290 

~~~'?·f-C::;"-Jr-:T--:'f--N.::::.~T-_:_8f--.:C:f--'::.::"-J 
tNiJiAN , BOTH • o ooo • 0 000 

,///,l;~/~::l-c::;"-lf--:=t---1f-:=~::..~'111--1;: l--"2f-.. =,:.::"--

....... ...iit····'i 
.'Mtt's? 

oorH 11 2 11.1e 21 3 1429 

CH 87 18.38 26 1202 

EV 38CS 34 832 3M 4fl 13.4 t 

BoTH >.- ·: i5i ,,:_::::=:':":-:i' =~=--1il1 ="::=:::::·~o, ',:;{). ('7a :'::/12M 

! AACE/ 1-c"H'-+--'"'"'8'1---"'ol--::ooo~t 
OENOER EV 3327 0 0.00 

iJ/I#(iiOIVil BOTH ................ 0 I·. ODD 

££1)-4 CLEI/IOU tiJIIFF 

(NON-EXEMPT) 

RACE 

····. ·· · · FriiJ.IE<< ···· L \ AlAI£}. 
·•&J•• API'S II/IlED API'S HIRED 

·. EV 

I:= CH 585 29 488 3 U3 

e::~~.~·.~~EV~t-~''~'t-~""~~8=~,_~1=~t---1=0t-~·=M~ 
BOTH 1042 &8 a 07 2M 22 Jae 

JI~N -.: CH 41 4 8.71!1 17 0 000 

:>PAcliJQ\ I--'EV.:.;_+--..,+--1~ol--',.-.-,t--.,'+--'ol--'o"oo"' 
l~iiDE~ BOTH tot 14 13M ee o ooo 

.w~~::,·,: ~--=:::H;_t---'-'t---'ot-=::.::=t---'0+---=:+--':",~=t 
'/NotAN'• BOTH • 2000 0 000 

)j;}J,~-~~~:_t--=:::H:___,j--=~..::.1---=;t--'::.::=+--.. -=·+---=:l-.:::=:==l 

. .······ 

·············~.1-i . /iMi:d\ 

BOTH 88 

CH ... 

10 1020 31 2 ... 

1!17 7.48 180 10 ISM 

.us 8.71 



TABLE 12 

EXTFRNAl JOIIN'I'UG4fffSANO HIRES BYRACEIQEMJER BEP7EIIIIER I, 1!190 IIIUiglr AUOUtlr" 31, 111111 I 

El0-11 I'ARAI'IIOFESSIONAlB 
(NON-EXEMPT) 

.. ·•. . ..•. : .. FEllAtE.,. 

RACE Clj! N'I'S l/lfEIJ 
EV NOS ·11. 

.:..':· . .11.4lE ...... . 

N'I'S /1/fEIJ 
NoB lll• 

__ ,_·:-· ·:;:-:.-· CH &3 5 IA3 82 II 732 

.: itiAf;k_·,_: t-'EV"'-f--'-,.'f---'-Of--"ODO"'t--'30'+-1"---'3"33'i 
.·t-~--~--~~+-~~~~~ 

BOTtl 117 5 7A8 112 7 825 

-A~N ~c~"~-~1"'r-=·~1~··~''+-~1~o~~o·~~o~oo~ 
1-A CIRC-'- j....:EV:.:..I--....:;":r-::.3r..:20::.D0=+-..;1~71-_:0+-.:0:::DO~ 

islANDER eont 3t e to-M 21 o o.oo 

Ji/~JI-':"-"+--':+---'-:1-':"';:'-t--:+--=:1-:"';"-:-1 
INOIAN. BOTti 0 0 N/A. 0 0 N/A 

,:··. ·. CH 4 1 2500 11 2 ta.te 

llt!iiAiilc j....:EV"-J---'3'f--..;1f-'33=33T--:..'i--'!--.!:"'!29!f 
. <'·:·_·)·._::._ BOTH 7 2 28.D7 Ill 3 1U7 

Otcb~t-:~"+--:'t---'-:t-""::=t---'-:1-'---':+-20-=o=:=.t 
• .. BOTH 10 0 ODO II 12!10 

••• 
::·:-~Uj:i:·:: EV 159 2!li 15.72 MO 2!li 18.78 

i iMa'f 1-e.:.Oll<"-11--..:..,..=t..,. ··"'· •"'·· ~'".I-. .:., ,.;:;. •::ir,· .-.... ;:. '+-i ....... )..,"· r .. ;:~;::,.~ 

CH 130 24 17M 143 14 8.70 

_IMCE/ .. CH 172 0 0.00 
'dE~. t-' .. -t--.'--,.'t---'-ot--'-OD0'1 

UNKNOWN BOTH · .. m .cc. • 0 ,{<loo 

Ero-11 SKillED CRAFTB 
(NON-EXEMPT) 

civ N'l's ,,fED N'l's 1--"'"'"'ifEIJ""-~ 
EV NOS " . NoS " ( 

::_:;~htt-:: t-:"-"+--':+---'1:1-'.:.::'-t--'1~-'1·1----':+--':-'~-1 
i ) BOTH 4 o OliO 2011 tO Ul 

~Ji•· 1-':~"~--.+--"1: ~:::::=+--=:::.r--'ot---=:"":'1 
BOTH !I 0 0.00 113 088 

~t~:::~l-':"'"+--=:+--:"'--":";:'+--'•=t---=:t--=:oo=00'J 
I :-_,M>MN.,-.. BOTH 0 0 N/A 3 0 0.00 

:~iJt~ t-:"-"+--'o+--~: r"=~~'-+--:+--=:t--=:.:::-1 
. ,' -:.-_:: =·- BOTU 0 000 8 0 000 

• •. ·•.·. CH • 0 OliO 

;.:::::-'A'i..t·(:: ,:_ EV 7 0 000 

I• i!Aci-if iloTH < i. H . . il \ ooo 

'IMCE/ .·: · CH 2!' 0 000 

lJEiiJi:tt t-EV::._;I--•.::oor-""ol-';:_ooo~ 
Ji«iiOwNI-B..;o;;.;TH+·"'·· ""•"';,'~-· "'""" :"~ol-·"'· "'ooo"'i 

.. ... 
:.':::~ 

3 3.16 

• 344 

. ,:= t21 =.=.- 3.38 

EE0-7 IIEIMCE, PERSONAl A I'D IIIAifnEN411CE 
l} 

CH 52 t3A& 0 000 

EV 22 2 ~!oo tn o on 
BOTH 74 0 12.10 t70 0 003 

CH .. 3 r• 100 too 

EV 100 • 400 401 " 3.74 

~= :~" . 0 000 • 1807 /. .· .~ .•.:. _EV_ 3 -~ 15 0 000 
t30 7 •• , 001 to 3.10 

=+··. _::B:::.:.:.:..f:--.::j-:-o.:f....::~ 20N~/ADIJ_..:.; 201-1-...:,
0

1-..;:;N::·:.::jo 

: •• .. : EV 0 0 N/A 2 0 OliO 

;, ·.tnii BOTH 0 o NIA 2 0 OliO 

~ BOTH_ 21 41.1 03 ... 

I<'J::;;w~~c .. "-+"--+-~:+-:=+:~~:+-~'+--':~: 
·· ·· } ···•). BOTH 2 0 000 II 825 

=,_:~_,;,:;:~l-ff;}:;,\::l-.::::::_l--... :::'"=t--1"':1-10
"'o::::•'I--... .::I20"'--.. -=·t--'~:.=:'il 

i:ldi~ i .··wm·· .····•·•··,.. ·•·· 



TABLE 13 

Comparison of Exempt Salaries Between Males and Females at Northwestem University 

MALES FEMALES 
Years In Years In FemaleYrs Female$ 

Annual Current No. of Annual Current No. of asa%ol asa%of 
Salary Position Cases Salary Position Cases MaleYrs Male$ 

Grade 06 Averages: $31,631 4.64 27 $32,939 3.82 58 82.27% 104.13% 
Grade 06 Medians: $31,005 2.57 27 $33,200. 2.68 58 104.22% 107.08% 

Grade 07 Averages: $34,157 3.71 71 $35,444 4.81 86 129.54% 103.77% 
Grade 07 Medians: $33,750 2.94 71 $35,000 3.40 86 115.63% 103.70% 

Grade 08 Averages: $39,015 4.37 59 $40,231 3.43 56 78.50% 103.12% 
Grade 08 Medians: $38,616 3.41 59 $40,000 2.65 56 77.61% 103.58% 

Grade 09 Averages: $44,380 4.98 60 $42,115 3.87 38 77.95% 94.90% 
Grade 09 Medians: $44,070 3.88 60 $42,369 2.94 36 75.66% 96.14% 

Grade 1 0 Averages: $47,594 3.70 33 $46,426 5.89 43 156.98% 97.55% 
Grade 1 o Medians: $47,840 3.21 33 $46,407 4.24 43 132.31% 97.00% 

Grade 11 Averages: $55,095 6.67 35 $55,411 6.11 17 91.52% 100.57% 
Grade 11 Medians: $54,992 4.72 35 $56,152 5.55 17 117.47% 102.11% 

Grade 12 Averages: $64,655 7.35 20 $60,317 3.42 8 46.52% 93.29% 
Grade 12 Medians: $63,426 4.95 20 $61,430 2.72 8 54.89% 96.85% 

Grade 13 Averages: $68,672 9.37 15 $66,777 6.19 7 66.02% 97.24% 
Grade 13 Medians: $70,673 10.78 15 $66,418 6.42 7 59.66% 96.81% 

Grade 14 Averages: $82,828 8.53 9 $70,000 0.65 1 7.87% 64.51% 
Grade 14 Medians: $60,000 8.75 9 $70,000 0.65 1 7.46% 87.50% 

Grade 15 Averages: $90,508 14.13 3 $91,221 3.98 3 28.13% 100.79% 
Grade 15 Medians: $87,900 11.22 3 $90,202 3.09 3 27.51% 102.62% 

Grade 18 Averages: $97,322 5.28 6 $98,158 6.21 4 117.66% 98.80% 
. Grade 16 Medians: • $95,205 5.77 6 $97,281 6.67 4 115.54% 102.18% 

24-Jun-93 



TABLE 14 

Comparison of Exempt Salaries Between Males and Females for Doctoral Institutions and Northwestern University 

CUPA 
1992-93 ADMINISTRATIVE COMPENSATION SURVEY NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSTIY 

MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES 
CUPA Average Average Average Average Female$ Female$ 
Job Median Median No. of Median Median No. of as a %of Average Average No. of Average Average No. of as a% of 

Code Salary Years ~ Salary Years Cases Male$ Salary Years Cases Salary Years Cases Male$ 

306.00 70.375 5.0 91 69,160 2.0 65 98.3% $103,500 1.0 1 n/a n/a n(8 n/a 
303.00 67,511 6.0 78 61,657 5.0 29 91.6% 95,199 6.0 1 n/8 n/8 n/8 n/8 
313.00 77,208 7.0 68 69,500 4.5 32 90.0% n/8 n/8 n/8 66,200 6.0 1 n/8 
301.20 61,596 5.5 62 53,357 5.5 26 66.6% n/8 n/8 n/8 97,462 4.0 1 n/8 

NU GRADE 16 10TAL 339 152 2 2 
NU GRADE 16 AVERAGE. $69,173 5.9 $63,469 4.3 91.8" $99,350 3.5 $92,841 6.0 93.4" 

305.10 57,514 5.0 11 52,500 2.5 20 91.3% $109,635 6.8 1 $94,845 6.8 1 66.5% 
206.00 74,640 6.0 66 66,582 3.0 10 89.2% n/8 n/8 n/8 90,202 1.0 1 n/8 
310.00 69,207 7.0 74 67,252 4.0 17 97.2% 73,990 9.0 1 n(8 n/8 n/8 n/8 
402.00 75,300 5.0 68 64,175 3.0 28 85.2% 87,900 11.0 1 n/8 n/8 n(8 n/8 

NU GRADE 15 10TAL 221 75 3 2 
NU GRADE 15AVERAGE $69,165 5.8 $62,627 3.1 90.5" $90,508 8.9 $92,524 3.9 102.2% 

209.00 68,749 6.0 64 55,132 4.0 38 60.2% $79,590 12.0 1 n/a n/8 n/8 n/8 
319.00 65,452 7.0 69 60,116 7.5 10 91.6% 66,234 7.0 1 n/8 n/8 n/8 n/8 
404.00 63,262 6.0 75 47,000 3.0 51 74.3% n/8 n/8 n/8 70,453 4.0 1 n/8 

NU GRADE 14 10TAL 228 99 2 1 
NU GRADE 14 AVERAGE $65,821 6.3 $54,083 4.8 82.2% $72,912 9.5 $70,453 4.0 96.6" 

314.00 56,257 6.0 66 48,371 4.0 38 66.0% $50,150 0.5 1 n/8 n/8 n(8 n/8 
316.00 63,690 6.5 64 50,707 3.0 33 79.6% 69,785 4.0 1 n/8 n/8 n/8 n/a 
306.10 52,273 4.0 31 44,078 3.0 41 84.3% n/8 n/8 n/8 76,934 19.0 1 n/8 
506.00 56,945 9.0 101 55,662 4.0 61 97.7% n/8 n/8 n(8 66,005 1.0 1 n/8 
309.20 51,600 6.0 52 47,653 5.5 16 92.4% n/8 n/8 n/8 68,416 8.0 1 n/8 
320.00 55,050 6.0 136 61,509 1.0 11 111.7% 71,043 13.0 1 n/8 n/a n/8 nta 
504.00 61,609 10.0 101 54,115 4.0 36 67.6% 72,787 16.0 1 n/8 n/a n/8 n/8 
502.00 63,000 5.5 66 56,715 4.5 36 90.0% n/8 n/8 n/8 75,924 6.0 1 n/8 
206.10 56,565 7.5 26 43,103 5.0 5 76.2% 71,562 2.0 1 n/8 n/8 n/8 n/8 

NU GRADE 13 10TAL 687 277 5 4 
NU GRADE t3AVERAGE $57,465 6.9 $51,324 3.8 89.3" $67,069 7.1 $72,320 9.0 107.8" 



Comparison of Exempt Salaries Between Males and Females for Doctoral Institutions and Northwestern University 

CUPA 
1992-93 ADMINISTRATIVE COMPENSATION SURVEY NORWWESTERN UNIVERSllY 

MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES 
CUPA Average Average Average Average Female$ Female$ 
Job Median Median No. of Median Median No. of asa%Of Average Average No. of Average Average No. of as a %of 

Code Salary Years Cases Salary Years Cases Male$ Salary Years Cases Salary Years Cases Male$ 

401.10 50,450 3.0 35 42,203 2.0 56 63.7% nta nta n/a $64,554 2.0 1 nta 
402.10 71,369 5.0 53 72,964 3.0 21 102.2% 59,700 7.0 1 nta nta n/8 n/8 
306.60 46,621 5.0 26 39,234 4.0 31 60.7% 66,426 11.0 1 nta nta nta nta 
410.00 53,726 6.0 41 50,500 3.0 30 94.0% 60,601 10.0 1 n/8 nta nta n/8 
316.00 55,163 7.0 117 50,302 3.5 26 91.2% 53,500 2.0 1 nta nta n/a nfa 
513.00 52,150 7.5 70 46,969 5.0 73 93.9% 65,100 19.0 1 nta n/a nta n/a 
401.20 59,610 3.0 46 46,060 2.0 36 80.6% 61,756 2.0 1 n/a nta nta n/a 
321.00 56,711 5.0 60 56,000 4.0 ·17 96.6% 66,432 14.0 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

NU GRADE 12 70TAL 448 294 7 , 
NU GRADE 12 AVERAGE $56,230 5.2 $51,279 3.3 91.2% $62,502 9.3 $64,554 2.0 103.31¥ 

522.00 48,642 8.0 91 37,660 7.0 23 77.6% 51,600 14.0 1 n/a n/a nta n/a 
315.00 50,643 7.0 52 45,963 5.0 39 90.4% nta n/a nta 53,210 11.0 1 n/a 
502.10 45,849 8.5 40 37,652 4.0 43 82.1% 63,180 21.0 1 nta nta nta n/8 
506.10 42,415 5.0 36 38,331 4.0 70 90.4% 49,090 2.0 1 n/8 n/8 n/8 n/8 
322.10 64,900 4.0 13 56,125 7.5 16 86.5% nta n/8 n/8 56,152 8.0 1 n/8 

NU GRADE tt 70TAL 234 191 3 2 
NU GRADE t t AVERAGE $50,530 6.5 $43,190 5.5 85.51¥ $54,623 12.3 $54,681 9.5 too.'" 

307.00 61,457 5.0 40 56,736 4.5 74 92.3% n/8 n/8 n/a $47,648 4.0 1 n/a 
301.10 57,750 5.0 96 56,672 2.5 10 98.1% 63,800 4.0 1 n/a n/a n/a n/a 
504.10 46,576 8.0 46 37,948 4.0 43 61.5% nta n/a n/a 41,932 6.0 1 n/a 
306.20 46,737 7.5 38 40,006 4.0 79 85.6% 54,468 3.0 1 n/a n/8 n/a n/8 
306.70 46,774 3.0 30 40,000 4.0 56 85.5% 46,575 0.5 1 n/8 n/8 n/8 n/8 

NU GRADE 10 70TAL 250 262 3 2 
NUGRADEtOAVERAGE $51,859 . 5.7 $46,272 3.8 89.2% $54,954 2.5 $44,790 5.0 81.51¥ 

lr-Jun-93 



TABLE 14 

Comparison of Exempt Salaries Between Males an <I Females for Doctoral Institutions and Northwestern University 

CUPA 
1992-93 ADMINISTRATIVE COMPENSATION SURVEY NORlltWESTERN UNIVERSTIY 

MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES 
CUPA Average Average Average Average Female$ FemaleS 
Job Median Median No. of Median Median No. of asa%of Average Average No. of Average Average No. of as a %of 

Code Salary Years Cases Salary Years Cases Male$ Salary Years Cases Salary Years Cases Male$ 

514.00 55,606 7.0 63 53,464 5.0 43 95.6% n/a n/a n/a 42,400 4.0 1 n/a 
313.10 47,000 6.0 67 36,290 5.0 74 77.2% n/a n/a n/a 44,911 4.0 1 n/a 
508.30 41,616 4.5 30 34,456 4.0 40 82.4% 42,000 6.0 1 n/8 n/a n/a n/8 
306.60 42,000 4.5 30 39,288 4.0 65 93.5% 43,890 0.5 1 n/a n/a n/8 n/8 
319.10 30,574 6.5 88 31,025 4.0 31 101.5% 44,350 7.0 1 n/a n/8 n/8 n/8 
316.10 46,424 5.0 52 40,381 4.0 17 86.9% 51,350 15.0 1 n/8 n/8 n/a n/8 
519.00 38,002 7.0 111 31,800 2.0 9 83.7% 37,450 3.0 1 n/a n/8 nta n/a 

NUGRADE9 TOTAL 461 279 5 2 
NU GRADE 9 AVERAGE $43,089 5.8 $38,101 4.0 88.4% $43,808 6.3 $43,656 4.0 99.7% 

315.10 39,025 5.0 15 33,360 4.0 18 85.5% $39,910 2.0 1 n/8 n/8 n/8 n/a 
312.50 37,692 5.0 105 40,028 4.0 17 106.2% 36,745 2.0 1 n/8 n/8 n/a n/a 
309.50 37,344 5.5 16 35,502 6.0 17 95.1% 37,880 3.0 16 38,696 2.2 13 102.2% 
306.30 44,036 4.0 16 40,165 3.0 56 91.2% n/a n/8 n/8 39,191 0.5 1 n/a 
401.30 42,895 4.5 12 38,775 3.0 30 90.4% n/8 n/a n/a 40,728 15.0 1 n/a 

NUGRADE8 TOTAL 164 138 18 15 
NU GRADE 8 AVERAGE $40,198 4.8 $37,566 4.0 93.5% $38,178 2.3 $39,538 5.9 103.6" 

309.60 28,350 3.0 17 29,544 4.0 12 104.2% $33,260 2.4 18 $34,851 2.6 11 104.8% 
510.00 42,875 8.5 50 38,948 6.0 40 90.8% n/a n/a n/a 37,600 6.0 1 n/a 
314.10 37,785 4.5 20 29,582 4.0 30 76.3% 40,767 3.9 3 n/a . n/a n/8 n/a 

NU GRADE 7 TOTAL 87 82 21 12 
NU GRADE 7 AVERAGE $36,337 5.3 $32,691 4.7 90.0% $37,014 3.1 $36,226 5.3 97.9% 

. N of CUPA DoctorallnstKutlons = 160 

n-Jun-93 



Table 15: Five- year rates of staying within salary grade or changing grade with a salary decrease, promotion to a higher 
grade, leaving the University, Chi -square test of Independence between gender and employment change category 

Grade 

N3-N5 

No 

N N7 

o No 

N N9 

E N10 

X N11 

E N12 

M N13 

P N14-N19 

T N30·N43 

I N44-N46 

I NA1·NOO 

E 

X 

E 

EO 
E1·E3 

E4 

ES 
Eo 
E7 

M EB 

P E9 

T E10 

I E11 

I E12·E33 

I EC2·EZ3 

tor 
women 

37 

74 

103 

39 

512 

295 

88 

107 

43 

13 

34 

18 

9 

33 

50 

19 

44 

33 

15 

20 

12 

90 

51 

tor 
men 

22 

8 

35 

7 

84 

08 

24 

41 

54 

42 

259 

4 

39 

1 

9 

14 

20 

10 

23 

40 

20 

17 

18 

141 

53 

% wl1h no change 
women men 

13.51 13.04 

21.62 

24.27 

25.64 

28.71 

33.22 

30.66 

17.76 

44.19 

48.15 

52.94 

25.00 

11.11 

27.27 

34.00 

47.37 

27.27 

21.21 

20.67 

45.00 

58.33 

14.44 

52.94 

50.00 

31.43 

42.88 

30.95 

20.69 

33.33 

9.78 

27.78 

42.86 

05.64 

50.00 

38.48 

11.11 . 

35.71 

15.38 

20.00 

21.74 

30.00 

42.31 

35.29 

62.50 

33.33 

49.00 

%promoted 
women men 

35.14 22.73 

28.38 

28.18 

17.95 

21.09 

19.88 

19.32 

10.28 

8.98 

38.48 

11.78 

12.50 

22.22 

15.15 

11.08 

6.28 

22.73 

24.24 

8.87 

10.00 

25.56 

9.80 

33.33 

14.29 

14.29 

9.52 

27.94 

20.83 

19.61 

24.07 

11.90 

2.70 

20.51 

11.11 

35.71 

15.38 

30.00 

17.39 

20.00 

7.69 

17.65 

18.75 

19.86 

1.89 

% who left unlverelty 
women men 

61.35 63.64 

50.00 

47.57 

58.41 

60.20 

47.12 

60.00 

71.90 

40.84 

16.38 

35.29 

82.60 

86.07 

57.58 

52.00 

47.37 

50.00 

54.55 

60.87 

45.00 

41.67 

60.00 

37.25 

18.87 

54.29 

42.86 

59.52 

61.47 

45.83 

70.73 

48.15 

45.24 

31.68 

60.00 

41.03 

100.00 

77.78 

28.57 

09.23 

50.00 

60.87 

50.00 

50.00 

47.08 

18.75 

46.81 

49.08 

p-valua 
for 

Chl·equare 

0.59 

0.20 

0.25 

0.85 

0.04 

0.09 

0.94 

0.20 

0.05 

0.05 

0.02 

0.35 

0.81 

0.14 

0.22 

0.12 

0.70 

0.68 

0.57 

0.73 

0.17 

0.01 

0.15 

Fleher'e 
Exact Teet 

(2-Tall) 

0.56 

0.15 

0.26 

0.75 

0.03 

0.08 

0.91 

0.23 

0.05 

0.05 

0.03 

0.45 

1.00 

0.14 

0.22 

0.10 

0.79 

0.74 

0.69 

0.74 

0.24 

0.01 

0.16 
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TABLE16 

Tenured and Tenure Track Women Faculty as a Perctnl or Total Tenured and Tenure Track Faculty by School, FaD 1987 to Fa111991 

1,.7 1HI 1Hf 1fH 1991 1991 

IWcnta Tatall -.women IWomen Tobll 'loWGmen IWomen Totall 'loWomcn IWottMa Tolall 'loWomtn IWomen Totall ""Womm IWomen Totall 191oWomcn 

Im.Lir.Ias.ll.r.!Io.ar.Im.Lir.Ias.li.r.!Io.ar.Io.ar.Ias.li.r.!Im.lir.Iu.llr.Iu&.!Iu.llr.Iu.llr.Ias.li.r.!Iu.llr.Io.ar.Ias.ll.r.!Im.lir. 

CAS 51 370 13.8% 56 383 14.6% 60 381 15.7% 63 379 16.6% 65 381 17.1% 74 381 19.1% 

KOSM 16 93 •17.2% 18 9S 18.9% 19 101 18.8% 18 102 17.6% 17 99 17.2% IS 100 15.0% 

Educotion 7 18 38.9% 8 20 40.0% 1 21 33.3% 7 20 35.0% 9 24 37.5% 7 23 30.4% 

Journalbm 3 14 21.4% 3 2S 12.0% 3 22 13.6% 3 25 12.0% 3 24 12.5% 3 24 12.5% 

Music 6 49 12.2% 7 52 13.5% 8 54 14.8% 10 55 18.2% 10 54 18.5% 10 53 18.9% 

Speech 21 75 28.0% 22 76 28.9% 21 71 29.6% 22 75 29.3% 25 11 32.5% 28 80 35.0% 

McCormic 4 14S 2.8% 5 149 3.4% 4 151 2.6% 8 IS4 5.2% 10 159 6.3% 14 ISO 9.3% 

Dental 15 74 20.3% 14 75 18.7% 12 69 17.4% 10 60 16.7% 4 46 8.7% 3 40 7.5% 

Law 5 43 11.6% 5 40 12.5% 5 42 11.9% 6 44 13.6% 6 43 14.0% 6 40 15.0% 

Medical 70 419 16.7% 68 407 16.7% 63 373 16.9% 72 395 18.2% 11 396 17.9% 81 422 19.2% 

Other •• 9 22 40.9% 3 3 100.0% I I 100.0% 0 0 0.0% 0 I 0.0% 0 I 0.0% 

Total 207 1311 15.7% 209 1325 15.8% 103 1286 15.8% 119 1309 16.7\11> 220 1304 16.9% 241 1318 18.1% 

Total 137 903 15.2% 141 918 . 15.4% 140 913 15.3% 147 914 16.1% 149 908 16.4% 153 908 16.9% 
(Excluding edicol) 

Notes: 
• All tenured and tenure track faculty, regardless of time status. Includes non-stipend faculty in the Medical School. (Figures in this table are equal to the sum of tenured and tenure 

track faculty in Table 17. They differ from Table 18 because it includes all full·timc faculty whether or not they arc eligible for tenure.) 
u Other category Includes research centers and administrative departments. 

Source: Human Resource extract file maintained by the Office of Administration and Planning with dceanal review. 



CAS 

KGSM 

Education 

Journalism 

Music 

Speech 

McCormick 

Dental 

Law 

Medical 

Other 

tABLE 17 

Tenured and Tenure Track Women Regardless or Time Status, 1987 to 1991 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1!191 1!191 
T Tr T Tr T Tr T Tr T Tr T Tr 

II .II. II. .II. It .'HI. It .'HI. II. .'HI. It .'HI. II. .'HI. II. .'HI. It .'HI. It .'HI. It .'HI. It .'HI. 

34 67% 17 33% 38 68% 18 32% 38 63% 22 37% 40 63% 23 37% 40 62% 25 38% 42 57% 32 43% 

4 25% 12 75% 4 22% 14 78% 5 26% 14 74% 5 28% 13 72% 6 35% II 65% 7 47% 8 53% 

5 71% 2 29% 6 75% 2 25% 6 86% 14% 6 86% 14% 6 67% 3 33% 5 71% 2 29% 

25% 3 75% I 33% 2 67% 33% 2 67% 33% 2 67% 33% 2 67% 33% 2 67% 

4 67% 2 33% 3 43% 4 57% 4 50% 4 50% 4 40% 6 60% 4 40% 6 60% 4 40% 6 60% 

12 57% 9 43% 12 55% 10 45% 14 67% 7 33% 13 59% 9 41% 15 60% 10 40% 16 57% 12 43% 

3 75% 25% 4 80% 20% 3 75% 25% 4 50% 4 50% 6 60% 4 40% 6 43% 8 57% 

7 47% 8 53% 7 50% 7 50% 7 58% 5 42% 7 70% 3 30% 4 100% 0 0% 2 67% 33% 

4 80% 20% 4 80% 20% 3 60% 2 40% 4 67% 2 33% 4 67% 2 33% 3 50% 3 50% 

39 56% 31 44% 41 60% 27 40% 47 75% 16 25% 49 68% 23 32% 51 72% 20 28% 52 64% 29 36% 

4 44% 5 56% I 33% 2 67% 0 0% 100% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%00%00%0 0% 

Total 117 56% 91 44% 121 58% 88 42% 128 63% 75 37% 133 61% 86 39% 137 62% 83 38% 138 57% 103 43% 

Total w/out Medical 78 57% 60 43% . 80 57% 61 43% 81 58% 59 ,42% 84 57% 63 43% 86 58% 63 42% 86 54% 74 . 46% 

Notes: 
T- lellure; Tr - tenure track 
Includes non-stipend facully In lhe Medical School. 

. ': 

Source: lluman Resources extract file mslntained by Office of Administration and Planning wilh dccanal novlew. 
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M'" 
I .5. 

, 
Mn 

'I .5. 

AP 
w ..... 
I .5. 

Moo 
I .5. 
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I .5. 

TABLE IS 

Moo 
I .5. 

w ..... 
I .5. 

Moo 
I .5. 

L 
w ..... 
I .5. 

OtlooT 
Moo 

I .5. 
w ..... 
I .5. 

Total 
Moo 

I .5. 
w ..... 
I .5. 

Total 
All 
II<. 

197).74 419 9~.7" 19 4.3 .. 223 19.69, 26 10.4 .. 235 12.7'llo 49 11.3" 21 13.7.. 10 26.l'L 64 69.6"1. 21 :30.4.. 49 114.5ll. 9 15.5.. 21 66.71(, 14 :JHII 1046 11.1 .. US 12.9'1. 1201 

1974-15 '" 95.9'11 19 4.14 211 17.6 .. 30 11.4'1. 147 84.:3'1. 46 15.7 .. 2J 67.6 .. 11 31.4 .. 73 71.6'1. 29 21.4 .. 51 86.1.. 8 I:J.JIJ, 21 62.2" 11 37.8t. 10711 ll.tt. 160 l2.9'l. 1231 

191!1-76 «I 96~t. 16 3.5t. 227 183t. 30 11.7t. 254 SJ.ot. 52 17.Dt. 26 56~t. 20 O~t. 76 673t. 37 32.7t. 55 13.3t. II t6.7t. 19 59.4t. 13 40.6t. 1091 16.ot. 179 l4.ot. 1216 

1976-71 459 96.24 II 3.8'1o 234 11.6.. 33 JUt. 267 81,4'1o ~7 11.6'1. 31 61.1 .. 23 31.3'1. 51 63.1.. 29 36.34 52 14.3'1. II 15.7'1. 14 45.2.. 17 SU" 1114 ISJ .. 195 14.9'1. tl09 

1917-71 451 95.6'1o 21 4.4'1. 235 87.4'1. 34 12.6t. 267 11.3.. 74 21.1'1. 31 57.1t. 24 42.9fo 44 67.7" 21 Jl.JIJ, 12 86.11J, tt 13.3.. tl07 IS.7t. liS 14.:3'1. 1292 

1971-79 4~3 95.0'1o 24 5.K 231 88.1" 31 11.9'1. lSI 15.4'1. 82 24.6'1. 41 61.611. n 31.41L 50 67.6" 24 32.4" 67 18.8" II 11.2" 1107 84.6" 102 1S . .4.. 1109 

1979-10 469 95.1., 24 4.9.. 119 87.6flt 31 11.4t. 150 71.5'1. 9S 17..St. 32 60.4.. 11 39.6'1. 45 66.211. 13 33.8'1. 67 1U'Io 13 25.69u 1082 11.J9u 111 16.7'1. 1299 

1910.11 471 9.4.1t. l6 5.2" llJ 16.4" 35 1].6 .. 160 71.8.. 91 27.1'1. 13 56.1'1o 18 43.9t. 40 66.7t. 20 J3.3'1o 63 70.ot. 21 30.011> 1011 11.9" 113 17.1'1. llO.S 

1981·11 495 94.S.. 29 5.5'1. 110 ''"" 39 14.S" 161 14.4" 91 15.6" l6 55.3t. 21 4.4.7., 11 57.Ko 21 41 . .4'~> 67 63.1t. 31 36.2'1. 1124 12.ot. 147 t1.ot. ll71 

1982-13 505 93.1)11. 33 6.1.. 244 l.s.3'1o 41 14.7'1. 261 74.2'1o 93 lS.I'Io I 72.1'1o 3 27.3t. 44 67.7'1. 21 32.3t. 64 6l.1'1o 31 37.3'1o 1133 13.1" 130 l6.9t. 1361 

1913·14 S01 93.4" 36 6.6" 147 81.1" 55 18.2'1. 131 7S.l.. 16 14.1'1. II 60.0'1J 12 40.K 19 46.31£ 21 S1.7'lt 59 61.1'11 36 37.9.. 1011 ll.K 117 li.K 1118 

1914-15 S01 91.4" 36 6.6'1. 241 ll.K 53 18.0'1. 231 17.0f. 69 23.0'1. 11 66.7.. 9 33.3'1> 17 39J'I. 16 60.54 70 63.1ft 41 36.911. 1014 81.1 .. 20 18.311 1111 

J91S-86 525 94.4ft 31 5.6'1o 261 12.9'1. Sf 17.14 213 75.0'1. 11 25.04 19 SO.K 19 SO.K 14 $8.3ft 10 41.7t. 64 57.7.. 47 42.311> 1091 11$'11 211 17.5'1. 1319 

1986-11 S25 94.4ft 31 5.6ft 260 ll.l'lo 60 11.8'1. 229 15.6'11 74 14.4'11 14 70.04 6 30.0'1. 13 37.1ft 22 61.9'1. 63 5U'I. 51 4S.l'lo 1104 11.84 145 11.1" 1349 

1987-81 516 94.0'1. 33 6.0"11 2.53 10.6'1. 61 19..... 235 7J.7.. u 26.3'1. 16 69.6'1. 1 30.4.. I( 42.4'1. 19 .57.6'1. 44 46.3'1. ~· 53.7'1. 1071 10.91> 155 19.1.. Jl]J 

1911·19 510 93.2'11 37 6.111. 155 8t.O'Io 60 19.0'l. 219 71.1" 93 21.9111 1.. 10.0'11 6 30.ot. IS 46.9.. 17 53.1" S1 48.7'1o 60 51.3.. 1080 79.1" 273 10.2'1. 1351 

1989·90• 556 93.8'1. l1 6.2'1. 270 76.9'1. II 21.1"' 341 73.3'1. 114 16.7'1. 43 60.6'11 28 39.4.. 51 49.5'1. Sl 50.5'11 63 51.4'1. .SS 46.6'11 1324 TJ.I.. m 22.2'1. 1701 

1990-91 562 91.3'1. 47 1.1.. :zas n.7'1o 11 21.1" n~ 11.1" 111 28.3'1. 12 61.s" 20 31 . .S" .54 45.8'11 64 54.2'11 n .ss.K 59 45.0'1. t14o 11.1" 399 n.9 .. 1139 

1991·92" 1104 9t.lt. 54 l.lt. 305 71.1t. 17 :t22t. 334 72.6t. 126 21.... 21 5l.5t. 20 46~.. 49 412t. 61 51.... 73 54.5.. 61 45~.. 1311 77.ot. 415 2l.ot. 180] 

~-m~~56~m~96~~~~~n~n~l4~~~~~~~~ ~-ill~~ 
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TABLE I' 

Availability, Udllzallon, and Tolallllrlng or Tenured and Tenure Track Women Faculty, Falll9881o Falll993 

• A 'I· '5NU 
F·T '5 Ph.D. Utll. r~~.n s t:am..t 1221 Ealll212 Ulra EJU 1!20 Jll[ts E1111221 Ulus E'aiiiHZ UJ[a E1D IHJ IUra 
Tfl'r Earned Fall • .. .. Women Total "' Women Total "' Women Tolal "' Women Tolal "' Women Total "' 

Dlaar:lmt:al E& Jlli:M 122l l!allWI Illlll l!allWI lllw lllw l!allWI lllw lllw lYJI.owl lllw lllw l!allWI lllw lllw l!allWI lllw Jllw l!allWI 
CAS; • 
Art 5 60.S'11 20.0% "' "' na 

An lliS1ory 9 48.1"' 33.3% 79 125 63.2llo 0 0.0% 

Oassics 6 36.0'11 0.0% 24 55 43.6% 0 I 0.0% 

EngUsh 28 51.0'11 49.1% 341 600 56.8% 4 4 100.0% 2 , SO.Ollo I 2 50.0% 2.5 40.0% 

IIi story 31 33.1llo 19.0% 43 123 35.0% 5 20.0% 2 50.0% 2 2 1oo.o-. 0 ] 0.0% 

Religion 5 17.6"' 15.4llo "' "' "' 
I I 100.0% 

Linguistics 8 51.1"' 59.5llo 110 227 48.5% 100.0% 0 0.0% 

Philosophy 14 24. I"' 18.5'11 "' "' "' 0 0.0% 100.0% 

Africtn·American 3 ]].Ill. 23.8% 21 89 23.6% 0 0.5 O.Ollo 

Anlhropolo8Y 14 47.5"' 33.3"' 209 340 61.5% 0 I 0.0% 2 2 100.0% 100.0% 

Eoonomics 34 16.8llo 7.5'11 173 853 20.3'11 0.5 4.5 ll.lllo 0 I o.o-. 0 2.5 0.0% 4 25.0"' 0 2 0.0% 

Politictl Science 18 23.2'11 14.3'11 118 434 27.2'11 I 3 ]].]% 2 4 50.0% 0 I 0.0'11 I 2 50.0'11. 

Psyd10logy 22 47.0'11 27.7'11. 1984 3240 61.2'11 I 2 50.0% I 1.7 58.8'11 0 I 0.0% I 5 20.0'11. 0 I 0.0% 

Sociology 18 40.2'11. 24.6 .. "' "' "' 0 I 0.0% 2 ] 66.7 .. 0 I o.o-. 0 2 0.0'11. I 2 50.0% 

French cl Italian 12 66.5% 50.0% 84 130 64.6 .. I I. IOO.Ollo 0 I 0.0% 

GennWI 7 51.6'11 14.3'11 38 71 53.5% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

llispenic Studies 7 57.3% 28.6llo Ill 172 64.5% 0 0.0% 0 0.0'11 

Slavic languaee• 5 51.1% 20.0% 9 14 64.]% 0 0.0% 

Ou•nlstry 22 17.8 .. 0.0% "' "' "' 
0 I 0.0% 0 ] 0.0% 

GeoiOSY 13 17.7'11. 15.4% 34 191 17.8llo 100.0% 0 2 0.0% 

M•lhematics 29 17.]'11. 10.9% 194 1040 18.7% 0 0.0% 0 2 0.0% 2 50.0'11. 

Physico/Astronomy 31 7.7'11. ].4'11. 152 1408 IO.Bllo I 100.0% 0 2 0.0% 0 I 0.0% 0 0.0'11. 

Statistics 4 24.8llo 20.0% "' "' na 0 0.0% I I 100.0% 

DMDCB 23 31.8% 9.3llo 530 1393 38.0% ] 33.3% 

NDP 10 26.6llo 9.1'11. "' "' na I I 100.0% 

TOTALS 378 7.5 20.5 36.6'11. 7 14.2 49.3'11. 8 30.5 26.2"' II 30.S 36.1'11. 2 12 16.7'11. 

J2ml!l; 
Basic/Behavionl 9 30.8llo 0.0% "' "' na 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 100.0'11.. 

Olnical (StomoiDioSY 
A Re!tonlive) 24 16.3llo 14.4% no no "' 

2 50.0'11. 3 33.3'11. 

TOTALS 33 0 0.0% 3 33.3'11. 2 4 50.0'11. 



Dtnarhncnl 

Educal1011 

K!iSMl 
A AIS 
Finance 
MEDS 
Marketing 
Organ Bch 
Monoae/StiOieiY 

TOTALS 

MilAS; 
O.cm &s 
Civil Eng 
E~S 
Appliod Mllh 
Bi ... edicol Ens 
lllJMS 
Medioni ad Ens 
Mol S<illn& 

TOTALS 

MW:I1; 
CMSBiology 
Micronmmun 
Pathology 
Pbonnocolop 
Phyoiology 

TABLEI9 

Availability, Utilization, and Total Hiring or Tenured and Tenure Track Women Faculty, Falll988to Falll993 

I A'l. '4NU 
F-T '4 Ph.D. Ulll. 
Tfl'r Eomed Fall 

Eu. 1m:&1 1221 

Ph D' FNncd 1991 
II '911 •• 

lYmlwl Illlll lYmlwl 

fall 1989 IUra 
Women Total S 

Ww Ww lYmlwl 

20 49.1.. 24.0% 3111 6391 58.1.. 0.5 4.5 11.1 .. 

12 18.3'4 
22 11.6'4 
21 8.0'4 

. 16 21.6'4 
14 2S.7% 
14 19.2'4 
99 

1.1'4 
14.1'4 
0.0% 
31.3% 
29.0% 
14.3% 

57 

•• 
4 

38 
37 

•• 

112 

•• 
19 

134 
12 

•• 

33.1% .. 
21.1% 
28.4% 
51.4% .. 

42 20.6% 15.2.. •• . •• .. 
13 4.8'4 0.0% . 72 
25 3.9.. . 4.5% 30 
44 6.1'4 10.3% 66 
13 6.3'4 0.0% 2 
9 5.3% 0.0% 27 

16 9.9% 12.8% 17 
11 2.6'4 0.0% 50 
20 1.0% 14.3% 56 

157 

25 32.0% 19.2% •• 
13 32.0% 21.4% •• 
39 31.4.. 26.3% •• 
12 23.2'4 33.3.. •• 
" 24.4% 6.3% •• 

620 11.6% 
509 5.9% 
1206 5.5% 
42 4.8% 
149 18.1% 
163 10.4% 
761 6.6% 
362 15.5% 

•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 

.. .. .. .. 
•• 

0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
2 

0 

I 
0 

0 

2 
0 
I 

2 
I 
I 
I 
1 

100.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

100.0% 
28.6'JI, 

2.5 40.0% 

6 

9 

0.0% 

16.7% 
0.0% 

0.0% 

11.1'4 

3 66.7% 
I 0.0% 
2 50.0% 

Fall 199Q JUra Fa!l1991 JJ!rq Fall 1991 Hlrq Fall 1?9llllra 

Women Total "' Women Total 9(. Women Total "' Women Tolal "' 

Ww Ww lYllmm Ww Ww lYmlwl Ww Ww lYmlwl Ww Ww lYmlwl 

0 

0 

0 
I 
0 
0 
I 

0 

I 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
3 

0 
I 
I 
0 

1.3 0.0% 

3 
I 
3 
3 
I 
I 
12 

0.0% 

0.0% 
33.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
8.3% 

2 50.0% 

0.0% 

3 33.3% 
2 0.0% 
I 0.0% 
3 66.7% 
2 0.0% 
2 0.0% 
14 21.4% 

I 0.0% 

2 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

3 

4 25.0% 2 
I 100.0% I 
I 0.0% 

4 50.0% 

4 

I 
I 

3.5 
9.5 

0.0% 

0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

7.3 41.1% 

0.0% 

9.3 32.3% 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
I 

2 

4 25.0% 0 

5 40.0% 
I 100.0% 0 

0.7 142.9% 0 

2 
2 

0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

0.0% 

100.0% 

0 

0 
0 
0 
I 
I 
2 

0 
0.0% 0 

2 0.0% 
I 0.0% 
2 50.0% 

0 
100.0% 

0 
1 28.6% 2 

0.0% 

3 33.3% 
I 0.0% 
I 0.0% 

0 
0 
0 

0.8 0.0% 

I 
2 
3 
2 
9 

0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
33.3'4 
50.0% 
22.2'4 

3 33.3'4 

I 0.0% 
I 0.0% 

1.2 83.3% 
100.0% 

2 0.0% 

I 0.0% 
7.2 27.8% 

2 50.0% 
2 0.0% 
3 0.0% 
I 0.0% 

' 



TABLE I' 

Availability, UUIIzaUon, and Totallllrlng or Tenured and Tenure Track Women Faculty,Fall1988 to Fall1993 

, 
A"'. %NV 

F·T %Ph.D. Ulll. Ell n s Em.:d 1221 Ea111282111[a E1III22AIIIw Ealll!!l Uln:s Eaiii22Z Ulnl Ea11122l lll.:a 
Tfl'r Eomed Foil • ,. .. Women Tolal " Women Total " Women Tolal " Womrn Tohl " Women Total " 

Dtaulmcol Ear. .lill:l.1 .1m lYlmwl Imal mww. 1llw 1llw mww. 1llw 1llw mww. 1llw 1llw mww. 1llw 1llw lJJunm 1llw 1llw lJJunm 
Anesthesia 19 22.4% '-9% •• •• •• 0 2 0.0% 

Preventive Med 9 18.8% 22.2% •• "' •• 0 4 0.0% I 100.0% 

Dennoloi"'Y 4 13.1% 50.0% •• "' "" 100.0% 0 I 0.0% 0 2 0.0% 

Medicine 92 11.6% 12.1% •• •• •• 3 33.3% 3 14 21.4% 9 11.1% 2 8 25.0% I 9 11.1% 

NeuroloJY 10 9.0% 7.7% •• •• •• I 100.0% 0 I 0.0% 0 2 0.0% I 3 33.3% 0 I 0.0% 

OO.OYN 22 14.8% 24.0% •• •• •• s 20.0% I 2 50.0% I 2 50.0% 4 25.0% 

Oplholmology 5 7.3% 20.0% •• •• •• 0 0.0% I 100.0% 

Orthopaedic 9 4.4% 14.3% •• •• •• 0 0.0% 

(llolol)'11goi"'Y 5 4.7% 0.0% •• •• •• 0 2 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 I 0.0% 

Pcdiatria 43 26.7% 52.6% •• •• •• s II 4S.S% I 2 50.0% 3 s 60.0% 0 3 0.0% 2 6 33.3% 

PM.\R 14 24.5% 36.8% •• "' •• 2 50.0% I I 100.0% 0 3 0.0% 2 0.0% 

Pflysie~l Thenpy 7 24.5% 42.9% •• •• •• 0 I 0.0% 

Psym .l Beh Sci 17 24.5% 29.4% •• •• "" 0 2 0.0% 0 I 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 33.3% 

SurRCry 28 4.1% 3.1% •• •• "" 0 0.0% 0 I 0.0% 0 3 0.0% 0 6 0.0% I 100.0% 

Urol"'lY 6 24.5% 0.0% •• •• •• 0 2 0.0% 

Rodioi"'!Y 7 IS.S% 28.6% •• •• •• 100.0% 0 0.0% I 2 SO.O% 0 0.0% 

Radiation Oncology I •• •• •• • • •• 
C.ncer Cenler •• .. •• •• •• 0 I 0.0% 

Medical Education "" .. na •• .. 0 I 0.0% 

TOTALS" 402 12 31 38.7% 8 33 24.2% II 34.7 31.7% 6 44 13.6% 9 4L 22.0% 

MWU.: 
AllbuliAIMC 17 41.5% 17.6% 4 1 57.1% 0 2.5 0.0% 2 SO.O% 

IAJMC 1 41.5% 37.5% 4 1 S1.l'l'o 2 2 100.0% 

TOTALS 24 0 2.5 0.0% 3 4 75.0% 

Mu.tk.; 
Acod. Sludiesl{:omp. 23 31.8% 17.4% •• •• "' I 3 33.3% 2 3 66.7% 

Perfonnanoc 28 31.8% 17.9% •• •• .. I 3 33.3% I I 100.0% 2 50.0% 

TOTALS 51 2 6 33.3% 3 4 75.0% 2 5o.o<~, 



TABLEI9 

Availability, UUIIzatlon, and Totallllrlng or Tenured and Tenure Tra£k Women Fa£ully, Falll988 to Fa11199J 

• A 'I. 'lloNU 
F·T 'lloPh.D. Ulll. Eb U I hr.Dcd 12!1 Eall 1212 lll[a Eal112m llk:a Eall JHllllla Elll J22Z lllnl Eaii12!J IUra 
Tll'r Earned Fall ' .... Women Total .. Women Tolal .. Women Total .. Women Tolal .. Women Tot•l .. 

D.caadmma Ear. .wO:I1 .am l!wlwl I.tliiJ l!wlwl Ww Ww l!wlwl Ww Wwnm= Ww Ww l!wlwl Ww Ww lYlmwl Jllw Jllw lYlmwl 
&mJl; 
Com SciJDitotdcr 23 66.0'11o 44.3'11o •• •• .. I IOO.O'IIo 2 SO.O'IIo 2 3 66.1'1lo 0 O.O'IIo 
COftl Studies 21 41.7'11o 23.9'11o •• •• .. 2.S 40.0'11o 2 SO.O'IIo 0 I O.O'IIo 
Pelfonn Slud 6 41.7'11o 34.1'11o •• •• •• 0 I O.O'IIo 
R/TV/Fibn 14 41.41!. 44.81!. •• •• •• 0 2 0.0'1!. 3 4 1S.O'Ilo 0 I O.O'IIo 
Thc11rc 15 44.1'11o 40.0'11o •• •• • • I I IOO.O'IIo 3 3.5 85.7'11o I 1.5 66.7'11o 

TOTALS 19 3 4.5 66.7 .. 4 8.5 47.1'11o 4 6 66.7'11o 3 6.5 46.1'11o 0 O.O'IIo 

OvoniiTolllh 29 88.S 32.8'11o 26 89 29.2'11o 28 95 29.S'IIo 27 101 26.7'11o 19 80 23.1'11o 

• Pa111992 
•• lloel noc lnclude full-lime, noa..etmn ellaible hl.-1 In dink:al dcftrtmeniS 

Swreea: NSPINDIIUSI!D/IIEIWSDA/NilC s .... , of~ Eq .. lllmploynta!l Opportuaky lm<lor. Medical School; OIToce of lhe ProvOII (bated on final formal Board ofTIUSieel rcpofl) 



TABLElO 

Outcomes or Faculty Promotion and Tenure Considentlons 1988-89 to 199l-93 
N-Uni....tty 

CaMidend A ro...S 

~ AWt 
Jllllll. fllllm AWt .l:lllll ~ .Em=1 .tilunll: E=t 

..l2U:!2 
Pmfosoor!f.......C 2l 2l 17 77'1. p..,f.._. Qmico1 s s l ~ 
Auoc. ProfJfeo.....S 11 16 XI I 73'1. 14 18'1. 
Auociare Professor 6 6 6 100'1. 
Auoc. Prof, amical 17 17 13 76'ro 
ANislaai Pmf.....- "" "" "" Assist. Pmf. amical 4 IS 19 3 75'1. 13 1'7'1. 

Jl2IAl. IS II 96 11 73'1. 6S 10\1, 

.l.2a2:2!l 
Profossar!f .......C 10 l8 38 10 100'1. lS 89'1. 
Professor. amical 0 s s 3 60'1. 
AsiOC. Prof./I'caured 4 39 43 3 75'1. 31 79'1. 
Asaocialc Prof.....- I I 9 0 0\1, s 63'1. 
A<= Prof •• CUnical 2 ll l3 SQ\1, 16 76'ro 
ANislaai ProCessor s 7 ll 4 10\1, s 71 '1. 
A<sist. Prof .• CUnical s 17 ll 4 10\1, 16 94'1. 

Jl2IAl. 27 llS 152 ll II 'I. 101 II 'I. 

.l22ll:il. 
Profossor!f eo....S 7 17 l4 7 100'1. 16 94'1. 
Professor. CUnicai s s 4 10\1, 
A<scc. ProfJfeourod I 30 38 6 75'1. ll 73'1. 
As.ocWc Prore..ot l 6 8 l 100'1. 6 100'1. 
A<soc:. Prof. Clinical l 11 13 l 100'1. 10 91'1. 
Assistant Prcl cssor 7 7 7 100'1. 
A<sist. Prof •• CUnical s 14 19 4 10\1, 19 100'1. 

Jl2IAl. 24 90 114 21 18'1. 14 93'1. 

~ 
Professor!T eo....S I l8 36 6 75'1. l3 12'1. 
Professor. Clinical 7 7 s 71'1. 
A<soc:. ProfJfeo.....S 9 29 38 s 56'1. II 62'1. 
A<soc:ialc Professor 3 3 6 3 100'1. 3 100'1. 
Auoc. Prof .• CUnicai 4 13 17 4 100'1. 11 15'1. 
AQi.Rant ProCesaor I 7 8 I 100'1. 7 100'1. 
A<sist. Prof .• Clinical 14 10 l4 14 100'1. 10 100'1. 

Jl2IAl. 39 97 136 33 85'1. 77 79'1. 

Wl:2l 
Profcssor!reo....S 7 23 30 6 16'1. 18 78'1. 
Professor. Clinical 3 4 1 100'1. 3 100'1. 
Auoc. ProfJfeourod I l8 36 7 18'1. lO 71'1. 
Assoc:Wc Professor 3 7 10 3 100'1. s 71'1. 
A<soc:. Prof •• Clinical I 9 10 100'1. 9 100'1. 
Assis&ant Prciessor 4 2 6 4 100'1. l 100'1. 
A<sist. Prof .• CUnical 7 12 19 7 100'1. 12 100'1. 

Jl2IAl. 31 14 liS 29 94'1. 69 12'1. 

Ncu: Dala from urlier yeas may be lea cabple~e. 



.. TABL£21 

Sparttortd Project Aw•rdlandl DGIIan Obtallled bJ Mrn and Womm F•adiJ,199l·f2 

t.rfl.nT trrPM!IItJ M,. Wo- ..... 
/dill - Illll , lgdlyldylll .!lJI/dlll IJlaolt .&Mull t ln4M4yda ''"'"" IJlaolt - I lgd!x'dneh I eCFtoaftr IJlaolt -

ldlaol 
CAS !16 6l 311 122 3911 263 124,293,204 .. 2211 23 Sl,610,190 136 3611 216 Sll. 901,994 

""'"' 42 4 46 \ , 1111 13 t.na.n• 0 "" 0 , 1311 13 1.171,214 

SESP u 9 24 3 20.. 4 183,940 4 4411 > 306,789 , 2911 9 490,729 

KGSM 11 11 99 13 1611 20 1,396,910 2 1111 2 ~!iO,OOO u 1311 21 1J46,910 

Low )'I 6 43 3 111 4 JU.OOO 0 "" 0 ' 111 4 lU,(KX) 

MEAS 149 10 U9 ., 5111 213 11)01,003 , 
'"" .. 776,017 9l "" m 19,171,020 

Mol lui "' 11 396 101 3311 "" 45,101.119 .. '"" 29 4,029,09:!1 Ill "" 431 49,111,114 

.,..,.. >1 1> 71 9 1111 11 1,244,., > '"" 10 2,290,106 .. .... 11 3)34,.,9 

Sobloool : 1011 101 Ill> "' 936 192,314)53 46 ll 59,163.391 '" 1019 5101)41,9>0 

Calli: 
BIRL .. u 31 $5,313.190 0 0 u 31 $5,32],190 

PAS .. I 3 432.000 0 0 I 3 431.000 

Biotec:h~J .. I I 156.071 I I $160, 2 2 ]16,871 

Ca&aiJtb and Surf'acc $dcacll .. 2 4 206.661 0 0 2 4 206,661 

llulth Savlcu and Polk:)' Rcsarclli .. 5 " 111,114 0 0 5 21 111,124 

1"""'"'' ....... SNdyoiSd. ........ ....,., .. I I 62. 0 0 I I 61,000 

)Mtitule fflf the l...euafna Scftcel .. 5 .. 7,4]1,122 0 0 5 .. 7,4l:J.122 

Malerial• Ruewcll .. 2 1 3.ln,09J 0 0 2 , 3,117,093 

lnsliloa (or NCIU'Didtac:e .. I I 11.1 0 0 I I 11.100 

Jlcpod~M:tlve SclcDcl .. I I 430,764 I 149.2M 2 2 1,110,011 

Scknc:c and Tccb. fw S~GCIIYilJ' .. I 2 1,355,914 0 0 I 2 l.l!i!i,974 

Sttd J.C:IOIIfCII. .. 2 2 m)42 0 0 2 2 171.S42 

T........- .. 4 4 719)1 0 0 4 4 m.s76 

\Joboa AHoln on4 Po11c7- .. 10 " 1)99.664 I I 40,704 II 24 1,640,361 

··- .. 51 Ill $22,711,.1 1 ' 11.1149,961 54 121 SU.121.l36 

roTAL .. 1054 111!,162,141 .. 16 110,213,36:!1 .. 1140 1115.376,206 

Noll: •unilc:n do 1101 iDchdc c:o-ID'Ield&.., 
-1992 ___ 



TABLE22 

Number and Percent of Women Occupying Active Named Professorships 
1985-86 to 1992-93 

#Held by Total Active %Held by 
Women Posjtjons Women 

1985-86 2 96 2% 

1986-87 2 115 2% 

1987-88 4 132 3% 

1988-89 6 140 4% , 
--- ·- ----- - --- ---

1989-90 - 6 162 4% 

1990-91 10 173 6% 

1991-92 10 188 5% 

1992-93 13 186 7% 

Notes: 
l. Data as reponed during summer of referenced academic year. 
2. Active professorships are those wilh a faculty member named to the Chair; 



TABLE23 

Numbers and Percentages of Men and Women Librarians, 1979-80 to 1992-93 

Assistant 
University University Department Other 
Ljhrarjan Librarian Hw1 Librarians Milk Ftmalc 

M E M E M E M E Iulll1.ll. ~ Iulll1.ll. ~ IQIAI, 
1979-80 I 0 2 2 13 II 9 26 25 39% 39 6t% 64 

1980-81 I 0 3 2 IS 13 10 21 29 45% 36 SS% 65 

1981-82 I 0 3 2 16 II 13 23 33 49% 35 51% 68 

1982-83 I 0 2 2 16 II 10 26.5 29 42% 39.5 58% 68.5 

1983-84 I 0 2 2 14 12 13 21 30 46% 35 54% 65 

1984-85 I 0 2 2 13 9 II 29 27 40% 40 60% 67 

1985-86 I 0 3 2 13 II 12 24 29 44% 37 56% 66 

1986-87 I 0 2 2 13 12 IS 26 31 44% 40 56% 71 

1987-88 I 0 3 2 II 12 15 24 30 44% 38 56% 68 

1988-89 I 0 2 2 II 12 16 24 30 44% 38 56% 68 

1989-90 I 0 3 2 10 12 17 27 31 43% 41 51% 72 

1990-91 I 0 3 2 13 12 12 28 29 41% 42 59% 71 

1991-92 I 0 2 2 13 13 II 24 27 41% 39 59% 66 

1992-93 I 0 3 2 12 12 12 26 28 41% 40 59% 68 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Including Medical, Law and Dental 

1992-93 I I 0 I s 2 I 13 16 I 18 39 37 39% I 57 61% I 94 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Notes: I. Data for 1979-80 to 1991-91 provided for main Univcnity Library only. 

2. Heads of Medico! and Law tibmlca ooded 11 equivalent to Assistant Univcnity Librarian for purposca of analysis 



TABLE24 

Comparison of Average Salaries for Professional Librarians 

Women as 'I> Women as 'I> 
Posjtjon of Men gfTotal 

Assistant Director 94% 96% 
Department Heads 90% 95% 
Reference 15 or more years 100% 
Reference 5 to 9 years 100% 
Reference Under 5 years 99% 99% 
Catalogers 15 or more years 108% 104% 
Catalogers 10 to 14 years 105% 102% 
Catalogers 5 to 9 years 94% 96% 
Catalogers Under 5 years 96% 98% 
Other, 15 or more years 86% 97% 
Other, 10 to 14 years 94% 99% 
Other, 5 to 9 years 100% 
Other, Under 5 years 94% 97% 

All 95% 99% 

Note: Based on 1992-93 salmy data. 
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Salary Regression Analysis 
At the request of the Task Force Concerning Women, the Office of the Vice President for 
Administration and P!amring put- together statistical information on salary differentials by rank 
between male and female faculty at Northwestern University. Penny Wallhaus, Director of Analytical 
Studies, spearheaded this effon with her associates, Bill Hayward and Sharon Sheehan. The data base 
for this study is all tenured and tenure track faculty who were employed at Northwestern University 
during the 1992-93 academic year. This includes 895 faculty members, of which 161 (18%) are 
female. 

Descriptive Information 
In aggregate, women faculty at Northwestern University earn 20.4 percent less than male faculty. 
There is little information in this overall figure, however. Not surprisingly, women faculty tend to be 
younger and their distribution across fields and disciplines is quite different. For instance, the average 
woman has been at Northwestern only 8.2 years, while the average man has been here 13.7 years; the 
average woman has been in her current rank (Assistant/Associate/Full Professor) only 5.6 years, while 
the average man has been in his current rank for 10.3 years. This difference in experience also means 
that women are more highly concentrated at lower ranks within the University. The proponion of men 
and women by rank is as follows: 

% Female Faculty 
Assistant Professors 29.5 
Associate Professors 25.1 
Full Professors 9.4 

% Male Faculty 
70.5 
74.9 
90.6 

In addition, women faculty are more heavily represented in fields where average pay for both men and 
women is typically lower. This is, of course, not unique to Northwestern, but generally reflects the 
national supply of men and women across academic fields. For instance, across the 10 Schools at 
Northwestern, the proponion of men and women are as follows: 

% Female Faculty % Male Faculty 
CAS - Physical Sciences 
CAS - Social Sciences 
CAS- Humanities 
Dental 
Education 
Engineering 
Journalism 
KGSM 
Law 
Medical (Basic Sciences) 
Music 
Speech 

7.1 92.9 
17.7 82.3 
35.7 64.3 
0.0 100.0 

31.6 68.4 
6.6 93.4 

14.3 85.7 
16.0 84.0 
14.7 85.3 
22.1 77.9 
17.0 83.0 
36.4 63.6 

Under these circumstances, one would generally expect that women would have lower average pay 
than men. The question which the analysis by the Office of Administration and Planning addresses is 
"How much of the existing female/male faculty pay differential can be explained by School affiliation 
and by measures of experience at Northwestern?" 

Estimation Results 
Regression analysis is the standard statistical technique for investigating the determinants of salary or 
wage differences between diverse groups. The regressions in this analysis estimate the effect of a 
range of potential explanatory variables on salaries received by the 895 Northwestern faculty 
members. The explanatory variables available in the data set include: 

School affiliation at Northwestern; 
Rank; 
Years of service at Northwestern; 
Age; 

Years in current rank; 
Endowed chair status; 
Marital status; 
Gender. 
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There was incomplete information on years, since highest degree, so this variable could not be 
included. The explanatory variables used in the regressions discussed below can be grouped into 
3 types: 

Gender - an indicator variable for whether the individual is female. 

School affiliation (including separate controls for the three CAS divisions) 
- a series of indicator variables for School affiliation. 

Experience-related variables 
Years or Service (linear and squared) 
Age 
Rank 
Years in Rank (linear and squared) 
Endowed chair - an indicator variable for whether the individual holds an endowed chair. 

The marital status variable was insignificant when initially included, and was therefore dropped from 
the regressions. The experience-related variables had the expected effect on salaries. Years in rank 
resulted in higher salaries at all ranks. Controlling for years in rank, salaries fell with years of service 
at Northwestern for Full and Associate Professors, but rose among Assistant Professors. Age had little 
independent effect, once years of service and years in rank were controlled for. Persons with endowed 
chairs had higher salaries. The endowed chair variable was tested to see whether its inclusion changed 
the effect of the gender variable; it did not. 

The most important omission to note in this data set is that it contains no information on the direct 
productivity and performance-related variables that are used to set salaries. Thus, there is no 
information on number or quality of publications, on teaching performance, on service within 
Northwestern, or on broader activities within the profession. The lack of direct productivity-related 
variables implies that the results of this analysis cannot be considered a direct measure of whether 
equivalent women are treated differently than men at Northwestern University. The analysis can only 
measure "equivalent" on the basis of the variables listed above; those variables that might be 
considered most important in salary determination are not available and are probably not closely 
related to the variables which are available. While any estimated female/male salary differences from 
these regressions would be consistent with a hypothesis that equivalent men and women at 
Northwestern University are treated differently with regard to salary, such results would be far from 
conclusive. One would want to control more effectively for the actual productivity and performance
related variables on which salary decisions are based. 

The results of the regression analysis can be summarized in 4 points: 

1) When salary regressions are run using all 895 observations on male and female faculty at 
Northwestern and controlling for School affiliation and experience-related variables, the 
coefficient on the gender variable indicates whether there is any remaining difference in salaries 
between men and women. The results indicate that women receive a statistically insignificant 2.2 
percent lower salary than men. In general, this indicates that there is no overall statistically 
significant difference in male and female salaries at Northwestern, once the control variables 
are taken into account. The 20 percent overall raw differential in female/male salaries is largely 
explained by differences in School affiliation and in experience and rank at Northwestern. 

2) The overall effect indicates the aggregate female/male salary difference across all ranks. Yet there 
are differences by rank. Simple tabulations of the raw data, without controlling for any other 
variables, indicate that the average female Full Professor receives 11.5 percent less than the 
average male Full Professor; the average female Associate Professor receives 3 percent more than 
the average male Associate Professor; while the average female Assistant Professor receives 13.1 
percent less than the average male Assistance Professor. As before, these raw differences hide 
substantial differences in experience and age between the sexes. 

If the data are separated into faculty by rank, a separate regression for faculty at each rank can be 
estimated, controlling for the same set of variables as listed above. These regressions indicate that 

I 
\ 
! 
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rank -specific gender salary differences continue to persist, even after controlling for the other 
variables. The results by rank are as follows: 

• Female Full Professors receive a statistically significant 6. 7 percent less in salary than male 
Full Professors. This is less than the 11.5 percent difference in the raw data, but accounting for 
School affiliation and various measures of experience does not make the male/female Full 
Professor salary differential go away entirely. 

• In contrast, female Associate Professors receive a statistically insignificant 2.2 percent higher 
salary than male Associate Professors. Accounting for the control variables, there is no 
indication of further salary differentials between men and women at the Associate Professor 
level; in fact, the results indicate a slight salary advantage among women. It is possible that the 
female advantage at the Associate Professor level is accounted for by the relatively small group 
of older and therefore largely male scholars whose lower disciplinary productivity has both 
kept them at the Associate Professor level and reduced their relative salaries. 

• Female Assistant Professors receive a statistically significant 33 percent lower salary than 
male Assistant Professors. This is much less than the 13.1 percent difference in the raw data. 
Accounting for School affiliation and various measures of experience eliminates most but not 
all of the male/female Assistant Professor salary differential. 

In summary, there are significant differences in male/female salary comparisons across ranks. 
Controlling for School affiliation and various measures of experience, there are 2.2% higher 
salaries among women at the Associate Professor rank (an insignificant difference), 3.3% 
lower salaries among women at the Assistant Professor rank, and 6.7% lower salaries among 
women at the Full Professor rank. 

To illustrate what these results do and do not indicate, suppose that one thought the positive salary 
advantage for female Associates occurred because the University did not promote equivalent 
women to Full Professors as quickly as they promoted men, so women Associates tended to be 
older and more experienced than male Associates. These results indicate this does not occur, 
since controls for years in rank would take this effect into account. In contrast, suppose one 
believed that the negative salary difference for female Full Professors occurred because women 
publish fewer articles than men due to the unequal distribution of time spent on child care. While 
the results on lower female Full Professor salaries are consistent with this theory, with no 
information on number of publications, these results can neither prove nor disprove it. 

3) Some of the differences by rank may be due to inadequate controls for differences in disciplinary 
background between men and women. In particular, controlling only for School affiliation at 
Northwestern groups together faculty from a wide variety of disciplines within most Schools. To 
the extent that there are significant salary differences in the national market for faculty in different 
disciplines, this is not controlled for in the results presented above. 

There is no readily available data on the disciplinary background of faculty within many Schools 
at NU. (While this data could obviously be constructed, that would take more time and effort than 
was available for this already time-consuming project.) Within CAS, however, disciplines are 
grouped into readily identifiable departments. To get some sense of how important it is to control 
for specific discipline, we can investigate salary differentials among CAS faculty only, controlling 
for departmental affiliation. 
The CAS faculty salary regression controls for the same set of experience-based variables 
mentioned above. The results with regard to gender are as follows (for comparison, the last row 
of the table below also shows the University wide results discussed above): 

Percent Difference Between Female & Male Salaries, Including Experience -Related Controls 

Within CAS Controlling only for CAS division 
Controlling for departmental affiliation 

University -wide Controlling only for school affiliation 
• Indicates a statistically significant effect 

Ass't. Prof. Assoc. Prof. Full Prof. 
-3.6 6.2 ~.9 

-2.3 8.0* -5.4 
-3.3* 2.2 ~.7* 
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Three things about these results are worth noting. First, the differences in salary across rank in 
CAS are quite similar in sign and magnitude to those estimated within the entire university, 
although female Associate Professors in CAS have a larger salary advantage in CAS than they do 
in the university as a whole. (These similarities may not be surprising given that the CAS faculty 
constitutes around 50 percent of the total tenured and tenure track faculty.) Second, largely 
because of the smaller number of observations in these regressions, the results for Assistant and 
Full Professors are less significant than within the University-wide regression, although the 
magnitude and sign of the differences are quite similar. Third, and most germane, controlling for 
explicit disciplines has only a minor effect on these salary differences. At the Assistant level, the 
addition of disciplinary controls somewhat lessens the salary difference. Controlling for 
disciplines increases the salary advantage of female Associates, and it somewhat lessens the salary 
differential for female Full Professors. The same female/male salary patterns generally persist 
when departmental controls are added to the regression as when they are not 

4) Fmally, the repon by the Office of Administration and Planning looks at the effect of separating 
the aggregate faculty sample into male and female samples, and estimating the determinants of 
salary for each group separately. This allows the effect of School affiliation and experience -
related measures to vary across gender. In contrast, the regression results reponed above assumed 
that these variables had identical effects on men and women and allowed any gender salary 
difference to merely take the form of a simple upward or downward shift in salaries. Regressions 
estimated on general U.S. wage data for men and women typically indicate that the effect of 
gender is more than just an additive effect; all of the determinants of wages typically vary by 
gender, so that women often receive a lower return to their experience or education. 

At Northwestern, for the variables included in these regressions, there is no indication that the 
effect of experience-related variables on salaries is significantly different between men and 
women or that the effect of School affiliation varies between men and women. For example, this 
means that another year's experience has an identical percentage effect on the salaries of both men 
and women. Women do not receive a different return to years of service and years in rank at 
Northwestern. 

Summary 
In summary, these results indicate that School affiliation and experience-related variables at 
Northwestern University explain a great deal of the difference in female-male faculty salaries. In 
aggregate, once these variables are controlled for, there is only an insignificant 2.2 percent 
female/male salary differential. This aggregate result obscures continuing differences in female/male 
salaries by rank, however. There is a significant female/male salary deficit among Full Professors of 
about 7 percent; an insignificant female/male advantage among Associate Professors of about 2 
percent; and a significant female/male salary deficit among Assistant Professors of about 3 percent 
These results do not appear to be substantially affected by the inclusion of controls for specific 
disciplinary affiliation, at least within CAS. All of these results should be read with the caveat that 
there are no direct productivity or performance measures in these regressions, and thus these 
regressions do not completely control for performance differences across individuals. 
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Report on the "Pairs Study" 

In addition to our large-scale, quantilative study of gender and salary at Nonhwestem, the Task Force 
conducted a smaller, interpretive analysis of the issue. A subcommittee of the Data Working Group of 
the Task Force chose 27 pairs of male and female faculty members in the same departments, who 
began their careers at Nonhwestern at approximately the same time.1.2 The members of these pairs 
also received their degrees within a few years of each other and maintained the same rank at the 
university at the time of the analysis. The goal of this "pairs study" was to conduct an in-depth, 
textured analysis of faculty performance at the university, and examine how performance is related to 
salary and salary increases. This study served as a check on the larger-scale quantitative study of 
salary and gender: By joining quantitative and qualitative analyses of faculty activity, the committee 
was able to conduct a more holistic and detailed investigation of salary inequity. While 27 pairs is a 
relatively small number, those pairs were very well-matched, and provided an enormous amount of 
useful data. 

The methodology employed in the study was both quantitative and qualitative in nature, in order not to 
omit types of evidence that might be difficult to quantify. The subcommittee collected vitas from 
study participants and coded them in order to count achievements in scholarly publishing, teaching, 
and service.3 Next, the committee evaluated the quantitative proflles of the pairs, analyzing the 
relationships among performance, gender, and salary. Finally, all 27 cases were written up in narrative 
form and re-evaluated. In all cases, and especially those where salaries between members of a pair 
differed significantly, the committee analyzed pairs closely to discern explanations for those 
differences. The analysis of pairs was an iterative one: Members of the committee discussed each pair 
individually several times during the Fall and Winter quarters of the 1993-1994 academic year. 

The pairs study revealed no salary inequities that could be explained by gender. Any salary inequities 
were due to other factors; e.g., number and quality of scholarly publications, professional service 
activity, teaching awards, procuring grants, and the like. Again, while the number of cases was small, 
none reflected discrimination in salary or salary increases due to gender. 

llbe subcommittee members were: Joyce Brockwell (Chemistry, CAS), Susan Herllst (Communication 
Studies, Speech/Political Science, CAS), Joanne Howard (Admin Services, Law), Roxie Smith (Provost's 
Office), and Bruce Spencer (Statistics, CAS). 

21be subcommittee initially chose SO pairs to analyze, but eHmjnarerl 23 pairs because of non-comparability 
among pair members. 

3'riie coding scheme and details about the methodology are available upon request from the committee. 
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Summary of Staff I Faculty Mail/ Phone Survey 

Demographics of the Samples 

The Task Force conducted a mail survey of all Northwestern faculty in May and June of 1993, and a 
comparable mail survey of all Northwestern staff in July and August of 1993. The faculty survey 
yielded 711 responses of about 2,000 mailed, for a response rate of about 40%. The staff response was 
1,650 of about 3,600 total, or a rate of slightly under 50%1. 

1 

A telephone survey of a stratifl.ed random sample, conducted by the Northwestern University Survey 
Lab and containing essentially the same questions as on the mail survey, yielded 100 faculty 
responses, with a response rate of 83%, and 107 staff responses, with a response rate of 80%.2 The 
results of both the staff telephone survey and the faculty telephone survey were not significantly 
different from the mailed versions, except in two respects. First, respondents to the mail questionnaire, 
at least among the full professors, were more likely to have been chairs of departments than those who 
did not return the questionnaire. Of the 197 male full professors returning the questionnaire, 36% (71) 
reported having been chairs of departments, compared to only 11% in the University as a whole. Of 
the 15 female full professors returning the questionnaire, 27% (4) reported having been chairs of 
departments, compared to only 9% in the University as a whole. These comparisons suggest that the 
individuals who returned the questionnaire were probably those most concerned with issues in the 
University and perhaps those most willing to take on a responsibility, such as being chair or returning a 
questionnaire. Respondents to the mail survey were also on several questions more likely to be 
dissatisfled with conditions at Northwestern than respondents to the phone survey. These differences 
did not appear on all questions regarding satisfaction, and sometimes the relationships were reversed. 
For example, more faculty in the telephone survey (75% of the women and 55% of the men) than in 
the mail survey (33% of the women and 26% of the men) felt at least occasionally excluded from 
professional opportunities in their department; more faculty in the phone survey (90% of the women 
and 69% of the men) than in the mail survey (80% of the women and 60% of the men) thought the 
University should provide some kind of child-care beneflt in addition to the referral service and the 
FBRA account; more faculty on the phone survey were dissatisfied with their salary (37%) than in the 
mail survey (31 %). Nor, when they arose, were the differences between phone and mail surveys on 
the satisfaction measures very large, averaging about 12% among the faculty and 10% among the staff. 
Because of these differences, however, we have used the phone surveys for the analysis in the Climate 
section of this report (Section VI), switching to the mail surveys when a question was not asked in the 
phone survey or when our investigation required larger total numbers than were available in the phone 
survey. We have noted when we are using the mail survey. On most questions the phone surveys 
served to validate the more numerous mail surveys, which would otherwise would have had response 
rates too low to be interpretable. The great congruence between phone and mail surveys overall was 
especially surprising because the two samples differed somewhat demographically. 

An important demographic consideration was the difference in response rate by gender for both staff 
and faculty mail surveys. Of the 2235 Northwestern faculty to whom the survey was mailed, 26% are 
women, but 34% of the mailed responses were from women. Thus, although the number of males 
responding to the mail survey was larger than the number of women, as a percentage of respondents, 
the figure for women was higher. On the phone survey, the sample was purposely constructed to be 
comprised of 50% women. Each data set was a~usted in the data analysis to reflect the actual gender 
distribution in the University faculty population. 

The staff at Northwestern is about 60% women. Seventy-one percent of the responses to the mail 
survey were from women; therefore, again women responded at a greater rate than men to the mail 
survey. As in the faculty survey, the telephone sample was deliberately constructed to sample 50% 
women; again the data sets were adjusted in the analysis to reflect the actual gender distribution in the 

I The overall sampling error for the faculty mail survey on a dichotomous measure distributed SO/SO at the 
95% level of confidence is+/- 3 percentage points; for the staff mail survey it is+/- 1.8 percentage points. 

2The overall sampling error for the faculty telephone survey on the same measure at the 95% level of 
confidence is+/- 5.9 percentage points; for the staff telephone survey it is +1- 9.3 percentage points. 

3This means that when survey percentages are reported for the faculty or staff as a whole. they are 
weighted to match the numbers of men and women actually at Northwestern. 
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University staff population. These adjustments also were made in comparing the faculty and staff 
responses. 

The analysis that follows highlights responses to all four surveys, offering comparisons when 
significant differences were noted in the responses by gender or rank. 

Respondents did not differ between the mail and phone surveys by race; about 3/4 of respondents were 
white. About 29% of the nonexempt staff are African-American, compared to about 6% of the exempt 
staff and 2% of all full and pan-time faculty. Approximately these percentages returned the mail 
questionnaire (28%, 7% and 2%) and were contacted by phone (24%, 8% and 3%). 

The median age of all full-time and part-time faculty at Northwestern is in the 40-45 year range. The 
median age in the mail survey was in the same range, but the median age in the phone survey was 
older, in the 46-50 year range. The median age of staff at Northwestern is younger than the faculty, in 
the 35-39 year range. The median age of staff in both mail and phone surveys fell in this range. 

The median salary of staff at Northwestern falls in the $20,000 to $30,000 range, as did the median 
salaries for staff in both the mail and phone surveys. Median faculty salaries fall in the $55,000 to 
$65,000 range ($45-55,000 for women, $55-65,000 for men), which was comparable to the range on 
the phone survey. Faculty responding to the mail survey had the highest median salaries of any 
respondents, in the $65,000 to $90,000 range. 

No significant differences were reported between the mail and phone surveys among rank, status or 
campus for those responding to the staff questionnaire. About half were in executive, managerial or 
other supervisory positions, with another fourth in secretary or clerical positions.· About 45% were 
exempt (vs. nonexempt) in both surveys and about 2/3 worked on the Evanston campus. 

On the faculty surveys, however, while no significant differences were recorded in rank, there were 
differences in location of employment between the mail and phone respondents. About 47% of 
Northwestern full-time and pan-time faculty have appointments in the medical school, which 
corresponds well to the 45% of faculty in the mail survey but is considerably more than the 23% in the 
phone survey who had appointments in the medical school. About 23% of the faculty have 
appointments in CAS, which corresponds well to the 28% on the mail survey, but is smaller than the 
36% on the phone survey who had appointments in CAS. 

Interviews in community meetings on both campuses led us to conclude that the Chicago campus 
faculty, especially women, held very strong views about employment climate issues, including but not 
limited to women's issues. Many people expressed frustration at feeling isolated from the main 
Northwestern campus and said their views of employment climate issues were rarely solicited or heard 
by anyone who could do anything about them. 

Thirty-three percent of the women full-time and part-time faculty at Northwestern have appointments 
as assistant professors (compared to 34% on the mail survey and 35% on the phone survey), but only 
24% of the men (compared to 22% on the mail survey and 17% on the phone survey). Seventeen 
percent of the women have appointments as associate professors (compared to 25% percent on the 
mail survey and 19% on the phone survey), compared to 21% of the men (19% on the mail survey and 
19% on the phone survey). Only 11% of the women have appointments as full professors (17% on 
both the mail and phone survey), compared to 39% of the men (49% on the mail survey and 54% on 
the phone survey). About 30% of faculty responding had held some administrative appointment 
during their career at Northwestern. 

Significant differences in wage earner status were observed based on gender and faculty/staff status. 
In the faculty phone survey, 36% of the men reported being sole wage earners for their families, 
compared to 25% of the women. Among the staff, 48% of the men and 45% of the women reported 
sole wage earner status. This high percentage of staff women having the sole financial responsibility 
for themselves and their families should undercut the common idea that women do not need as high 
salaries as men because they can be supported by their spouse. 
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Faculty tend to be long-time NU employees more than staff. Forty-eight percent of the staff have been 
here fewer than 4 years (41% on the mail survey; 44% of women and 40% of men on the phone 
survey). Among faculty, 56% of the women have been here less than six years (60% on the mail 
survey; 42% on the phone survey), compared to 37% of the men (37% on the mail survey; 18% on the 
phone survey). Almost half the male faculty (46%) have been here eleven years or more, compared to 
only 22% of the women. 

Promotion, Reclassification and Mentoring 

3 

Staff women and men received promotions or reclassifications since coming to Northwestern at about 
the same rate, and they perceived their opportunities for promotion to be similar. About 47% of staff 
men and 49% of staff women on the mail survey said they had been promoted and 54% of men and 
54% of women said they believed they had opportunities for promotion. Overall, about 70% of staff in 
both the mail and phone surveys said they had a moderate or serious concern about their chances for 
promotion. 

Faculty questionnaires differed on the set of questions about promotion and status because of the 
differences in career opportunities. University data indicate that only 8.9% of female full professors 
are department chairs, compared to 11.1% of male full professors. An even greater difference 
appeared in the mail questionnaire, in which 36% of the male full professors reported having been 
chairs of departments, compared to only 27% of female full professors. When all possible 
administrative appointments were combined (deans, central administration, other administration), 
gender differences still were striking: 76% of men on the mail survey and 23% of women reported 
serving as administrators. 

Gender differences among staff on such issues as advice on promotion and mentoring were slight, with 
neither gender receiving much mentoring. Women tended to participate more in campus organizations 
(41% vs. 25% for men), but when women reponed they didn't participate in campus organizations they 
were more likely to state that they didn't have time (46%) more often than men (25%), who more 
frequently reported they didn't participate because they were never asked (40% compared to 26% for 
women). · 

Neither staff men nor women served frequently on NU committees. Nonetheless a significant gender 
difference was observed in committee service, with 33% of staff men reporting they had served on 
committees, but only 17% of women responding affirmatively. 1bis was not a function of choice; 
women and men responded at about the same rate (63 and 61 % respectively) when asked if they 
wanted to serve on an NU committee. 

Faculty promotion advice also seemed about uniform for women and men, with the major difference 
being that men were more likely to serve as mentors (61 %) than were women (52%). Women were 
more likely to know about campus organizations (35.4% compared to 7.7% men) and also were more 
likely (52.9%) to participate in them than men (33.3%) according to phone survey responses. 

Dependents and Cbildcare 
Staff were much more likely to have zero dependents (53%) than faculty (29%), and about the same 
percentages in the phone survey of staff (36%) and faculty (58%) said they had at least one dependent. 
But significant numbers of both staff and faculty thought benefits should be increased, particularly in 
the phone survey, >lhere 79%. of both groups thought benefits should increase. About half of both staff 
(53%) and faculty (43%) thought the University should increase elder-care benefits, although few of 
either staff (5%) or faculty (3%) were likely to have daily elder care needs. About one in three of both 
groups said they may possibly have elder care needs in the next five years. 

Faculty were more likely to have a child in child care (16%) than staff (15%). Faculty were slightly 
less likely than staff (26% to 35%) to definitely expect to need child care in the next five years. Of 
those expecting to need child care in the next five year, staff ranked using a service near wort or at 
work or someone near their home for child care as a higher preference than faculty. Faculty ranked 
using someone in their home higher than staff. Those faculty that used child care were much more 
likely than staff to have someone come to their home (54% vs. 21%) rather than take their child to a 
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service or someone else's home near their own home. Perllaps not surprisingly, then, faculty typically 
paid more for child care ($150 per child per week median cost) than staff ($1 00). 

About a third of both staff (39%) and faculty (30%) were willing to substitute child care benefits for 
other benefits, though the phone survey showed a much higher percentage of staff (59%) than the mail 
survey results. Of those willing to substitute benefits, staff were slightly more likely than faculty to be 
willing to substitute child care benefits for retirement benefits (12% vs. 8%), tuition benefits (26% vs. 
20%) and salary increases (20% vs. 14%). Both staff (86%) and faculty (76%) in the phone survey 
favored using a sliding-scale child-care payment program, and about three in four of both staff and 
faculty thought the University should try an on-site child-care program. 

Staff were more likely to assign a higher ranking than faculty to health insurance, dental insurance, life 
insurance, child care, elder care, tuition benefits, and disability benefits. Both groups ranked retirement 
benefits about equal. 

Faculty were more likely to need a parenting leave while at the University (15%) than staff (10%). Of 
those who have taken a leave, the median time was five to 12 weeks for both groups, but faculty were 
more likely to take a paid leave. About 20% of both groups said it was not easy to arrange a leave. 
There is some gender difference here. Among the faculty, of the ten men who reported having taken a 
paid leave, 9 (90%) said it was easy to arrange, compared to only 53 (78%) of the 68 women who had 
taken such a leave. Of the 30 men and 24 women who had needed but not taken a leave, 3 men and 6 
women were subtly discouraged, 3 men and 2 women were actively discouraged, and no men and 2 
women were denied. Among the staff, of the 18 men who reported having taken a paid leave, 14 
(88%) said it had been easy to arrange, compared to 97 (79%) of the 122 women who had taken a 
leave. Of the 30 men and 24 women who had needed but not taken a leave, 4 men and 3 women had 
been subtly discouraged, 1 man and 2 women had been actively discouraged, and 2 men and 2 women 
had been denied. 

Faculty were about three times more likely than staff (23% vs. 8%) to be very satisfied with their 
salary, but staff were slightly more likely to be satisfied with work appreciation they experienced 
(75%) than faculty (70%). A significant disparity was found in advancement opportunities, with 
faculty almost twice as likely to be satisfied with their opportunities than staff (62% vs. 34% ). Staff 
were more likely (13%) than faculty (6%) to "not care" about the University's prestige, but staff were 
more likely to be very satisfied with the University's family-related atmosphere (34%) than faculty 
(20%). 

Staff were much more likely (62%) than faculty (23%) to be satisfied with their own tuition benefits. 
Staff were also more likely to be very satisfied with family tuition benefits (21%) than faculty (11% ), 
and insurance benefits (39% vs. 21% ). 

Satisfied with Working Conditions and Safety 

Staff were much more likely to be very satisfied with their immediate superior (31%) than faculty 
(26%). But faculty were more likely to be very satisfied with job security (44%) than staff (35%). Staff 
were more likely to be very satisfied with the management of multicultural issues (17%) than faculty 
(11%), but staff were more likely to say they "don't care" about the issue (18%) than faculty (11 %), 
according to the telephone survey. 

The satisfaction with physic;al surroundings and apparent safety generally did not differ between 
faculty and staff. Faculty were more likely to be very satisfied with work safety (42%) than staff 
(36% ), which was also reflected by the staff who said they were very dissatisfied with the physical 
environment (11% vs. 6% for faculty). 

Staff were more likely than faculty to report feeling unsafe inside or outside buildings both in 
Evanston and Chicago. But about one in three in both groups reported feeling unsafe outside in the 
evening in Chicago. The situation was particularly bad for women staff and faculty. Thirty-five 
percent of the women staff who worlred in Evanston felt unsafe inside on the Evanston campus at 
night, compared to only 4% of the men staff. Thirty-one percent of the women faculty who worked in 
Evanston felt unsafe inside on the Evanston campus at night, compared to 7% of the men. Fifty -three 
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percent of the Evanston women staff felt unsafe outside at night on the Evanston campus compared to 
11% of the men, and 54% of the women faculty compared to 10% of the men. On the Chicago 
campus, 37% of the women staff who worked on that campus felt unsafe inside at night, compared to 
15% of the men; 23% of the women faculty on that campus felt unsafe inside at night compared to 9% 
of the men; 45% of the women staff felt unsafe outside at night compared to 27% of the men; and 53% 
of the women faculty felt unsafe outside at night compared to 23% of the men. About one in four 
among both staff and faculty reported occasionally calling Chicago Public Safety. That did not mean 
members of either group took a proportional advantage of the escon service in Chicago (5% for faculty 
and 1% for staff) or Evanston (about 1% for both groups). That may be related to the fact that about 
one in three members of both groups said that the escon service was not convenient. About the same 
number of staff (41 %) and faculty (36%) reported calling Evanston Public Safety at least occasionally. 
About one in ten of those who called either public safety organization said their call was not treated 
seriously. 

Harassment and Discrimination 

s 

About a third (32%) of the faculty women who were single parents and just under half of the staff 
women who were single parents (44%) felt isolated at Nonhwestem because their perspectives as 
single parents were not accorded proper attention. Similarly, most women staff (63%) and women 
faculty (54%) felt isolated as women at Northwestern, with the nonexempt staff having the strangest 
feelings of isolation. Finally, 40% of the minority staff (no gender difference) and 30% of the 
minority faculty (26% of the men and 35% of the women), felt isolated as minorities at Nonhwestem, 
with the nonexempt staff again reponing the strangest feelings of isolation. 

There were some decided differences between staff and faculty on the issue of sexual harassment. Staff 
were more likely to be familiar with sexual harassment procedures (62%) than faculty (54%), and 
more likely to repon their own sexual harassment to a supervisor (49% vs. 42% for faculty), the EEO 
officer (36% vs. 26% for faculty). Faculty were more likely to repon their case to a dean (56% vs. 
23% for staff) an advocate (23% vs. 18% for staff), a colleague/mediator (61% vs. 37% for staff), and 
an ombudsperson (39% vs. 15% for staff). Staff were more likely to perceive a need for a women's 
center on the Chicago campus (64%) than faculty (51%). 

Faculty were more likely to repon being exposed to both sexually offensive conversation (53% vs. 
46% for staff) and sexist language (64% vs. 42% for staff). But staff (15% and 17% respectively) were 
more likely than faculty (7% and 10% respectively) to repon that the incidents in both cases happened 
habitually. And in both cases, staff were more likely to repon that the offender(s) were of higher status 
(46% and 58% respectively) than were faculty (39% and 44% respectively). Only about one in 10 of 
the employees reported the incidents of sexually offensive conversation, and few (12% for staff and 
3% for faculty) reported the incidents of sexist language. 

About one in ten employees reported being exposed to unwelcome seductive behavior, and, as with the 
previous section, it was staff more likely to repon that this happens habitually (15%) than faculty 
(5%), and to repon that the offender(s) were of higher status (59%) than faculty (45%). Staff was also 
more likely to repon the incident(s) (15%) than faculty (5%). 

About one in 11 employees reported receiving preferential treatment because of their gender, and most 
of those favored (about 75%) said this happened occasionally. Faculty were more than four times more 
likely (22%) than staff (5%) to repon that the offender(s) were of lower status. Only about one in 20 
employees said they had repo~ the incidents. 

About one in five employees said they had been discriminated against because of their gender, and 
about two in three who were discriminated against said it happens occasionally. About eight of 10 of 
the offender(s) were of higher status. Only about one in 10 said they had reported the incidents. 

About one in 25 employees said someone had attempted to establish an unwanted sexual relationship, 
and about half of those who reponed this said it happens occasionally. Faculty were far more likely to 
repon that the offender(s) were oflower status (68%) than staff (29% ). 
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Staff were more than twice as likely to repon being exposed to attempts at physical contact (8%) than 
faculty (3%). Of those exposed, about 60% of employees said it happens occasionally. More than half 
of employees reponed that the offender(s) were of higher status. Only one in eight said they had 
reported the incidents. 

Less than one percent of employees reported being subtly or overtly pressured for sexual favors, or 
having someone try forcefully to have intercourse. 

Results in the mail Survey showed a larger percentage of staff (12%) and faculty (16%) that were 
uncenain if they had sexually harassed anyone else, compared to those in the telephone survey ( 4% for 
faculty, and 2% for staff). About 6% of faculty, and 4% of staff thought they might have done this. 

Staff were more likely to perceive their sexual harassment as also being racial harassment (33%) than 
faculty (17% ). Staff was also more likely to repon being discriminated against due to gender (20% vs. 
16% for faculty), sexual orientation (5% vs. 2% for faculty), race (13% vs. 6% for faculty), age (24% 
vs. 11% for faculty), or job statusfrank (25% vs. 23% for faculty). 
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Faculty were more likely to repon being discriminated against because of being foreign born (6%) 
than staff (3%). Few members of all employees reponed being discriminated against because of 
religion (about 7% ), veteran status (less than 1% ), or any other reason (about 7% ). 

About 40 percent of employees said their complaints were looked into by the University, and about 40 
percent said they were satisfied with the University's response to their complainL 
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SEPARATE STATEMENT OF MARSHALLS. SHAPO 

TASK FORCE CONCERNING WOMEN 
IN THE ACADEMIC WORKPLACE 

INTRODUCTION 

I share many of the ideas and beliefs that inform the Report of the Task 
Force, although I am unable to concur fully in its recommendations. 
Rather than venturing a full length expression of my opinions, I shall try to highlight 
some rather general views on a few important points. 

I wish to express my admiration for the work of the other members of the 
Task Force. The University is deeply in debt to all of these persons. 

I am particularly grateful to those colleagues who, although they wished for·a 
completely unanimous Report, proved generous in their acceptance of this · · 
Statement. Some of my colleagues have expressed concern that readers of the 
Report--and perhaps more, non-readers and rumor mongers-will seize upon this 
Statement as somehow representing a "dissenting opinion." Let it be understood 
that any fair reading of this Statement will make it clear that this is untrue, either as 
a matter of labeling or of content My agreement with my colleagues is much more 
substantive than my differences with them. 

!.PREMISES 

There are several basic ideas, with attached factual foundations or 
assumptions, on which I rest my views: 

1) The most desirable kinds of reforms in the area to which the Task Force 
addresses itself are those that achieve a maniage between enhancements of personal 
dignity and increases in productivity. This is so because a University in particular 
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should respect the dignitary interests of its members but also because the 
maximization of productivity will benefit all members of the community. 

2) All persons should be treated in the workplace according to merit, and a 
significant number of women at Northwestern sometimes do not receive that sort of 
treatment. 

3) Women as a class are in a relatively vulnerable position with respect to 
sexual overreaching, and there appears to be substantial evidence at Northwestern 
that men in various positions of authority and trust abuse their power in this regard 
with some statistical regularity. 

4) Information is an important disinfectant in situations in which persons are 
not treated according to merit, and in situations in which they are abused by those in 
positions of power; there has been insufficient information available at Northwestern 
with respect to the special disadvantages experienced by women. 

5) Institutions at the cutting edge of society should make available to their 
members ways to express grievances that protect both complainants and the targets 
of complaints, and Northwestern requires more mechanisms of this kind. 

6) Although the secular faith on which our economy rests assumes that 
persons and institutions can be relied upon to act for their own good, persons and 
institutions intermittently act against their own long-range best interests. Where the 
position of women is concerned, Northwestern is no exception to these occasional 
aberrations from personal and institutional self-interest. Again, strong anecdotal 
evidence indicates that in a way that is difficult to explain on the merits, some units 
of the University discriminate in the opportunities available to women as contrasted 
with those available to men. 

ll. GENERAL AREAS OF AGREEMENT WITH THE 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TASK FORCE 

My agreement with many of the recommendations of the Task Force flows 
from the premises I have stated: 
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1) Constrained only by considerations of feasibility, the University should 
provide: 

• More information than it does now about opportunities for advancement 
available to its employees, 

• More encouragement to employees to satisfy their ambitions to better 
themselves in the workplace, 

• Increased amounts of understandable data about financial compensation, 

• More information, regularly presented, about the numbers of women in 
positions of trust and authority. 

With respect to the provision of information, I note for the record that, as 
perhaps is the case with most endeavors of this kind, the Report embodies a mass of 
data which only the specialist can master. Moreover, some data which appeared 
potentially to be of crucial importance, sought many months ago, had not been 
produced by the time the recommendations moved toward final draft. The . 
operational point here is that information becomes meaningful to individuals in small 
units, and that those who provide information should break it down so that ordinary 
people may analyze its relevance to their own cases. 

2) Although the University employs a diverse group of mechanisms of for 
handling employee grievances, it might be wise to consider the institution of a 
centralized, spare process for all complainants unsatisfied with the resolution of 
their grievances, not limited to complaints arising because of the gender of the 
complainant This process might center on one person, or an office, with "ombuds" 
functions. 

3) With particular reference to the cluster of behaviors that go under the 
heading of sexual harassment, the University should communicate to the community 
not only its revulsion ai such behavior, but evidence of its decisions that punish this 
kind of conduct. At the same time, the University must be meticulous about 
protecting both the due process rights and the reputations of those charged, but not 
found guilty, of such behavior. 
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4) One relatively specific area of agreement with the recommendations 
deserves particular mention. This is the recommendation that the University develop 
a plan on day care availability. All would agree that, in general, the heaviest part of 
the burden of child care in this society, and within this University, falls on women. 
Ordinarily, one might expect that institutions could rely on the general marketplace 
to provide surrogates who would carry some of that burden. For that reason, one 
might ordinarily be concerned about the University expending resources on behalf of 
its members to arrange services that they could secure for themselves. 

However, the market does not appear to be meeting this need. More 
importantly, it appears that the University's own market position suffers because of 
this fact. It therefore seems proper, and even necessary, for the University to take 
some action to implement a day care plan for its own good: to improve its 
competitive position in hiring and to promote efficiency in its work force. One 
should note that these bonuses would arise from two sources: (1) An enhancement 
of the day-to-day performance of employees because they have fewer worries about 
who is taking care of their children (2) A probable decrease in staff turnover that 
seriously compromises the effectiveness of employees at all levels. 

I have deliberately cast this argument in economic terms because they are 
many things that the University could, and arguably should, do for its employees 
because those things are right But the University can only afford some of these 
things. On reflection, it seems to be that this is a primary case where by doing good 
for its employees, the University will do well for itself. 

III. SOME GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT DISCRIMINATION 

It is important to note that there exists a substantial body of federal and state 
law that condemns discriminatory treatment of women, and provides remedies 
against such behavior. The strategy that I have advocated above would provide 
information to individuals who have suffered discrimination, as well as to the larger 
community, that would be useful in assessing the existence of violations of the law. 
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Yet the boundaries of right and wrong, of socially desirable and undesirable 
behavior, do not stop with the strictures of the law. Indeed, we must recognize that 
in the University as in the larger community, many women face special problems, in 
the way they are treated by men-and indeed in some cases by other women. I 
personally have witnessed the latter phenomenon. 

One may sum up these problems in the concept of attitude. A few illustrations 
of bow unproductive attitudes manifest themselves are these: 

+ The failure by units of the University to provide opportunities for 
advancement based on the talent and promise demonstrated by particular 
individuals. 

+ A demeaning day to day tone in which those in a supervisory capacity 
provide assessments and give directions. 

+ Subtle manifestations of the view that women do not possess the abilities 
relevant to employment that men possess. 

A particularly interesting illustration of some of these problems on the faculty 
side arises with reference to the definition of academic productivity. In some cases, 
departments tend to consign women to positions that involve heavy student contact 
and what sometimes are called "nurturing" responsibilities. The natural outcome of 
this sort -of assignment is a judgment that such female faculty members are 
"unproductive," under a calculus that equates productivity with scholarly 
publication. 

The most destructive aspect of such behavior is that it embodies a _ 
self-fulfilling prophecy: The able person, perceived as less able than colleagues in 
the group that is not the target of discrimination, does not get a chance to 
demonstrate relevant abilities, and is compensated at a lower level than other 
colleagues. 

The sentence just above is "gender neutral." I have written it that way to 
highlight the fact that one might substitute for the word "person" in that sentence the 
words "women," "African-Americans," or "Jews." These groups, all offered for the 
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sake of illustration, have all allegedly (or demonstrably) suffered discrimination in 
universities, as well as in the broader society. 

I should add that a potential symbol of issues likely to confront the University 
with the "greying of America" is a federal court decision so current that I 
encountered it in the hour before attending the final full-dress meeting of the Task 
Force. This decision permits a former Northwestern employee to proceed against 
the University on several counts of a complaint for age as well as sex discrimination 
and associated tort claims.' 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

I do not comment in detail on the recommendations of the Task Force. 
However, I do express a general concern that those recommendations may tend to 
rely too much on the creation of a bureaucracies within a bureaucracy, and to foster 
a regulatory approach rather than to develop an environment that enhances personal 
opportunity and decentralizes decisionmaking. 

I think that the most feasible solutions to gender discrimination at 
Northwestern lie principally in the provision of well-publicized, relevant 
information. Thus, I believe that the University has a moral, as well as as legal, 
obligation to collect and make available information about the employment and 
treatment of women in its many departments and job classifications, particularly 
with reference to salaries and other compensation. I express my strong support for 
the idea that the University should give effective publicity to opportunities for 
advancement for both faculty and staff. 

The implementation of these ideas will remove barriers to achievement on 
merit, which arguably is the essence of fairness where discrimination is concerned. 
A necessary corollary to this is the provision of information bearing on the 
existence of legal rights in the larger world as well as grievance mechanisms within 
the University. This would ensure both appropriate opportunity for employees to 

1 Otterbacher v. Northweste= University, 838 F. Supp. 1256 
(N.D. Ill. 1993). The plaintiff is a male. 
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evaluate their legal relationship to the University and for the wider community to 
assess the University's performance in an important area of social behavior. 

The simple provision of information in these categories would go a long way 
to assure that the University maintains an environment that is a positive one for all 
its employees, women and men tOgether. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, I must emphasize that the fact that I cannot subscribe totally to 
the Report does not diminish my admiration for the work of my colleagues. They 
have started a process of institutional self-examination in which the University must 
engage for the foreseeable future. In their tolerance for diverse opinions, they also 
have confirmed that the idea of a University begins with a concern with ideas. 
While I have focused in large part here on practical applications, it is ideas that 
undergird proposals for action. 
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